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DESCRIPTION 

IMPLANT COMPOSITE MATERIAL 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] 

The present invention relates to an implant composite 

material which is for use in the treatment of articular cartilage 

disorders such as hip joint femur head necrosis and knee joint 

bone head necrosis, the reconstruction/fixing of a bio-derived 

or artificial ligament or tendon, the uniting/fixing of a bone, 

etc.  

BACKGROUND ART 

[0002] 

Various regenerative medical techniques have hitherto 

been investigated in order to reconstruct, regenerate, or 

reinforce hard-bone or cartilage parts which have been destroyed 

or damaged considerably. It is widely understood that the 

reconstruction of a damagedpart having a given shape essentially 

necessitates a scaffold which serves to help completion of 

the reconstruction by avoiding an external mechanical load 

or a cytologicalorphysiologicalattackandforming/maintaining 

the desiredshapeuntilthe regenerationoftissuesiscompleted.  

[0003] 
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At present, various ideas have been proposed on scaffold 

materials for use in the case where a cartilage of a joint 

such as a hip joint or knee joint is in an abnormal state and 

this cartilage is required to be repaired, regenerated, or 

reconstructed. However, no material usable as a scaffold for 

the treatment or reconstruction of a necrotized part of a joint 

bone head or for the reinforcement of a ligament part adherent 

to ajoint has been developedbecause of difficulties inmaterial 

science. The reason for this is that this scaffold is to be 

applied to a boundary which is a discontinuous bone joint part 

which involves different functions and materials and in which 

a cartilage and a hard bone come into contact with each other 

while moving, i.e., the scaffold is to be applied to a part 

in a joint.  

[0004] 

One measure for the development of such a scaffold may 

be a technique in which a prosthetic material comprising a 

cartilage substitute and a hard-bone substitute combined and 

united therewith is produced and the hard-bone substitute and 

the cartilage substitute are implanted in and fixed to an 

articular bone head part and an articular cartilage part, 

respectively. However, in the case where the two substitutes 

are not in a united form but a combination of separate members, 

continuous and connecting shifting is not obtained between 

cartilagetissuesandhard-bonetissues. Inaddition, aproblem 
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that the two substitutes separate from each other upon joint 

movements arises. Consequently, a scaffold material usable 

in an articular part should be one in which the part to be 

disposed in a hard bone has a satisfactory affinity for the 

hard bone in terms of affinity concerning vital histology and 

mechanics and the part to be disposed in a cartilage has a 

satisfactory affinity for the cartilage in terms of affinity 

concerning vital histology and mechanics and which is thereby 

stably held in the joint, which is a movable interface, without 

detaching therefrom.  

[0005] 

In this case, when the target prosthetic material is 

one not assimilable in the living body, such as ametal, ceramic, 

or polymer, it is not replaced by living tissues with the lapse 

of time and the long-term holding of the implanted material 

continuously has a fear concerning problems such as infection 

and mechanical troubles. It is therefore necessary that the 

prosthetic material should combine bioactivity and 

biodegradability which enable the material to be gradually 

replaced by living tissues to reconstruct a shape and be finally 

degraded and assimilated by the living body and disappear.  

It is mechanically and physiologically desirable that the 

prosthetic material should be one which simultaneously has 

both of a compact part and a porous part and in which the porous 

part, as a substitute for a cartilage, becomes higher in opening 
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rate toward the cartilage surface and the compact part, as 

a substitute for a hard bone, becomes lower in opening rate 

toward inner parts of the compact part in which the prosthetic 

material is implanted.  

[0006] 

Namely, in the development of a scaffold for the treatment 

or reconstruction of, e.g., articular cartilage disorders, 

there is a desire for a material comprising: a porous part 

in which cells rapidly penetrate and cartilage tissues 

inductively grow in a surface-layer part with scaffold 

degradation to enable the porous part to be replaced by living 

tissues; and a compact layer which conducts and tightly adheres 

to a hard bone and retains a sufficient strength over a certain 

time period until degradation and which finally is wholly 

degraded and completely replaced by hard-bone tissues.  

[0007] 

Incidentally, the present inventor previously proposed 

an artificial bone for use as an implant material for the 

repair/reconstruction of a deficient part of a living bone 

comprising a cancellous bone and a cortical bone formed on 

the surface layer (outside) of the cancellous bone (patent 

document 1). This artificial bone comprises: a 

three-dimensional porous object comprising a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer having interconnected pores inside 

and containing bioactive bioceramic particles; and a compact 
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surface layer superposed on and united with part of the surfaces 

of the porous object and comprising a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioactive bioceramic 

particles. This implant material is intended to be implanted 

in such a manner that the three-dimensional porous object is 

applied to the deficient part of the cancellous bone in an 

inner part of the living bone and the compact surface layer 

is applied to the deficient part of the cortical bone in a 

surface part. It is an artificial bone suitable for use as 

a substitute for an autograft bone flap or allograft bone flap.  

[0008] 

On the other hand, background art concerning the 

reconstruction/fixing or reinforcement of a ligament or tendon 

are as follows. As is well known, there are four (two groups 

of) ligamentsin a kneejoint. One is tibial collateral ligament 

and fibular collateral ligament, and the other is anterior 

cruciate ligament and posterior cruciate ligament. In relation 

to knee twistingmovements in sports activities, the most common 

case is damage to an anterior cruciate ligament (ACL).  

Techniques presently in use for treating the damage are: the 

BTB (bone tendon bone) method in which a normal bone-attached 

ACL or patella tendon (PT) of the patient is utilized; the 

semitendon method in which a hamstring tendon not attached 

to a bone is utilized; and the method in which an artificial 

ligament is utilized. Various measures have been taken to 
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highly reliably fix not only autografts, allografts, and 

cadaveric bone-attached tendons and ligaments but also 

artificial ligaments in such a manner as to enable natural 

movements. Typical examples of the BTB (bone tendon bone) 

method, in which a damaged ACL is fixed between bones with 

those normal ligaments, and the method in which only a ligament 

or tendon having no bone is fixed between bones made up of 

soft tissues include the following three.  

(1) Fixing with an interference screw.  

(2) Fixing with a cross pin.  

(3) Fixing with an end button of a hamstring tendon.  

[0009] 

However, these fixing techniques generally have a 

drawback that the part where the ligament or tendon has been 

fixed becomes loose with the lapse of time. In the fixing 

(1), although metallic screws have conventionally been mainly 

employed, this fixing arouses troubles in extreme knee bends, 

e.g., sittingontheheels. Becauseofthis, variousassimilable 

screws have recently come to be used in a considerably high 

proportion. However, such screw fixing has a drawback that 

thescrew does not directlybondwiththebonein the implantation 

part. The screw receives a load caused by bends over a prolonged 

time period and this is a cause of getting loose. The same 

problem is pointed out in the case of (3) also. In the case 

of (2), there is a relatively small fear of that. However, 
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this fixingtechniqueunavoidablyhasapossibilitythatmetallic 

cross pins, when present over long in a joint part involved 

in heavy movements, might shift their positions to cause 

stimulation and this might sometimes produce a serious harmful 

effect. Furthermore, assimilable ones have poor reliability 

with respect to flexural strength and deformation by flex 

relaxation.  

[0010] 

The reconstruction of a damaged ACL with a ligament 

is explained below as an example. A well known method is to 

fix both ends of the ligament withmetallic interference screws.  

In this case, the bone-attached ligament is implanted in the 

following manner. The bone parts on both ends of the ligament 

are inserted into holes respectively formed in the upper and 

lower living bones (thighbone side and shinbone side) of a 

knee joint. A metallic interference screw is screwed into 

the space between each bone part and the inner surface of the 

hole to fix the bone part on each end of the ligament. On 

the other hand, as the artificial ligament for use in this 

reconstruction, an artificial ligament is known which comprises 

many filaments stretched and arranged substantially in a row 

and in which both ends of the filaments have been looped for 

fixing with screws or the like (patent document 2).  

[0011] 

As described above, metallic or ceramic interference 
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screws are used in the reconstruction/fixing of a tendon or 

ligament. However, these screws have a high modulus of 

elasticity and, in particular, the metallic interference screws 

may adversely influence the living body due to metal ion 

dissolution. Thereishenceaproblemthatareoperativesurgery 

should be performed for taking the screws out of the body in 

an early stage after the treatment.  

[0012] 

Under such circumstances, the present applicant 

previouslyproposed an interference screw for tendonor ligament 

fixing which is an interference screw comprising a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer and has a through-hole 

for Kirschner wire insertion formed along the center line 

therefor, an upper part of the through-hole (part on the screw 

head side) being a large elongated-circle hole part for 

rotating-tool fitting (patent document 3).  

[0013] 

This interference screw for tendon or ligament fixing 

is intended to be used in the following manner. A Kirschner 

wire (guide wire for leading and screwing the screw in a desired 

direction with satisfactory accuracy) is inserted into the 

through-hole. The tip of a rotating tool is fitted into the 

elongated-circle hole part of the through-hole, and the tip 

is rotated to screw the screw in the proper direction into 

each of those holes formed in the bones of a joint (holes 
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respectively formed in the upper and lower bones of a joint) 

into which the ends of a tendon or ligament to be 

transplanted/reconstructed have been inserted. Thus, the 

transplant bone flaps on both ends of the tendon or ligament 

are pressed against and fixed to the inner surfaces of the 

holes. The biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer hydrolyzes 

due to contact with a body fluid and is assimilated by the 

living body. Consequently, this interference screw need not 

be taken out of the body through a reoperative surgery.  

[0014] 

Next, background art concerning the uniting/fixing of 

bones is explained. Techniques for bone uniting/fixing include 

the following.  

1. Uniting of fractured parts by osteosynthesis 

a) Open-reduction fixation for fractures within and 

around joints such as an ankle joint, knee joint, hip joint, 

elbow joint, and shoulder joint 

b) Open-reduction fixation for ossicular fractures in 

a hand or foot, such as one in a metacarpal bone or metatarsal 

bone 

2. Fixing of transplant bone in bone transplantation 

a) Fixing of a transplant bone flap in replacement with 

an artificial hip joint 

b) Fixing of a transplant bone flap in replacement with 

an artificial knee joint 
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c) Fixing of a transplant bone flap in tumor curettage 

3. Fixing of bone flap in osteotomy 

a) Fixing of a bone flap in acetabular osteotomy 

b) Fixing of a bone flap in osteotomy for hallux valgus 

correction 

c) Fixing of a bone flap in wrist-joint reconstructive 

operation (Kapanji method) 

4. Others 

a) Temporary fixing of a joint (e.g., temporary fixing 

of a tibiofibular joint) 

b) Proper uniting/fixing of fractured parts other than 

1. a) above 

[0015] 

For uniting/fixing those bones, bone-uniting materials 

suchasmetallicorceramicscrewsorpinshavebeenusedhitherto.  

However, since these bone-uniting materials have a far higher 

modulus of elasticity than living bones, there are problems, 

for example, that dependence on their strength reduces rather 

than increases the strength of the bones surrounding the 

uniting materials. In particular, in the case of metallic 

screws, there is a fear that metal ions gradually released 

therefrom may adversely influence the living body in a prolonged 

time period exceeding 10 years after implantation. There is 

hence a fear that a reoperative surgery for taking the screws 

out of the body must be performed in an early stage.  
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[0016] 

Under these circumstances, investigations have come 

to be made on screws which comprise a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer and do not necessitate the reoperative 

surgery. The present applicant further developed various 

bone-uniting materials, e.g., a screw and apin, which comprise 

a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioactive 

and bioabsorbable bioceramic particles and combine bioactivity 

and biodegradability andbioabsorbability, in order to satisfy 

ahighdegreeof demands of doctors andpatients (patent documents 

4 and 5). Furthermore, a screw comprising that composite 

material was also developed which had a through-hole formed 

therein for inserting thereinto a Kirschner wire for leading 

and screwing the screw in a right direction into a given part 

with satisfactory accuracy (hollow screw called a cannulated 

screw).  

Patent Document 1: JP-A-2004-121301 

Patent Document 2:JP-T-7-505326 (The term"JP-T"asusedherein 

means a published Japanese translation of a PCT patent 

application.) 

Patent Document 3: JP-A-2000-166937 

Patent Document 4: JP-A-11-70126 

Patent Document 5: JP-A-10-85231 
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DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

PROBLEMS THAT THE INVENTION IS TO SOLVE 

[0017] 

However, the implant material proposed in patent document 

1, which is an artificial bone suitable for use as a substitute 

for anautograftbone flap or allograftbone flap, is not suitable 

for use as a scaffold to be applied to a boundary which is 

a discontinuous bone joint part which involves different 

functions and materials and in which a cartilage and a hard 

bone come into contact with each other while moving, i.e., 

as a scaffold to be applied to a joint.  

[0018] 

The method in which a bone-attached ligament is fixed 

withmetallicinterferencescrewshashadthefollowingdrawback.  

The interference screws do not chemically bond directly with 

the upper and lower living bones of a joint but are physically 

fixed due to the rugged shape of the interference screws 

themselves. Because of this, it is difficult to consider that 

the strength of fixing the bone parts at both ends of the ligament 

is sufficiently secured over long. In particular, when an 

artificial ligament such as that disclosed in patent document 

2 is used and the end loop parts are fixed with screws, then 

there is a high possibility that this artificial ligament might 

detach from the living bones because the loop parts do not 

directly bond with the upper and lower living bones of the 
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joint. In addition, there has been a high possibility that 

when a tensile force is repeatedly applied, the artificial 

ligament might be elongated due to stress relaxation or cut 

by the screw thread.  

[0019] 

The technique of fixing a tendon or ligament with the 

interference screw proposed in patent document 3 has a problem 

that the adhesion of the transplant bone flap on an end of 

a tendon or ligament to the inner surface of a hole formed 

in a bone (bone adhesion) necessitates much time as in the 

case of other materials such as metals and bioceramics. There 

also has been a problem that after bone adhesion is obtained, 

much time is required for the screw to be completely replaced 

by a living bone and disappear. On the other hand, it is well 

known that a biological bone growth factor such as a BMP (bone 

morphogenic protein) is effective in accelerating replacement 

by a living bone and regeneration. However, such biological 

bone growth factors cannot be directly incorporated into the 

screw comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer.  

This is because the screw comprising a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer has a heat history including heating 

to at least 100 0C or higher in the steps of strengthening, 

molding, and producing the screw and, hence, the biological 

bone growth factors are thermally altered and are deprived 

of their activity.  
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[0020] 

In addition, the through-hole of that interference screw 

is less apt to undergo bone tissue invasion/growth (bone 

ingrowth). Because of this, there has been a problem that 

part of the through-hole remains vacant until the screw is 

mostly degraded/assimilated and replaced by a bone. Although 

a technique in which autobone particles taken out of another 

part are packed into the hole may be employed, the donor part 

remains as a defective part and, hence, should be filled with 

artificial bone particles. Complete repair with an autobone 

is not attained.  

[0021] 

The screw disclosed in patent document 4 and the pin 

disclosed in patent document 5 are ones in which the polymer 

gradually hydrolyzes in the living body and bone tissues 

conductively grow due to the bioactivity of the bioceramic 

particles exposed as a result of the hydrolysis. The screw 

and pin are replaced by a living bone and disappear after all.  

However, liketheinterferencescrewproposedinpatentdocument 

3, thescrewandpinhaveproblemsthatboneadhesionnecessitates 

much time as in the case of other materials such as metals 

andbioceramics and that after bone adhesion is obtained, much 

time is required for the screw to be completely replaced by 

alivingboneanddisappear. Inaddition, therealsoareproblems, 

as in the case of the interference screw proposed in patent 
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document 3, that a biological bone growth factor such as a 

BMP (bonemorphogenicprotein) cannot be directly incorporated 

into the screw or pin comprising a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer and that until the cannulated screw is 

mostly degraded/assimilated and replaced by a bone, part of 

the through-hole remains vacant.  

[0022] 

The present invention has been achieved under these 

circumstances. A subject for the invention is to provide an 

implant composite material which is for use as a temporary 

prosthetic/scaffold material in the case where a cartilage 

of a joint such as a hip joint or knee joint is in an abnormal 

state andthiscartilageisrequiredtoberepaired, regenerated, 

or reconstructed, i.e., a necrotized part of an articular bone 

head is required to be treated or reconstructed, or the case 

where a ligament part adherent to a joint is to be reinforced, 

andwhichhas the aforementionedpropertiesor functions desired 

in this medical field and can be stably implanted in and fixed 

to a joint.  

[0023] 

Anothersubject for the invention is to provide an implant 

composite material for use as an end anchor (anchor member) 

of a ligamental member or tendinous member. It is an implant 

composite material for anchoring to be attached to an end part 

of a ligamental member or tendinous member (the implant 
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composite material corresponds to a bone of a bone-attached 

ligament or tendon). It bonds with the upper or lower living 

bones (thighbone or shinbone) of a knee joint in an early stage 

and, hence, enables the end part of a ligamental member or 

tendinous member to be fixed in a shorter time period and to 

come to have a greatly heightened fixing strength as compared 

withthecaseoffixingwithmetallicorassimilableinterference 

screws heretofore in use.  

[0024] 

Still another subject for the invention is to provide 

an implant composite material for tendon or ligament fixing 

and an implant composite material for osteosynthesis which 

are capable of eliminating problems described above, i.e., 

the problem that bone adhesion necessitates much time as in 

the case of metals and bioceramics, the problem that much time 

is required for a screw to be completely replaced by a living 

bone and disappear after bone adhesion is obtained, the problem 

that a biological bone growth factor such as a BMP cannot be 

directly incorporated, and the problem that part of a 

through-hole remains vacant until the screw is mostly 

degraded/assimilated and replaced by a bone.  

MEANS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEMS 

[0025] 

In order to accomplish those subjects, the invention 
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provides a bioabsorbable and bioactive implant composite 

material characterized by comprising a compact composite of 

a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, 

the porous composite being united with the compact composite.  

This implant composite material of the invention includes 

four types. A first type is an implant composite material 

which is for use in the treatment or reconstruction of articular 

cartilage disorders or the reconstruction or reinforcement 

of a ligament part adherent to a joint and which is applied 

to part of a joint where an articular bone head is in contact 

with an articular cartilage, such as knee, hip, ankle, shoulder, 

elbow, and vertebral (cervical vertebra and lumbar vertebra) 

joints as a temporary prosthetic material or scaffold and as 

a support for the gradual release of a biological bone growth 

factor. A second type is an implant composite material to 

be attached as an anchor member to an end part of a ligamental 

member or tendinous member. A third type is an implant 

composite material for tendon or ligament fixing, such as an 

interference screw. A fourth type is an implant composite 

material for osteosynthesis.  

[0026] 

The implant composite material of the first type of 
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the invention is characterized in that the porous composite, 

which comprises a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, 

has been superposed on and united with one side or all surfaces 

of the compact composite, which comprises a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles.  

[0027] 

In this implant composite material of the first type, 

it is preferred that the porosity of the porous composite 

having interconnected pores should gradually change to have 

an inclinationsothattheporosityincreasesfromaninner-layer 

part to a surface-layer part of the porous composite having 

interconnectedporesintherangeof50-90%. Itisalsopreferred 

that the content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite should gradually change to have an inclination so 

that it increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer 

part of the porous composite in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

Furthermore, it is preferred that the porous composite should 

have been impregnated with at least one biological bone growth 

factor selected from a BMP (Bone Morphogenic Protein), TGF-P 

(Transforming Growth Factor P), EP4 (Prostanoid Receptor), 

b-FGF (basic Fibroblast Growth Factor), and PRP (platelet-rich 

plasma) and/or an osteoblast derived from a living organism.  

[0028] 
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The implant composite material of the second type of 

the invention is an implant composite material for use as an 

end anchor of a ligamental member or tendinous member. It 

is an implant composite material to be attached as an anchor 

member to an end part of a ligamental member or tendinous member 

so as not to detach therefrom, and is characterized in that 

the porous composite, which comprises a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles, has been superposed on and united with 

part or all of the surfaces of the compact composite, which 

comprises a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

[0029] 

In this implant composite material of the second type 

(anchor member), it is preferred from the standpoint of strength 

that the porous composite should have a porosity of 50-90%, 

at least 50% of all pores be accounted for by interconnected 

pores, and the porosity of the porous composite gradually change 

to have an inclination so that the porosity increases from 

an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part of the porous 

composite. It is also preferred, from the standpoint of bone 

conductivity which enables direct bonding with a surrounding 

bone, that the content of thebioceramicparticles in the porous 

composite layer should gradually change to have an inclination 

so that it increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer 
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part of the porous composite in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

Furthermore, it is preferred that the porous composite layer 

should have been impregnated with at least one biological bone 

growth factor selected from a BMP, TGF-3, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP 

and/or an osteoblast derived from a living organism. It is 

further preferred that many small holes or small projections 

for the attachment of a ligamental member or tendinous member 

should be formed in or on an end part of this implant composite 

material (anchor member).  

[0030] 

The implant composite material of the third type of 

the invention is an implant composite material for tendon or 

ligament fixing which is characterized by comprising: an 

interference screw which comprises the compact composite and 

has a through-hole for inserting a Kirschner wire thereinto; 

and a packing which comprises the porous composite and with 

which the through-hole is filled, the packing containing a 

biological bone growth factor.  

[0031] 

In this implant composite material of the third type, 

it is preferred that the content of the bioceramic particles 

in the compact composite constituting the interference screw 

should be 30-60% by mass and the content of the bioceramic 

particles in the porous composite constituting the packing 

be 60-80% by mass. It is also preferred that the porous 
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composite constituting the packing should be one which has 

a porosity of 60-90% and in which at least 50% of all pores 

are accounted forby interconnectedporesandtheinterconnected 

pores have a pore diameter of 50-600 pm. Furthermore, the 

packing is preferably impregnated with at least one biological 

bone growth factor selected from a BMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, 

and PRP.  

[0032] 

The implant composite material of the fourth type of 

theinventionisanimplantcompositematerialforosteosynthesis 

which is characterized by comprising a bone-uniting material 

main body comprising the compact composite and having a hole 

bored to have at least one open; and a filler packed in the 

hole, the filler comprising the porous composite. Examples 

of this implant composite material (bone-uniting material) 

include: one in which the bone-uniting material main body is 

a screw having a bored hole to be filled with the filler, the 

hole extending along the center line for the screw from the 

upper end surface of the screw head toward the screw tip 

(bone-unitingscrew); andone inwhichthebone-unitingmaterial 

main body is a pin having a bored hole to be filled with the 

filler, the hole extending along the center line for the pin 

from one end toward the other end of the pin (bone-uniting 

pin).  

[0033] 
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In this implant composite material of the fourth type 

(bone-uniting material), it is preferred that the filler 

comprising the porous composite should be impregnated with 

at least one biological bone growth factor selected from a 

BMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP. It is also preferred that 

the content of the bioceramic particles in the compact 

composite constituting the bone-uniting material main body 

should be 30-60% by mass and the content of the bioceramic 

particles in the porous composite constituting the filler be 

60-80%bymass. Itis furtherpreferredthattheporouscomposite 

constituting the filler should be one which has a porosity 

of 60-90% and in which at least 50% of all pores are accounted 

for by interconnected pores and the interconnected pores have 

a pore diameter of 50-600 pm.  

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION 

[0034] 

In the implant composite material of the invention, 

the porous composite is rapidly hydrolyzed from the surface 

and inner parts thereof by the action of a body fluid in contact 

with the surface and of a body fluid which has penetrated into 

interconnected pores thereof. With this hydrolysis, the 

inductive growth of bone tissues is triggered by the bioactive 

bioceramic particles and bone tissues grow up to inner parts 

of the porous composite. The implant composite material is 
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thus replaced by (cartilage) bone tissues in a relatively short 

time period. On the other hand, the compact composite is hard 

and strong and hydrolyzes far more slowly than the porous 

composite. It retains a sufficient strength until the 

hydrolysis proceeds to a certain degree and is wholly degraded 

finally. A living bone conductively grows by the action of 

the bioactive bioceramic particles and the compact composite 

is thus replaced by bone tissues. Since the bioceramic 

particles contained in the porous composite and in the compact 

composite are bioabsorbable, they neither remain/accumulate 

in the (cartilage) bone tissues which have replaced and 

regenerated nor come into soft tissues or blood vessels.  

[0035] 

The implant composite material in which the porous 

composite has been superposed on and united until one side 

or all surfaces of the compact composite, like that of the 

first type of the invention, has the properties or functions 

required of scaffold materials and the like for use in, e.g., 

the treatment of articular cartilage disorders as stated above.  

Because of this, when the implant composite material of the 

first type in which the porous composite has been superposed 

on and united with one side of the compact composite is implanted 

in and fixed to, for example, a part where a necrotized part 

of an articular bone head has been excised, so that the porous 

composite is located on the cartilage side of the articular 
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bone head surface, then it functions by the following mechanism.  

The porous composite is wholly replaced by cartilage tissues 

inductively grown in an early stage and disappearance, and 

the compact composite, which has strength, also is wholly 

replaced finally by conductively grown hard-bone tissues and 

disappears. The bioceramic particles also are completely 

assimilated. Thus, the hard-bone part and cartilage part of 

the necrotized articular bone head part are regenerated. On 

the other hand, when the implant composite material of the 

first type in which the porous composite has been superposed 

on and united with the all surfaces of the compact composite 

is implanted in an excised part of an articular bone head, 

the following effect/advantage is brought about besides those 

described above. Hard-bone tissues rapidly grow inductively 

in the porous composite in contact with the hard bone in the 

excised part, whereby this implant composite material is bonded 

with and fixed to the excised part of the articular bone head 

in a short time period.  

[0036] 

The implant composite material of the first type in 

which the porosity of the porous composite gradually changes 

to have an inclination so that the porosity increases from 

an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part of the porous 

composite in the range of 50-90% has the following advantage.  

A body fluid and an osteoblast more easily penetrate into 
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the surface side of the high-porosity porous composite having 

interconnected pores, and hydrolysis and the inductive growth 

of (cartilage) bone tissues proceed rapidly. Consequently, 

this implant composite material bonds with a living (cartilage) 

bone in an earlier stage to complete regeneration. The content 

of the bioceramic particles in the porous composite may be 

even throughout the porous composite. However, the porous 

composite in which the content thereof gradually changes to 

have an inclination so that it increases from an inner-layer 

part to a surface-layer part of the porous composite in the 

range of 30-80% by mass has the following advantage. Since 

the surface side of the porous composite has a high 

bioceramic-particleproportionandhencehashigherbioactivity, 

the inductive growth of an osteoblast and bone tissues on the 

surface side is especially enhanced. As a result, replacement 

by (cartilage) bone tissues is further accelerated. The porous 

composite containing at least one biological bone growth factor 

selected from a BMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP and/or an 

osteoblast derived from a living organism has the following 

advantage. Osteoblast multiplication/growth is greatly 

acceleratedand, hence, (cartilage)bone tissuesgrowvigorously.  

Thus, regeneration proceeds more rapidly.  

[0037] 

The implant composite material of the second type of 

the invention (anchor member) may be used for the 
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reconstruction/fixing of a ligament, for example, in the 

following manner. This anchor member is attached to each of 

both ends of a ligamental member so as not to detach therefrom.  

The anchor members attached to the end parts of the ligamental 

member are inserted into holes respectively formed in the upper 

and lower living bones of a knee joint (thighbone and shinbone).  

An interference screw is then screwed into the space between 

each anchor member and the inner surface of the hole. As a 

result, the porous composite layer superposed on and united 

with part or all of the surfaces of the compact composite of 

each anchor member is rapidly hydrolyzed from the surface and 

inner parts thereof by a body fluid in contact with the surface 

thereof and by a body fluid which has penetrated into 

interconnected pores. With this hydrolysis, bone tissues are 

inductively grown to inner parts of the porous composite layer 

by the bone inductivity of the bioactive bioceramic particles.  

The porous composite layer is thus replaced by a living bone 

in an early stage and the anchor members bond with the inner 

surfaces of the holes formed in the upper and lower living 

bones of the knee joint.  

[0038] 

As described above, when the implant composite material 

of the second type for anchoring (anchor member) is attached 

to an end part of a ligamental member, this anchor member bonds 

with a living bone (inner surface of a hole) in an early stage.  
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Because of this, both ends of the ligamental member come to 

have a greatly improved fixing strength as compared with the 

conventional physical fixing with interference screws only.  

Furthermore, in this anchor member, the compact composite 

is hard and strong, hydrolyzes far more slowly than the porous 

composite layer, and retains a sufficient strength until the 

hydrolysis proceeds to a certain degree. Finally, however, 

the compact composite is wholly hydrolyzed and disappears while 

being replaced by a living bone conductively formed by the 

action of the bioactive bioceramic particles. As a result, 

the holes formed in the upper and lower living bones of the 

knee joint are filled with the living bones. In addition, 

since thebioceramicparticlescontainedintheporous composite 

layer and in the compact composite are bioabsorbable, they 

neitherremain/accumulateinthelivingboneswhichhavereplaced 

and regenerated nor come into soft tissues or blood vessels.  

[0039] 

The implant composite material of the second type for 

anchoring (anchor member) in which the porous composite has 

a porosity of 50-90%, at least 50% of all pores are accounted 

for by interconnected pores, and the porosity of the porous 

composite layer gradually changes to have an inclination so 

that the porosity increases from an inner-layer part to a 

surface-layer part of the porous composite layer has the 

following advantage. Abody fluid and an osteoblast more easily 
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penetrate into surface parts of the porous composite layer 

having a high porosity, and hydrolysis and the inductive growth 

of bone tissues proceed rapidly, whereby the anchor member 

bonds with a living bone (inner surface of a hole) in an earlier 

stage. The porous composite layer in which the content of 

thebioceramicparticlesgraduallychangestohaveaninclination 

so that it increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer 

part of the porous composite layer in the range of 30-80% by 

mass has the following advantage. Since the surface-layer 

part has a high bioceramic-particle proportion and hence has 

higher bioactivity, the inductive growth of an osteoblast and 

bone tissues in the surface-layer part is especially enhanced, 

and replacement by and bonding with a living bone (inner surface 

of a hole) are further accelerated. Furthermore, the porous 

composite layer containing at least one biological bone growth 

factor selected from a BMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP and/or 

an osteoblast derived from a living organism has the following 

advantage. Osteoblast multiplication/growth is greatly 

accelerated and, hence, bone tissues grow vigorously to enable 

bonding with and replacement by a living bone to proceed more 

rapidly. Moreover, the anchor member in which many small holes 

or small projections for the attachment of a ligamental member 

or tendinous member have been formed in or on an end part thereof 

has the following advantage. A bio-derived or artificial 

ligamental member or tendinous member can be attached thereto 
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so as not to detach therefrom without fail by passing the organic 

fibers of the ligamental or tendinous member through the small 

holes and then hitching them on the anchor member or by hitching 

the organic fibers on the small projections.  

[0040] 

Next, the implant composite material of the third type 

of the invention, which is for tendon or ligament fixing 

(interference screw), maybe used, for example, in the following 

manner. The transplant bone flaps on end parts of a transplant 

tendon are inserted into holes respectively formed in the upper 

and lower bones of a joint, and this interference screw is 

screwed into the space between each transplant bone flap and 

the inner surface of the hole to thereby press the transplant 

bone flap against the inner surface of the hole and fix it.  

In this application, the interference screw itself, which 

comprises the compact composite comprising a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic particles, 

has a sufficient mechanical strength, although it is a hollow 

objecthavingathrough-holeformedtherein, andslowlyundergoes 

hydrolysis by a body fluid. Because of this, the interference 

screw retains its strength over a period of at least 3 months, 

which is necessary for ordinary bone adhesion, and the transplant 

bone flap on each end of the transplant tendon can be pressed 

against and fixed to the inner surface of the hole without 

fail. On theotherhand, the packing which comprises the porous 
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composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioceramic particles and which has been inserted 

in the through-hole of the interference screw is a 

cancellous-bone-like porous object. This packing enables a 

body fluid and an osteoblast to penetrate into inner parts 

of the porous composite through interconnected pores, and is 

degraded and assimilated earlier than the interference screw 

comprising the compact composite while exhibiting its bone 

conductivity and bone inductivity based on the bioactivity 

of the bioceramic particles. Prior to or simultaneously with 

this degradation/assimilation, the biological bone growth 

factor supported, such as aBMP, is gradually released. Because 

of this, the conductive formation of a living bone (autobone) 

is efficiently accelerated and bone adhesion is completed in 

about several weeks, which period is considerably shorter than 

three months necessary for ordinary bone adhesion. Thus, the 

transplant bone flaps on end parts of the transplant tendon 

are fixed to the inner surfaces of the holes (i.e., to the 

living bones) in such an early stage. Thereafter, each 

interference screw and the packing further undergo degradation 

and assimilation and are finally replaced completely by a living 

bone formed by bone conduction or bone induction, whereby the 

joint is restored to the original state in which the through-hole 

of the screw does not remain vacant. Furthermore, since the 

biological bone growth factor contained in the packing 
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comprising the porous composite has not undergone the heat 

history attributable to screw production, it has no fear of 

having undergone thermal alteration. In addition, since the 

bioceramic particles contained in the packing and in the screw 

are bioabsorbable, they neither remain/accumulate in the living 

bones which have replaced nor come into/remain in soft tissues 

or blood vessels. Moreover, since the surface-layer part of 

each interference screw bonds in an early stage with the 

transplant bone flap on an end part of the transplant tendon 

and with the inner surface of the hole in an early stage due 

to bone tissues conductively grown with hydrolysis, the screw 

can be prevented from becoming loose.  

[0041] 

This implant composite material of the third type in 

which the content of the bioceramic particles in the compact 

composite constituting the interference screw is 30-60% by 

mass, the content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite constituting the packing is 60-80% by mass, the porous 

composite has a porosity of 60-90%, at least 50% of all pores 

are accounted for by interconnected pores, and the 

interconnected pores have a pore diameter of 50-600 im has 

the following advantages. This implant composite material 

exhibits satisfactory bone conductivity and bone inductivity 

while retaining the intact strength requiredoftheinterference 

screw and packing, and can be replaced by and regenerate a 
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livingbone. Furthermore, thispackingcanbeeasilyandrapidly 

impregnated with a biological bone growth factor.  

[0042] 

The implant composite material of the fourth type of 

the invention for osteosynthesis (bone-uniting material) is 

one to be used in a state in which a biological bone growth 

factorhasbeen injected/infiltrated into the filler comprising 

the porous composite. Based on the functions of the following 

basic constituent materials, this bone-uniting material 

provides excellent measures against problems of the related-art 

bone-uniting materials described above. This applies in the 

case of the implant composite material for tendon or ligament 

fixing as the third embodiment.  

1. (Constituent Materials) 

This implant composite material is a composite 

comprising three components. Namely, it comprises a hollow 

object which, although hollow, has such a high mechanical 

strength and a long strength retention period that this hollow 

object is usable as a biodegradable bone-uniting material and 

in which the through-hole is filled with a porous material 

functioning as a bone substitute which itself has bone 

conductivity and bone inductivity and has a porous nature and 

mechanical strength similar to those of cancellous bones or 

as a scaffold which accelerates bone penetration and 
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regeneration, the porous material containing a biological bone 

growth factor.  

2. (Functions) 

A) The composite, although comprising the three 

components, as a whole has a sufficient mechanical strength 

required of bone-uniting materials (torque strength required 

for insertion and strength required for the uniting of a bone 

separated for some reason, e.g., fracture) and has the ability 

to retain the strength over a period of at least three months, 

which is necessary for ordinary bone adhesion.  

B) The cancellous-bone-like porous object packed in 

the through-hole by itself exhibits bone conductivity and bone 

inductivity and is degraded and assimilated earlier than the 

hollow compact object, which has a strength not lower than 

that of the high-strength cortical bone on the outermost side.  

Prior to or simultaneously with this behavior, the biological 

bone growth factor supported is gradually released.  

Consequently, the porous object functions as a scaffold which 

efficiently accelerates the inductive formation of an 

autobone.  

C) That period is considerably shorter than three 

months, which is necessary for ordinary bone adhesion. There 

is a possibility that bone adhesion might be completed in a 

period as short as several weeks. Consequently, the time period 

required for the patient to leave his bed is significantly 
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shortened, and all of the patient, doctor, and hospital make 

a large profit.  

D) Thereafter, the hollow biodegradable bone-uniting 

material and the porous scaffold, which constitute the 

bone-uniting material, are gradually degraded and assimilated 

in the living body and are completely replaced finally by a 

living bone. The bone is thus restored to the normal original 

state.  

E) Thebiologicalbonegrowth factor, whichis susceptible 

to thermal or chemical alteration, can be added as an injection 

or dripping preparation in a solution or suspension state to 

the porous object having interconnected pores and, hence, does 

not alter.  

[0043] 

In the case where the bone-uniting material main body 

comprising the compact composite in this implant composite 

material of the fourth type for osteosynthesis is, for example, 

a screw, this main body is screwed into the bone of a fractured 

part to unite and fix the fractured part. In the case where 

the bone-uniting material main body is, for example, a pin, 

this main body is driven into the bone of a fractured part 

to unite and fix it. After the fractured part is thus united 

and fixed, the bone-uniting material main body, which comprises 

the compact composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioceramic particles, retains its strength 
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over a period of at least 3 months, which is necessary for 

ordinary bone adhesion, and can fix the osteosynthesis part 

without fail. This is because the main body has a sufficient 

mechanical strength, although it is a hollow object having 

a through-hole to be filled with the filler, and because it 

slowly undergoes hydrolysis by a body fluid. On the other 

hand, the filler which comprises the porous composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic 

particlesandwhichhasbeenpackedintheholeofthebone-uniting 

material main body is a cancellous-bone-like porous object.  

This filler enables a body fluid and an osteoblast to penetrate 

into inner parts of the porous composite through interconnected 

pores, and is degraded and assimilated earlier than the 

bone-uniting material main body comprising the compact 

composite while exhibiting its bone conductivity and bone 

inductivity based on the bioactivity of the bioceramic 

particles. Prior to or simultaneously with this 

degradation/assimilation, the biological bone growth factor 

supported, such as a BMP, is gradually released. Because of 

this, the conductive formation of a living bone (autobone) 

is efficiently accelerated and bone adhesion is completed in 

about several weeks, which is considerably shorter than three 

months necessary for ordinary bone adhesion. Thereafter, the 

bone-uniting material main body and the filler further undergo 

degradationandassimilationandarefinallyreplacedcompletely 
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by a living bone formed by bone conduction or bone induction, 

whereby the bone is restored to the original state in which 

the hole of the bone-uniting material main body does not remain 

vacant. Furthermore, since the biological bone growth factor 

contained in the filler comprising the porous composite has 

not undergone the heat history attributable to the production 

of the bone-uniting material main body, it has no fear of having 

undergone thermal alteration and performs the function of 

accelerating bone growth. In addition, since the bioceramic 

particles contained in the filler and in the bone-uniting 

material main body are bioabsorbable, they neither 

remain/accumulate in the living bone which has replaced nor 

come into/remain in soft tissues or blood vessels.  

[0044] 

This implant composite material of the fourth type for 

osteosynthesis in which the content of the bioceramic particles 

in the compact composite constituting the bone-uniting 

material main body is 30-60% by mass and the content of the 

bioceramic particles in the porous composite constituting the 

filler is 60-80% by mass has the following advantages. This 

bone-uniting material main body exhibits satisfactory bone 

conductivity while retaining the intact necessary strength 

and can be replaced by a living bone, while the filler also 

exhibits satisfactory bone inductivity and can be replaced 

by a living bone in an early stage. Furthermore, the implant 
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composite material for osteosynthesis in which the porous 

composite constituting the filler has a porosity of 60-90%, 

at least 50% of all pores are accounted for by interconnected 

pores, and the interconnected pores have a pore diameter of 

50-600 vim has the following advantage. An appropriate amount 

of a biological bone growth factor can be easily injected and 

infiltrated into the filler to facilitate the penetration of 

a body fluid or an osteoblast. Because of this, the hydrolysis 

of the filler and the inductive growth of bone tissues proceed 

in an early stage and the filler is wholly replaced by a living 

bone and disappears in a short period.  

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0045] 

[Fig. 1] 

Fig. 1 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the first type as one embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 2] 

Fig. 2 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  

[Fig. 3] 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view illustrating part 

of the implant composite material.  

[Fig. 4] 

Fig. 4isasectionalviewofanimplantcompositematerial 
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of the first type as another embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 5] 

Fig. 5is a sectionalviewofanimplantcompositematerial 

of the first type as still another embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 6] 

Fig. 6 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  

[Fig. 7] 

Fig. 7is a sectionalviewofanimplantcompositematerial 

of the first type as a further embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 8] 

Fig. 8 is a sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the first type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[Fig. 9] 

Fig. 9 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  

[Fig. 10] 

Fig. 10 (a) is a slant view illustrating one example 

of modifications of implant composite materials of the first 

type, and Fig. 10 (b) is a diagrammatic sectional view of this 

implant composite material.  

[Fig. 11] 

Fig. 11 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  
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[Fig. 12] 

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

another example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the first type.  

[Fig. 13] 

Fig. 13 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

still another example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the first type.  

[Fig. 14] 

Fig. 14 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  

[Fig. 15] 

Fig. 15 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

a further example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the first type.  

[Fig. 16] 

Fig. 16 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

implant composite material is used.  

[Fig. 17] 

Fig. 17 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the second type as still a further embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 18] 

Fig. 18 is a sectional view taken on the line A-A of 

Fig. 17.  

[Fig. 19] 
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Fig. 19 is a sectional view taken on the line B-B of 

Fig. 17.  

[Fig. 20] 

Fig. 20 is a slant view of an artificial ligament having 

the implant composite material attached to each end thereof.  

[Fig. 21] 

Fig. 21 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

artificial ligament is used.  

[Fig. 22] 

Fig. 22 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the second type as still a further embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 23] 

Fig. 23 is a vertical sectional view of an implant 

composite material of the second type as still a further 

embodiment of the invention.  

[Fig. 24] 

Fig. 24 is a cross-sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[Fig. 25] 

Fig. 25 is across-sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[Fig. 26] 

Fig. 26 is a cross-sectional view of an implant composite 
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material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[Fig. 27] 

Fig. 27 is a vertical sectional view illustrating one 

example of modifications of implant composite materials of 

the second type.  

[Fig. 28] 

Fig. 28 isacross-sectionalviewoftheimplantcomposite 

material.  

[Fig. 29] 

Fig. 29 is a vertical sectional view illustrating another 

example of the modifications of implant composite materials 

of the second type.  

[Fig. 30] 

Fig. 30 illustrates an implant composite material of 

the third type as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plan view thereof, respectively.  

[Fig. 311 

Fig. 31 illustrates one example of sets for tendon or 

ligament fixing: (a) is a front view of an interference screw 

in the set; (b) is a front view of a packing in the set; and 

(c) is a front view of a container in the set, the container 

containing a biological bone growth factor.  

[Fig. 32] 
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Fig. 32 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

set for tendon or ligament fixing is used.  

[Fig. 33] 

Fig. 33 illustrates another example of the sets for 

tendon or ligament fixing: (a) is a vertical front view of 

a screw in the set and (b) is a vertical sectional view of 

a packing in the set.  

[Fig. 34] 

Fig. 34 illustrates an implant composite material of 

the fourth type as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plan view thereof, respectively.  

[Fig. 35] 

Fig. 35 illustrates an implant composite material of 

the fourth type as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plan view thereof, respectively.  

[Fig. 36] 

Fig. 36 illustrates one example of sets of bone-uniting 

materials: (a) is a vertical sectional view of a filler-filled 

bone-uniting material main body in the set and (b) is a front 

view of a container in the set, the container containing a 

biological bone growth factor.  

[Fig. 37] 

Fig. 37 illustrates another example of the sets of 
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bone-uniting materials: (a) is a front view of a bone-uniting 

material main body in the set, (b) is a front view of a filler 

in the set, and (c) is a front view of a container in the set, 

the container containing a biological bone growth factor.  

[Fig. 38] 

Fig. 38 is a vertical sectional view of the bone-uniting 

material main body in the bone-uniting material set.  

[Fig. 39] 

Fig. 39 illustrates still another example of the sets 

of bone-unitingmaterials: (a) is a front view of abone-uniting 

material main body in the set and (b) is a front view of a 

filler in the set.  

[Fig. 40] 

Fig. 40 (a) is a vertical sectional view of the 

bone-uniting material main body in the bone-uniting material 

set and (b) is a plan view thereof.  

DESCRIPTION OF REFERENCE NUMERALS AND SINGS 

[0046] 

1 compact composite 

2 porous composite 

10 interference screw 

10c, 11d, 13d through-hole 

11, 13 screw 

l1a screw head 
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llb, 12b, 13b hole 

12 pin 

20 packing 

21, 22, 23 filler 

37 ligamental member 

43 Kirschner wire 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION 

[0047] 

Specific embodiments of the invention will be described 

below in detail by reference to drawings.  

[0048] 

Fig. 1 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the first type as one embodiment of the invention; Fig.  

2is a viewillustratinganexampleinwhichthisimplantcomposite 

material is used; and Fig. 3 is an enlarged sectional view 

illustrating part of the implant composite material.  

[0049] 

The implant composite material 100 shown in Fig. 1 is 

an implant composite material of the first type which comprises 

a compact composite 1 and a porous composite 2 superposed on 

and united with one side (upper side in this embodiment) of 

a surface-layer part of the compact composite 1.  

[0050] 

The compact composite 1 is a compact block composite 
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comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

Although the compact composite 1 in this embodiment is in 

the form of a solid cylinder, it can have a quadrangular solid 

prism, elliptic solid cylinder, or flat plate shape or any 

of other various shapes according to the joint part into which 

the implant composite material is to be implanted. The size 

of the compact composite 1 also is not limited, and may be 

one suitable for the joint part into which the implant composite 

material is to be implanted.  

[0051] 

This compact composite 1 is required to have a high 

strength which is equal to or higher than that of the hard 

bone of the joint. Because of this, the biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer to be used as a raw material preferably 

is a crystalline polymer such as poly(L-lactic acid) or 

poly(glycolic acid). Especially suitable is the compact 

composite 1 obtained from poly(L-lactic acid) having a 

viscosity-average molecular weight of about 150,000 or higher, 

preferably about 200,000-600,000.  

[0052] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into this 

compact composite 1 preferably are particles which have 

bioactivity, are bioabsorbable and wholly assimilated by the 

living body and completely replaced by bone tissues, and have 
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satisfactory bone conductivity (inductivity) and satisfactory 

biocompatibility. Example thereof include uncalcined and 

unsintered particles of hydroxyapatite, dicalcium phosphate, 

tricalcium phosphate, tetracalcium phosphate, octacalcium 

phosphate, calcite, Ceravital, diopside, and natural coral.  

Of these, uncalcined and unsintered hydroxyapatite, 

tricalcium phosphate, and octacalcium phosphate are optimal 

because they have exceedingly high bioactivity and excellent 

bone conductivity, are low invasive, and are assimilated by 

the living body in a short time period. The particles of any 

of these bioceramics to be used have a particle diameter of 

30 pm or smaller, preferably 10 pm or smaller, more preferably 

about 0.1-5 pm, from the standpoints of dispersibility in the 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer and bioabsorbability.  

The content of the bioceramic particles will be explained 

later.  

[00531 

The compact composite 1 is produced, for example, by 

a method in which a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioceramic particles is injection-molded into a 

solid cylinder or another given shape or a method in which 

a molded object of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioceramic particles is cut into a solid cylinder 

or another given shape. In particular, the compact composite 

1 obtained by the latter method in which a molded object in 
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which polymer molecules and crystals have been oriented is 

formed by compression molding or forging and this molded object 

is cut is exceedingly suitable. This is because this compact 

composite 1 is highly compact due to the compression and has 

a further enhanced strength due to the three-dimensionally 

oriented polymer molecules and crystals. Also usable besides 

these is a compact composite obtained by cutting a molded object 

obtained by stretch forming.  

[0054] 

On the other hand, the porous composite 2 is a porous 

object which has interconnected pores inside and comprises 

a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles. Part of 

the bioceramic particles are exposed in the surfaces of this 

porous composite 2 and in inner surfaces of the interconnected 

pores. Although the porous composite 2 in this embodiment 

is in a disk form so as to conform to the cylindrical compact 

composite 1, it can have any of various shapes such as a square 

platy shape and an elliptic platy shape according to the shape 

of the compact composite. Furthermore, the thickness of this 

porous composite 2 is not particularly limited as long as this 

composite is thinner than the compact composite 1. However, 

when the inductive growth of (cartilage) bone tissues and the 

property of bonding with living (cartilage) bones are taken 

into account, the thickness of the porous composite 2 is 
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preferably about 0.5-15 mm. The thickness thereof may differ 

from part to part to form recesses and protrusions.  

[0055] 

This porous composite 2 need not have a high strength 

such as that of the compact composite 1, and a strength and 

flexibility such as those of cartilages suffice for the composite 

2. This porous composite 2 is required to be rapidly degraded 

and undergo bonding with and complete replacement by a living 

(cartilage) bone in an early stage. Because of this, a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer which is safe, can 

be rapidly degraded, is not so brittle, and is amorphous or 

a mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases is suitable for 

use as a raw material for the porous composite 2. Examples 

thereof include poly(D,L-lactic acid), copolymers of L-lactic 

acid and D,L-lactic acid, copolymers of a lactic acid and 

glycolic acid, copolymers of a lactic acid and caprolactone, 

copolymers of a lactic acid and ethylene glycol, and copolymers 

of a lactic acid and p-dioxanone. These may be used alone 

or as a mixture of two or more thereof. When the strength 

requiredoftheporouscomposite2, theperiodofbiodegradation, 

etc. are taken into account, those biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymers to be used preferably have a 

viscosity-average molecular weight of about 50,000-600,000.  

[0056] 

It is desirable that the porous composite 2 should 
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be one in which the porosity thereof is 50-90%, preferably 

60-80%, interconnected pores account for 50-90%, preferably 

70-90%, of all pores, and the interconnected pores have a pore 

diameter of 50-600 pm, preferably 100-400 pm, when physical 

strength, osteoblastpenetration, stabilization, etc. aretaken 

intoaccount. Incasewheretheporouscomposite2hasaporosity 

exceeding 90% and a pore diameter larger than 600 pm, this 

porous composite 2 has reduced physical strength and is brittle.  

On the other hand, when the porosity thereof is lower than 

50%, the proportion of interconnected pores is lower than 50% 

based on all pores, and the pore diameter is smaller than 50 

pm, then the penetration of a body fluid or osteoblast becomes 

difficult. In this case, the hydrolysis of the porous composite 

2 and the inductive growth of bone tissues therein become slow, 

and the time period required for bonding with a living bone 

and for complete replacement by (cartilage) bone tissues is 

prolonged. However, it has been found that bone inductivity 

is exhibited when fine interconnected pores on submicron order 

of 1-0.1 pm coexist with interconnected pores having that 

preferred pore diameter.  

[0057] 

The porosity of the porous composite 2 may be even 

throughout the whole composite. However, when the property 

of bonding with a living (cartilage) bone and 

conductive/inductive growth are taken into account, it is 
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preferred that the porosity thereof should gradually change 

continuously so that it increases from an inner-layer part 

to a surface-layer part of the porous composite 2 as shown 

in Fig. 3. In the porous composite 2 having such a porosity 

inclination, it is desirable that the porosity thereof should 

gradually increase continuously from an inner-layer part to 

a surface-layer part in the range of 50-90%, preferably in 

the range of 60-80%, and that the pore diameter of the 

interconnected pores should gradually increase from the 

inner-layer part to the surface-layer part in the range of 

100-400 pm. In the porous composite 2 having such properties, 

hydrolysis proceeds rapidly on its surface-layer side and 

osteoblast penetration and the inductive growth of (cartilage) 

bone tissues are enhanced. This porous composite 2 bonds with 

a living (cartilage) bone in an early stage. Consequently, 

the implant composite material can be further improved in the 

property of bonding with and being replaced by a living 

(cartilage) bone in an early stage after implantation.  

[0058] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into this 

porous composite 2 may be the same as the bioceramic particles 

contained in the compact composite 1 described above. However, 

bioceramic particles having a particle diameter of about 0.1-5 

pm are especially preferred because use of such bioceramic 

particles is free from the possibility of cutting the fibers 
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to be formed, e.g., by spraying in producing the porous 

composite by the method which will be described later, and 

because such bioceramic particles have satisfactory 

bioabsorbability.  

[0059] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite 2 may be even throughout the whole porous composite 

2 or may be uneven. In the former case, in which the content 

is even, it is preferred that the content of the bioceramic 

particles should be 60-80% bymass. Contents thereof exceeding 

80% by mass result in a trouble that such a high 

bioceramic-particle content coupled with the high porosity 

of the porous composite 2 leads to a decrease in the physical 

strength of the porous composite 2. Contents thereof lower 

than 60% by mass cause the following trouble. This porous 

composite 2 has reduced bioactivity and, hence, the inductive 

growth of (cartilage) bone tissues becomes slow. As a result, 

bonding with and complete replacement by a living (cartilage) 

bone take too much time. Amore preferred range of the content 

of the bioceramic particles is 60-70% by mass.  

[0060] 

On the other hand, in the latter case, in which the 

content is uneven, it is preferred that the content of the 

bioceramic particles in the porous composite 2 should be higher 

than the bioceramic-particle content in the compact composite 
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1 and gradually change to have an inclination so that it 

increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part 

of the porous composite 2 with interconnected pores in the 

range of 30-80% by mass. Namely, it is preferred that the 

bioceramic particle/biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

proportion by mass in the porous composite 2 should be larger 

thanthatmassproportioninthecompactcompositelandgradually 

change to have an inclination so that it increases from the 

inner-layer part to the surface-layer part of the porous 

composite 2 in the range of from 30/70 to 80/20. In the porous 

composite 2 having such an inclination of bioceramic-particle 

content, bioactivity is high in the surface-layer side having 

a high content and the inductive growth of an osteoblast and 

(cartilage) bone tissues is enhanced especially in the 

surface-layer side. This porous composite 2 bonds with a living 

(cartilage) bone and is replaced thereby in an early stage.  

[0061] 

In contrast, the content of the bioceramic particles 

in the compact composite 1 preferably is lower than the 

bioceramic-particle content in the porous composite 2 and is 

in the range of 30-60% by mass. Contents thereof exceeding 

60% by mass result in a trouble that the compact composite 

1, which is required to be strong, becomes brittle and come 

to have a deficiency in strength. Contents thereof lower than 

30% by mass result in a trouble that the conductive bone 
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formation by the action of the bioceramic particles becomes 

insufficient and complete replacement by (cartilage) bone 

tissues requires much time. The content of the bioceramic 

particles therein may be even throughout the whole compact 

composite 1 or may change to have an inclination so that it 

gradually increases from a central part toward a surrounding 

surface-layer part of the compact composite 1 or from the bottom 

side toward the upper side of the compact composite 1, provided 

that the content thereof is lower than in the porous composite 

2 as stated above and is in the range of 30-60% by mass. In 

the compact composite 1 having such an inclination of 

bioceramic-particle content, the surface-layer part or upper 

side having a high content undergoes the conductive growth 

of (cartilage) bone tissues while the central part or bottom 

side having a low content retains strength. Finally, this 

compact composite 1 is wholly replaced.  

[0062] 

Incidentally, in the case where the content of the 

bioceramic particles in each of the compact composite 1 and 

the porous composite 2 is to be inclined, it is preferred that 

the content of the bioceramic particles should be gradually 

changed continuously so that it increases from the bottom side 

of the compact composite 1 to the upper side of the porous 

composite 2 or that it increases from a central part of the 

compact composite 1 to the upper side of the porous composite 
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2 and to the lateral sides and bottom side of the compact 

composite 1, in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

[0063] 

It is preferred that this porous composite 2 should 

be impregnated with at least one biological bone growth factor 

selected from a BMP (Bone Morphogenic Protein), TGF-0 

(Transforming Growth Factor P), EP4 (Prostanoid Receptor), 

b-FGF (basic Fibroblast Growth Factor), and PRP (platelet-rich 

plasma) and/or an osteoblast derived from a living organism.  

By impregnating the composite 2 with any of these biological 

bonegrowthfactorsortheosteoblast, osteoblastmultiplication 

and growth are greatly accelerated. As a result, (cartilage) 

bone tissues come to grow in the surface side of the porous 

composite 2 in an extremely short time period (about 1 week) 

and the porous composite 2 is wholly replaced by (cartilage) 

bone tissues rapidly thereafter, whereby the living (cartilage) 

bone is repaired/reconstructed. Of those factors, TGF-P and 

b-FGF are especially effective in cartilage growth and BMPs 

and EP4 are especially effective in hard-bone growth. It is 

therefore preferred that the composite 2 should be impregnated 

with TGF-P or b-FGF when the living bone to be regenerated 

is a cartilage and with a BMP or EP4 when the living bone to 

be regenerated is a hard bone. On the other hand, PRP is a 

plasma having a highly elevated platelet concentration and 

addition thereof accelerates the growth of a newly regenerated 
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bone. In some cases, another growth factor such as IL-1, TNF-o, 

TNF-3, or IFN-y or a drug may be infiltrated.  

[0064] 

The surface of this porous composite 2 may be subjected 

to an oxidation treatment such as corona discharge, plasma 

treatment, or hydrogen peroxide treatment. Such an oxidation 

treatmenthasanadvantagethatbondingwithaliving (cartilage) 

bone and total replacement thereby are further accelerated 

because the wettability of the surface of the porous composite 

2 is improved to enable an osteoblast to more effectively 

penetrate into and grow in interconnected pores of this 

composite 2. The surface of the compact composite 1 may, of 

course, be subjected to such an oxidation treatment.  

[0065] 

The porous composite 2 is produced, for example, by 

the following process. First, a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer is dissolved in a volatile solvent and 

bioceramic particles are mixed with the solution to prepare 

a suspension. This suspension is formed into fibers by 

spraying or another technique to produce a fibrous mass composed 

of fibers intertwined with one another. This fibrous mass 

is immersed in a volatile solvent such as methanol, ethanol, 

isopropanol, dichloroethane(methane), or chloroform to bring 

it into a swollen or semi-fused state. The fibrous mass in 

this state is pressed to obtain a porous fusion-bonded fibrous 
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mass in a disk form such as that shown in Fig. 1. The fibers 

in this fusion-bonded fibrous mass are shrunk and fused, and 

are thereby deprived substantially of their fibrous shape to 

form a matrix. Thus, the fibrous mass is changed in form into 

a porous composite in which the spaces among the fibers have 

been changed into rounded interconnected pores.  

[0066] 

In the case where a porous composite in which the porosity 

increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part 

is to be produced by that process, a method, wherein when the 

fibrous mass is immersed in the volatile solvent to bring it 

into a swollen or semi-fused state and is then pressed to obtain 

a porous fusion-bonded fibrous mass, the amount of the fibrous 

mass is regulated so as to decrease from the inner-layer part 

to the surface-layer part, may be used. On the other hand, 

in the case where a porous composite which has interconnected 

pores and in which the content of bioceramic particles increases 

fromaninner-layerparttoasurface-layerpartistobeproduced, 

a method which comprises preparing several suspensions 

differing in the amount of bioceramic particles incorporated, 

formingseveral fibrousmassesdifferinginbioceramic-particle 

content, superposingthese fibrousmasses inorderof increasing 

bioceramic-particle content, bringing this assemblage into 

a swollen or semi-fused stage, and pressing it, may be used.  

[0067] 
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The implant composite material 100 shown in Fig. 1 is 

one obtained by superposing the porous composite 2 in a disk 

form on the upper side of the compact composite 1 in a solid 

cylinder form and uniting these by, e.g., thermal fusion bonding 

or another technique. Techniques for uniting the compact 

composite 1 with the porous composite 2 are not limited to 

thermal fusion bonding. For example, the two members may be 

united by bonding with an adhesive, or a method may be used 

which comprises forming a dovetail groove in one of the contact 

surfaces of the compact composite 1 and the porous composite 

2, forming a dovetail on the other contact surface, and fitting 

thedovetailintothedovetailgroovetounitethetwocomposites.  

[0068] 

When the implant composite material 100 described above 

is used for the treatment of an articular cartilage disorder 

such as, e.g., knee bone head necrosis, it is used in the manner 

shown in Fig. 2. Namely, the necrotized part of the knee bone 

head is excised, and the compact composite 1 (preferably one 

containing a BMP, EP4, or PRP, which each are effective in 

hard-bone growth) of the implant composite material 100 is 

implanted in the excised part 30 and fixed. The porous 

composite 2 (preferably one containing TGF-P or b-FGF, which 

each are a biological growth factor effective for cartilages) 

is disposed on the cartilage 31 side so as to be flush therewith.  

After the implant material 100 is thus implanted, the 
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hydrolysis of the porous composite 2 by a body fluid in contact 

with the surface of the composite 2 and by a body fluid which 

haspenetratedintointerconnectedporesinsideproceedsrapidly 

from the surface and inner parts thereof. By the action of 

the bioactive bioceramic particles, cartilage tissues 

inductively grow in an extremely short time period in that 

peripheral lateral surface of the porous composite 2 which 

is in contact with the cartilage 31, whereby the porous composite 

2 bonds with the cartilage 31. The porous composite 2 is wholly 

replaced by cartilage tissues and disappears rapidly 

thereafter. On the other hand, the compact composite 1 

undergoes hydrolysis to some degree. However, it retains a 

sufficient strength until the porous composite 2 is nearly 

replaced by cartilage tissues. Thereafter, hydrolysis of the 

compact composite 2 further proceeds and, with this hydrolysis, 

hard-bone tissues of the knee joint bone head conductively 

grow in inner parts of the compact composite 1 due to the bone 

conductivity of the bioceramic particles. Finally, the compact 

composite 1 is replaced by the hard-bone tissues and disappears.  

Furthermore, the bioceramic particles contained in the porous 

composite 2 and compact composite 1 also are completely 

assimilated and disappear. Thus, the knee joint cartilage 

disorder part is completely repaired/reconstructed.  

[0069] 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of an implant composite 
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material of the first type as another embodiment of the 

invention.  

[0070] 

This implant composite material 101 is an implant 

composite material of the first type in which a porous composite 

2 has been superposed on and united with all surfaces of the 

surface-layer parts, i.e., the upper side, lateral sides, and 

bottom side, of a compact composite 1. The compact composite 

1 and the porous composite 2 have the same constitutions as 

those in the implant composite material 100 described above, 

and explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

[0071] 

This implant composite material 101 has the following 

advantage besides the effects and advantages of the implant 

composite material 100 described above. After the compact 

composite 1 is implanted in an excised part of an articular 

bone, hard-bonetissuesconductivelygrowintheporouscomposite 

2 superposed on and united with the lateral sides and bottom 

side of the compact composite 1. As a result, the compact 

composite 1 bonds with the inner surface of the excised part 

of the articular bone and is fixed thereto in an extremely 

short time period.  

[0072] 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the first type as still another embodiment of the 
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invention, and Fig. 6 is a view illustrating an example in 

which this implant composite material is used.  

[0073] 

This implant composite material 102 is an implant 

composite material of the first type which comprises a compact 

composite 1 of a solid prism shape and porous composites 2 

and 2 of a square plate shape which are thinner than the composite 

1 and have been superposed on and united with the upper and 

lower sides, respectively, of the surface-layer part of the 

compact composite 1. The compact composite 1 and each porous 

composite 2 have the same constitutions as those in the implant 

composite material 100 described above, and explanations 

thereon are hence omitted.  

[0074] 

This implant composite material 102 is, for example, 

inserted as a spacer between vertebrae in a joint part, such 

asthevertebralcolumn, lumbarvertebrae, orcervicalvertebrae, 

as shown in Fig. 6. After the implant composite material 102 

is thus inserted, the porous composites 2 and 2 respectively 

in contact with the upper and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 rapidly 

hydrolyze, and bone tissues conductively grow from the upper 

and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 and penetrate into surface-layer 

parts of the porous composites 2 and 2. The porous composites 

2 and 2 hence bond with the vertebrae in a short time period, 

whereby the implant composite material 102 does not detach 
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from the joint part. These porous composites 2 and 2 are wholly 

replaced by bone tissues and disappear in an early stage.  

On the other hand, the compact composite 1 retains a strength 

over a certaintimeperiod. Thereafter, however, the conductive 

growth of bone tissues proceeds in the compact composite 1, 

which finally is wholly replaced by the bone tissues and 

disappears.  

[0075] 

In the implant composite material 102 to be inserted 

as a spacer between vertebrae as described above, too large 

thicknesses of the porous composites 2 and 2 result in a 

possibility that these porous composites 2 and 2 are compressed 

from the upper and lower directions to narrow the vertical 

space between the vertebrae 32 and 32. Consequently, it is 

preferred to regulate the thickness of each of the porous 

composites 2 and 2 so as to be as small as about 0.1-2.0 mm.  

That possibility may be completely eliminated by rotating 

this implant composite material 102 by 90 degrees and inserting 

it between vertebrae 32 and 32, with the porous composites 

2 and 2 located respectively on the left and right sides of 

the compact composite 1. When the implant composite material 

102 is implanted in this manner, the upper and lower edges 

of the porous composites 2 and 2 respectively on the left and 

right sides serve in a bridging stage to bond with the upper 

and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 in an early stage while 
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maintaining the space between the upper and lower vertebrae 

32 and 32 with the compact composite 1 without fail. Thus, 

the implant composite material 102 can be prevented from 

detaching.  

[0076] 

Fig. 7 is a sectionalviewofanimplantcompositematerial 

of the first type as a further embodiment of the invention.  

[0077] 

This implant composite material 103 also is one to be 

inserted as a spacer between vertebrae in a joint part, such 

asthevertebralcolumn, lumbarvertebrae, orcervicalvertebrae.  

It comprises a compact composite 1 which has projections la 

formed in a serrate arrangement on the upper and lower sides 

of the surface-layer part thereof and a porous composite 2 

superposed on and united with each of the upper and lower sides 

of the compact composite 1 so that the porous composite 2 fills 

the recesses between the projections la and la. The compact 

composite 1 andtheporouscomposite 2 havethesameconstitutions 

as those in the implant composite material 100 described above, 

and explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

[0078] 

This implant composite material 103 is inserted between 

vertebrae so that the inclined faces of the serrate projections 

la face the front side, whereby the following advantage is 

brought about besides the effects and advantages of the implant 
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composite material 102 described above. The projections la 

of the compact composite 1 slightly bite into the upper and 

lower vertebrae and, hence, the implant composite material 

103 can be prevented from coming out from the space between 

the vertebrae just after the insertion.  

[0079] 

In each of the implant composite materials 102 and 103 

which are inserted as spacers between vertebrae, the compact 

composite 1 is solid. However, a hollow compact composite 

filled inside with a porous composite, living-bone powder, 

or the like may be employed. This has an advantage that the 

replacement of the compact composite 1 by bone tissues proceeds 

rapidly.  

[0080] 

Fig. 8isasectionalviewofanimplantcompositematerial 

of the first type as still a further embodiment of the invention, 

and Fig. 9 is a view illustrating an example in which this 

implant composite material is used.  

[0081] 

This implant composite material 104 is a composite 

material in a piece form (small piece form) which comprises 

a compact composite 1 and a porous composite 2 which is thinner 

than the composite 1 and has been superposed on and united 

with each of two opposed lateral sides of the surface-layer 

part of the composite 1. It is for use in the reconstruction 
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or reinforcement of a ligament part adherent to a joint. The 

compact composite 1 and the porous composite 2 have the same 

constitutions as those in the implant composite material 100 

described above, and explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

[0082] 

In the case where this implant composite material 104 

is used to conduct the reconstruction or reinforcement of a 

ligament part adherend to a joint, the following method may, 

for example, be used as shown in Fig. 9. Holes 33 and 33 are 

formed respectively in the two bones of a joint, and both ends 

34a and 34a of a ligament 34 are inserted into the holes 33 

and 33. The implant composite materials 104 and 104 are 

sandwiched between the two end parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 

34 and one side of the inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33.  

Interference screws 35 and 35 are screwed into the space between 

the two end parts 34a and 34a and the opposite side of the 

inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33 to fix the ligament 34.  

In this case, the porous composites 2 and 2 on the two lateral 

sides of each of the implant composite materials 104 bond with 

the two end parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 34 and with the 

inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33, and are wholly replaced 

by bone tissues and disappear rapidly thereafter. In addition, 

the compact composite 1 also is wholly replaced by bone tissues 

and disappears shortly thereafter. Consequently, the two end 

parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 34 bond with the holes 33 
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and 33 through the bone tissues which have wholly replaced.  

In this case, when the interference screws 35 and 35 are ones 

comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioactive bioceramic particles, then these screws 

35 and 35 also are shortly replaced by bone tissues and bond 

with the inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33 and with the 

two end parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 34, whereby the 

adherent parts of the ligament have a further improved fixing 

strength.  

[0083] 

Next, implant composite material modifications are 

explained which eliminate the same problems as those eliminated 

by the implant composite materials 100, 101, 102, and 104 of 

the first type described above and can bring about the same 

effects and advantages as those implant composite materials.  

[0084] 

The implant composite materials as such modifications 

include: (1) one characterized in that it comprises a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and that the porosity gradually changes to have an inclination 

so that it increases from a surface-layer part on one side 

of the composite to a surface-layer part on the other side 

thereof in the range of 10-90%; and (2) one characterized in 

that it comprises a porous composite of a biodegradable and 
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bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles and that the porosity gradually changes 

to have an inclination so that it increases from an intermediate 

part of the composite to surface-layer parts on both sides 

thereof or from a central part of the composite to surrounding 

surface-layer parts thereof, in the range of 10-90%.  

[0085] 

The implant composite materials as such modifications 

(implant inclination materials) have the following advantages.  

A body fluid is apt to penetrate into interconnected pores 

in those surface-layer parts of the porous composite which 

have a high porosity. This porous composite is hence rapidly 

hydrolyzed from the surfaces and inner parts thereof by a body 

fluid in contact with the surfaces of the surface-layer parts 

and by a body fluid which has penetrated into the interconnected 

pores. Since an osteoblast also is apt to penetrate into the 

surface-layer parts having a high porosity, the inductive 

growth of (cartilage) bone tissues is triggered by thebioactive 

bioceramic particles and proceeds, with the hydrolysis, from 

the surface-layer parts having a high porosity to inner parts.  

Thus, the surface-layer parts and the inner-layer parts 

connected thereto which have a relatively high porosity are 

replaced by (cartilage) bone tissues in a short time period.  

On the other hand, that surface-layer part on one side or 

that intermediate part or central part of the porous composite 
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which has a low porosity has a strength and hydrolyzes far 

more slowly than the surface-layer parts having a high porosity.  

It retains the strength until the hydrolysis proceeds to a 

certain degree and is wholly degraded finally. A living bone 

is conductively formed by the action of the bioactive bioceramic 

particles and the low-porosity part is thus replaced by bone 

tissues. Since the bioceramic particles contained in this 

porous composite are bioabsorbable, they neither 

remain/accumulate in the (cartilage) bone tissues which have 

replaced and regenerated nor come into soft tissues or blood 

vessels.  

[0086] 

As described above, those implant composite materials 

as modifications (inclination materials) have the properties 

or functions required of scaffold materials for use in, e.g., 

the treatment of articular cartilage disorders. Because of 

this, when the former implant composite material (inclination 

material), in which the porosity gradually changes to have 

an inclination so that it increases from a surface-layer part 

onone side toa surface-layerparton the other side, isimplanted 

in and fixed to, for example, a part where a necrotized part 

of an articular bone head has been excised, so that the 

surface-layer part having a high porosity is located on the 

cartilage side of the articular bone head surface, then it 

functions by the following mechanism. The surface-layer part 
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having a high porosity and the inner-layer parts connected 

thereto which have a relatively high porosity are wholly 

replaced by cartilage tissues inductively grown in an early 

stage and disappear. Furthermore, the part on the opposite 

side, which has a low porosity and has a strength, also is 

wholly replaced finally by conductively grown hard-bone 

tissues and disappears. The bioceramic particles also are 

completely assimilated. Thus, the hard-bone part and 

cartilage part of the necrotized articular bone head part are 

regenerated. On the other hand, when the latter implant 

composite material (inclination material), in which the 

porosity gradually changes to have an inclination so that it 

increases from an intermediate part of the composite to 

surface-layer parts on both sides thereof or from a central 

part of the composite to surrounding surface-layer parts 

thereof, is implanted in an excised part of an articular bone 

head, the following effect/advantage is brought about besides 

those described above. Hard-bone tissues rapidly grow 

inductively in the surface-layer parts having a high porosity 

which are in contact with the hard bone in the excised part, 

whereby the implant composite material (inclination material) 

bonds with and is fixed to the excised part of the articular 

bone head in a short time period.  

[0087] 

The content of the bioceramic particles may be even 
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throughout the porous composite. However, in the former 

implant composite material (inclination material), it is 

preferred that the content of the bioceramic particles should 

gradually change to have an inclination so that it increases 

from a surface-layer part on one side of the porous composite 

to a surface-layer part on the opposite side thereof in the 

rangeof30-80%bymass. Inthelatterimplantcompositematerial 

(inclination material), it is preferred that the content of 

the bioceramic particles should gradually change to have an 

inclination so that it increases from an intermediate part 

of the porous composite to surface-layer parts on both sides 

thereof or from a central part of the composite to surrounding 

surface-layer parts thereof, in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

In these implant composite materials (inclination materials) 

in which the content of the bioceramic particles changes to 

have such an inclination, the surface-layer parts having a 

high bioceramic-particle content have higher bioactivity.  

Because of this, the inductive growth of an osteoblast and 

(cartilage) bonetissuesinthesurface-layerpartsisespecially 

enhanced and replacement by (cartilage) bone tissues is further 

accelerated.  

[0088] 

It is preferred to incorporate at least one biological 

bone growth factor selected from a BMP, TGF-0, EP4, b-FGF, 

and PRP and/or an osteoblast derived from a living organism 
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into those implant composite materials (inclination materials) 

as modifications. In the implant composite materials 

(inclination materials) containing any of those growth factors 

or the osteoblast, osteoblastmultiplication/growth is greatly 

accelerated and, hence, (cartilage) bone tissues grow vigorously.  

Thus, regeneration proceeds more rapidly.  

[0089] 

Examples of such implant composite material (inclination 

material) modifications will be explained below by reference 

to drawings.  

[0090] 

Fig. 10 (a) is a slant view illustrating one example 

of modifications of implant composite materials of the first 

type, and Fig. 10 (b) is a diagrammatic sectional view of this 

implant composite material. Fig. 11 is a view illustrating 

an example in which this implant composite material is used.  

[0091] 

This implant composite material (inclination material) 

105 comprises a porous composite 2 of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles, and the porosity thereof gradually 

changes to have an inclination so that it increases from a 

surface-layer part 2a on one side (surface-layer part on the 

lower side) of the composite to a surface-layer part 2b on 

the opposite side (surface-layer part on the upper side) in 
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the range of 10-90%. Although the implant composite material 

(inclination material) 105 comprising this porous composite 

2 is in the form of a solid cylinder as shown in Fig. 10 (a), 

the shape thereof is not limited to it. The implant composite 

material can have a quadrangular solid prism, elliptic solid 

cylinder, or flat plate shape or any of other various shapes 

according to the joint part into which the implant composite 

material is to be implanted. The size thereof also may be 

one optimal for the joint part into which the implant composite 

material is to be implanted.  

[0092] 

The biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer to be used 

as a rawmaterial for this porous composite 2 maybe a crystalline 

polymer such as poly(L-lactic acid) or poly(glycolic acid).  

However, a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer which is 

safe, can be rapidly degraded, is not so brittle, and is 

amorphous or a mixture of crystalline and amorphous phases 

is suitable for use as a raw material for the porous composite 

2. This is because the surface-layer part 2b having a high 

porosity and the inner-layer parts connected thereto having 

arelativelyhighporosityinthisporouscomposite 2 arerequired 

to have a strength and flexibility such as those of cartilages 

and are further required to be rapidly degraded and undergo 

bonding with and complete replacement by a living (cartilage) 

bone in an early stage. Examplesofthesuitablepolymer include 
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poly(D,L-lactic acid), copolymers of L-lactic acid and 

D,L-lactic acid, copolymers of a lactic acid and glycolic acid, 

copolymers of a lactic acid and caprolactone, copolymers of 

a lactic acid and ethylene glycol, and copolymers of a lactic 

acid and p-dioxanone. These may be used alone or as a mixture 

of two or more thereof. When the strength required of the 

porous composite 2, the period of biodegradation, etc. are 

taken into account, those biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymers to be used preferably have a viscosity-average 

molecular weight of about 50,000-600,000.  

[0093] 

The porous composite 2 constituting this implant 

composite material 105 has interconnected pores inside and 

contains bioceramic particles, part of which are exposed in 

inner surfaces of the interconnected pores and in the surfaces 

of the composite 2. As stated above, the porosity of this 

porous composite 2 gradually changes continuously so that it 

increases fromasurface-layerpart2aononeside (surface-layer 

part on the lower side) to a surface-layer part 2b on the 

opposite side (surface-layer part on the upper side) in the 

range of 10-90%, preferably in the range of 20-80%. It is 

preferred that the interconnected pores should account for 

50-90%, especially 70-90%, of all pores. The pore diameter 

of the interconnected pores has been regulated so as to be 

in the range of 50-600 pm, preferably in the range of 100-400 
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pim; the pore diameter increases toward that surface-layer part 

2b on one side which has a high porosity.  

[0094] 

Such inclinations of porosity, etc. have the following 

advantages. The surface-layer part 2b on one side having a 

high porosity (hereinafter referred to as high-porosity 

surface-layer part) of the porous composite 2 is rapidly 

hydrolyzed because a body fluid easily penetrates thereinto.  

In addition, an osteoblast is apt to penetrate thereinto and 

this, coupled with the high content of the bioactive bioceramic 

particles as will be described later, enables (cartilage) bone 

tissues to inductively grow in an early stage. This porous 

composite 2 thus bonds with a living (cartilage) bone and is 

replaced thereby. In case where the high-porosity 

surface-layer part 2b has a porosity exceeding 90% and a pore 

diameter larger than 600 pm, this high-porosity surface-layer 

part 2b is undesirable because it has a reduced physical 

strength and is brittle. In case where the interconnected 

pores account for less than 50% of all pores and have a pore 

diameter smaller than 50 pm, this surface-layer part 2b is 

undesirable because the penetration of a body fluid and an 

osteoblast thereinto is difficult and hydrolysis and the 

inductive growth of bone tissues are slow, resulting in a 

prolonged time period required for bonding with and 

replacement by a living (cartilage) bone. However, it has 
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been found that bone inductivity is exhibited when fine 

interconnected pores on submicron order of 1-0.1 nm coexist 

with interconnected pores having that preferred pore diameter.  

[0095] 

On the other hand, that surface-layer part 2a on the 

opposite side (lower side) which has alowporosity (hereinafter 

referred to as low-porosity surface-layer part) of the porous 

composite 2 improves in strength as the porosity decreases.  

However, since an extremely high strength is not required 

of implant composite materials to be applied as a scaffold 

to an articular part, there is no need of regulating the porosity 

of the low-porosity surface-layer part 2a to a value close 

to zero. Because of this, the lower limit of the porosity 

of the low-porosity surface-layer part 2a is regulated to 10%, 

preferably 20%. Thus, a strength suitable for scaffolds is 

imparted and the time period required for hydrolysis and 

complete replacement by (cartilage) bone cells can be reduced.  

[0096] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into this 

porous composite 2 are the same as the bioceramic particles 

described above, and an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0097] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite 2 may be even throughout the whole porous composite 

2. It is, however, preferred that the content thereof should 
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gradually change to have an inclination so that it increases 

from the low-porositysurface-layer part2a to the high-porosity 

surface-layer part 2b in the range of 30-80% by mass. Namely, 

it is preferred that the bioceramic particle/biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer proportion by mass should gradually 

change to have an inclination so that it increases from the 

low-porosity surface-layer part 2a to the high-porosity 

surface-layer part 2b in the range of from 30/70 to 80/20.  

Such an inclination of bioceramic-particle content has an 

advantage that the high-porosity surface-layer part 2b has 

high bioactivity and the inductive growth of an osteoblast 

and (cartilage) bone tissues therein is especially enhanced, 

whereby bonding with a living (cartilage) bone and replacement 

thereby are further accelerated.  

[0098] 

In case where the content of the bioceramic particles 

in the high-porosity surface-layer part 2b exceeds 80% by mass, 

this arouses a trouble that the high-porosity surface-layer 

part 2b has a reduced physical strength. In case where the 

content thereof in the low-porosity surface-layer part 2a is 

lower than 30% bymass, this arouses a trouble that the inductive 

growth of (cartilage) bone tissues in the low-porosity 

surface-layer part 2a by the action of the bioceramic 

particles becomes slow and, hence, bonding with a living 

(cartilage) bone and complete replacement thereby take too 
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much time. A more preferred upper limit of the content of 

the bioceramic particles is 70% by mass.  

[0099] 

It is preferred that this porous composite 1 should 

be impregnated with at least one of the biological bone growth 

factors described above and/or an osteoblast derived from a 

living organism. By impregnating the porous composite 2 with 

these substances, osteoblast multiplication and growth are 

greatly accelerated. As a result, (cartilage) bone tissues 

come to grow in the high-porosity surface-layer part 2b of 

the porous composite 2 in an extremely short time period (about 

1 week) and the porous composite 2 is wholly replaced by 

(cartilage) bone tissues thereafter, whereby the living 

(cartilage) bone is repaired/reconstructed. Incidentally, 

the biological bone growth factors which may be infiltrated 

are the same as the biological bone growth factors described 

above and an explanation thereon is hence omitted. In some 

cases, another growth factor such as IL-1, TNF-a, TNF-P, or 

IFN-y or a drug may be infiltrated.  

[0100] 

The surface of this porous composite 2 may be subjected 

to an oxidation treatment such as corona discharge, plasma 

treatment, or hydrogen peroxide treatment. Such an oxidation 

treatment hasanadvantagethatbondingwith a living (cartilage) 

bone and total replacement thereby are further accelerated 
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because the wettability of the surface of the porous composite 

2 is improved to enable an osteoblast to more effectively 

penetrateinto andgrowininterconnectedporesofthiscomposite 

2.  

[0101] 

The implant composite material (inclination material) 

105 comprising the porous composite 2 may be produced by 

substantially the same method as for the porous composite 2 

in, e.g., the implant composite material 100 described above.  

Namely, it may be produced in the following manner. A 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer is dissolved in a 

volatile solvent and bioceramic particles are mixed with the 

solution to prepare a suspension. This suspension is formed 

into fibers by spraying or another technique to produce a fibrous 

mass composed of fibers intertwined with one another. This 

fibrous mass is immersed in a volatile solvent such as methanol, 

ethanol, isopropanol, dichloroethane(methane), or chloroform 

to bring it into a swollen or semi-fused state. The fibrous 

mass in this state is pressed to obtain a porous fusion-bonded 

fibrous mass in a solid cylinder form such as that shown in 

Fig. 10. The fibers in this fusion-bonded fibrous mass are 

shrunk and fused, and are thereby deprived substantially of 

their fibrous shape to form a matrix. Thus, the fibrous mass 

is changed in form into a porous composite in which the spaces 

among the fibers have been changed into rounded interconnected 
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pores. In this operation, the step in which the fibrous mass 

is immersed in a volatile solvent to bring it into a swollen 

or semi-fused state and is then pressedtoobtain a fusion-bonded 

fibrous mass may be conducted in such a manner that the amount 

of the fibrous mass is regulated so as to decrease from one 

side (lower side) to the opposite side (upper side). As a 

result, the porous composite 2 in which the porosity gradually 

increases from a surface-layer part 2a on one side to a 

surface-layer part 2b on the opposite side can be obtained.  

In the case where the porous composite 2 in which the content 

of bioceramic particles increases from a low-porosity 

surface-layer part 2a to a high-porosity surface-layer part 

2b is to be produced, use may be made of a method which comprises 

preparing several suspensions differing in the amount of 

bioceramic particles incorporated, forming several fibrous 

masses differing in bioceramic-particle content, superposing 

these fibrous masses in order of increasing bioceramic-particle 

content, bringing this assemblage into a swollen or semi-fused 

stage, and pressing it.  

[0102] 

When the implant composite material (inclination 

material) 105 described above is used for the treatment of 

an articular cartilage disorder such as, e.g., knee bone head 

necrosis, it is used in the manner shown in Fig. 11. Namely, 

the necrotized part of the knee bone head 36 is excised, and 
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the implant composite material 105 (preferably one in which 

a BMP, EP4, orPRP, which each are effective in hard-bone growth, 

has been incorporated in the low-porosity surface-layer part 

2a and inner-layer parts connected thereto having a relatively 

low porosity and TGF-B or b-FGF, which each are a biological 

growth factor effective for cartilages, has been incorporated 

in the high-porosity surface-layer part 2b and inner-layer 

parts connected thereto having a relatively high porosity) 

is implanted in the excised part 30 and fixed so that the 

high-porosity surface-layer part 2b is located on the 

cartilage 31 side and is flush therewith. After the implant 

composite material 105 is thus implanted, the high-porosity 

surface-layer part 2b is rapidly hydrolyzed from the surface 

and inner parts thereof by a body fluid in contact with the 

surface of the surface-layer part 2b and by a body fluid which 

has penetrated into interconnected pores inside. By the action 

of the bioactive bioceramic particles, cartilage tissues 

inductively grow in an extremely short time period in that 

peripheral lateral surface of the high-porosity surface-layer 

part 2b which is in contact with the cartilage 31, whereby 

the high-porosity surface-layer part 2b bonds with the 

cartilage 31. Thereafter, the high-porosity surface-layer 

part 2b and inner-layer parts connected thereto having a 

relatively high porosity are wholly replaced by cartilage 

tissues and disappear rapidly. On the other hand, the 
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low-porosity surface-layer part 2a and inner-layer parts 

connected thereto having a relatively low porosity, in the 

porous composite2, undergo hydrolysistosomedegree. However, 

they retain a sufficient strength until the high-porosity 

surface-layer part 2b is almost replaced by cartilage tissues.  

Thereafter, with further progress of the hydrolysis, hard-bone 

tissues of the knee bone head 36 conductively grow in the 

low-porosity surface-layer part 2a and the inner-layer parts 

connected thereto having a relatively low porosity due to the 

bone conductivity of the bioceramic particles. Finally, these 

parts are replaced by the hard-bone tissues and disappear.  

Furthermore, the bioceramicparticles contained in this porous 

composite 2 also are completely assimilated and disappear.  

Thus, the knee joint cartilage disorder part is completely 

repaired/reconstructed.  

[0103] 

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

another example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the first type.  

[0104] 

This implant composite material (inclination material) 

106 is a cylindrical one comprising a porous composite 2 of 

a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, like the 

implant composite material 105 described above. However, it 
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differs from the implant composite material 105 described above 

in that the porosity thereof gradually changes to have an 

inclination so that it increases from a central part 2c of 

the porous composite 2 to surrounding surface-layer parts 2d 

thereof in the range of 10-90%, preferably in the range of 

20-80%, and that the content of the bioceramic particles 

gradually changes to have an inclination so that it increases 

from the central part 2c of the porous composite 2 to the 

surrounding surface-layer parts 2d thereof in the range of 

30-80% by mass.  

[0105] 

When this implant composite material (inclination 

material) 106 is implanted in an excised part 30 of an articular 

bone, the following advantage is brought about besides the 

effects and advantages of the implant composite material 105 

described above. Hard-bone tissues conductively grow rapidly 

in the surface-layer parts 2d which have a high porosity and 

a high bioceramic-particle content and are in contact with 

the inner surface of the excised part 30. As a result, the 

surface-layerparts2dbondwiththe inner surfaceoftheexcised 

part 30 of the articular bone and are fixed thereto in a short 

time period.  

[0106] 

Fig. 13 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

still another example of the modifications of implant composite 
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materials of the first type, and Fig. 14 is a view illustrating 

an example in which this implant composite material is used.  

[0107] 

Like the implant composite material 105 described above, 

this implant composite material (inclination material) 107 

is one comprising a porous composite 2 of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles. However, it differs from the implant 

composite material 105 described above in that it is in the 

form of a prism, that the porosity thereof gradually changes 

to have an inclination so that it increases from an intermediate 

part 2e of the porous composite 2 to surface-layer parts 2f 

and 2f on the upper and lower sides in the range of 10-90%, 

preferably in the range of 20-80%, and that the content of 

thebioceramicparticlesgraduallychangestohaveaninclination 

so that it increases from the intermediate part 2e of the porous 

composite 2 to the surface-layer parts 2f and 2f on the upper 

and lower sides in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

[0108] 

This implant composite material (inclination material) 

107 is, for example, inserted as a spacer between vertebrae 

32 and 32 in a joint part, such as the vertebral column, lumbar 

vertebrae, or cervical vertebrae, as shown in Fig. 14. After 

the implant composite material 107 is thus inserted, the 

surface-layer parts 2f and 2f, which are high in porosity and 
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bioceramic-particle content, respectively in contact with the 

upper and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 rapidly hydrolyze, and 

bonetissuesconductivelygrowfromtheupperandlowervertebrae 

32 and 32 and penetrate into the surface-layer parts 2f and 

2f. The surface-layer parts 2f and 2f hence bond with the 

vertebrae in a short time period, whereby the implant composite 

material 107 does not detach from the joint part. These 

surface-layerparts2fand2farewhollyreplacedbybonetissues 

and disappear in an early stage. On the other hand, the 

intermediate part 2e retains a strength over a certain time 

period. Thereafter, however, the conductive growth of bone 

tissues proceeds in the intermediate part 2e, which finally 

is wholly replaced by the bone tissues and disappears.  

[0109] 

In the implant composite material (inclinationmaterial) 

107 to be inserted as a spacer between vertebrae as described 

above, toolargethicknessesoftheupperandlowersurface-layer 

parts2fand2f, whichhaveahighporosity, resultinapossibility 

that these surface-layer parts 2f and 2f are compressed from 

the upper and lower directions to narrow the vertical space 

between the vertebrae 32 and 32. Consequently, it is preferred 

to regulate the thickness of each of the upper and lower 

surface-layer parts 2f and 2f so as to be as small as about 

0.1-2.0 mm. That possibility may be completely eliminated 

by rotating this implant composite material 107 by 90 degrees 
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and inserting it between vertebrae 32 and 32, with the 

high-porositysurface-layerparts2fand2flocatedrespectively 

on the left and right sides of the low-porosity intermediate 

part 2e. When the implant composite material 107 is implanted 

in this manner, the upper and lower edges of the high-porosity 

surface-layer parts 2f and 2f respectively on the left and 

right sides serve in a bridging stage to bond with the upper 

and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 in an early stage while maintaining 

the space between the upper and lower vertebrae 32 and 32 without 

fail with the low-porosity intermediate part 2e having a 

strength. Thus, the implant composite material 107 can be 

prevented from detaching.  

[0110] 

Fig. 15 is a diagrammatic sectional view illustrating 

a further example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the first type, and Fig. 16 is a view illustrating 

an example in which this implant composite material is used.  

[0111] 

Like the implant composite material 105 described above, 

this implant composite material (inclination material) 108 

is one comprising a porous composite 2 of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles. However, it differs from the implant 

composite material 105 described above in that it is in the 

form of a piece (small piece) so as to be suitable for the 
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reconstruction or reinforcement of a ligament part adherent 

to a joint, that the porosity thereof gradually changes to 

have an inclination so that it increases from an intermediate 

part 2e of the porous composite 2 to surface-layer parts 2g 

and 2g on the left and right sides in the range of 10-90%, 

preferably in the range of 20-80%, and that the content of 

thebioceramicparticlesgraduallychangestohaveaninclination 

so that it increases from the intermediate part 2e of the porous 

composite 2 to the surface-layer parts 2g and 2g on the left 

and right sides in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

[0112] 

This implant composite material (inclination material) 

108 is for use in the reconstruction or reinforcement of a 

ligament part adherent to a joint as shown in Fig. 16. Namely, 

it is used in the following manner as shown in Fig. 16. Holes 

33 and 33 are formed respectively in the two bones of a joint, 

and both ends 34a and 34a of a ligament 34 are inserted into 

the holes 33 and 33. The implant composite materials 108 and 

108 are sandwiched between the two end parts 34a and 34a of 

the ligament 34 and one side of the inner surfaces of the holes 

33 and 33. Interference screws 35 and 35 are screwed into 

the space between the two end parts 34a and 34a and the opposite 

side of the inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33 to fix the 

ligament 34. In this case, the high-porosity surface-layer 

parts 2g and 2g on both sides of each of the implant composite 
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materials 108 bond with the two end parts 34a and 34a of the 

ligament 34 and with the inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 

33, and are wholly replacedbybone tissues and disappear rapidly 

thereafter. In addition, the low-porosity intermediate part 

2e having a strength also is wholly replaced by bone tissues 

and disappears shortly thereafter. Consequently, the two end 

parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 34 bond with the holes 33 

and 33 through the bone tissues which have wholly replaced.  

In this case, when the interference screws 35 and 35 are ones 

comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioactive bioceramic particles, then these screws 

35 and 35 also are shortly replaced by bone tissues and bond 

with the inner surfaces of the holes 33 and 33 and with the 

two end parts 34a and 34a of the ligament 34, whereby the adherent 

parts of the ligament have a further improved fixing strength.  

[0113] 

It is a matterofcoursethatitispreferredto impregnate 

each of the implant composite materials (inclination materials) 

106, 107, and 108 with any of the biological bone growth factors 

described above and/or an osteoblast derived from a living 

organism.  

[0114] 

The implant composite material of the second type of 

the invention, which is to be attached as an anchor member 

to an end part of a ligamental member or tendinous member, 
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will be explained next by reference to drawings.  

[0115] 

Fig. 17 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the second type as still a further embodiment of the invention.  

Fig. 18 is a sectional view taken on the line A-A of Fig.  

17. Fig. 19 is a sectional view taken on the line B-B of Fig.  

17. Fig. 20 is a slant view of an artificial ligament having 

this implant composite material attached to each end thereof.  

[0116] 

The implant composite material 109 of the second type 

shown in Fig. 17 to Fig. 19 is to be attached as an anchor 

member to each end of a ligamental member 37 as shown in Fig.  

20 or to each endof a tendinousmember. It serves to tenaciously 

fix both ends of the ligamental member 37 to holes respectively 

formed in the two living bones of a joint. As shown in Fig.  

17, this implant composite material (anchor member) 109 is 

a member in the form of an elliptic solid cylinder which has 

a projecting piece lb formed on a central part of one edge 

face (edge face on the ligamental member 37 side), and the 

projecting piece lb has many small holes 1c bored for attaching 

the ligamental member 37 thereto. Organic fibers of the 

ligamental member 37, which will be described later, are passed 

through these small holes ic and hitched on, whereby the implant 

composite material 109 can be attached to the end part of the 

artificial ligamental member 37 while preventing it from 
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detaching. The shape of the implant composite material 109 

is not limited to the elliptic solid cylinder, and the implant 

composite material 109 can have any shape as long as it can 

be easily inserted into the holes formed in the upper and lower 

living bones of a joint such as a knee joint and can be stably 

fixed with the interference screw to be screwed into the space 

between the inner surface of each hole and the implant composite 

material 109.  

[0117] 

As shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19, this implant composite 

material 109 for use as an end anchor for ligamental members 

comprises a compact composite 1 in an elliptic solid cylinder 

form comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and a porous composite 2 of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic 

particles, the porous composite 2beingsuperposedonandunited 

with part of the surfaces of the compact composite 1, i.e., 

the peripheral surface of the composite 1 in this embodiment.  

The projecting piece lb has been united with and projects 

from one edge face of the compact composite 1 in an elliptic 

solid cylinder form.  

[0118] 

The compact composite 1, which serves as a core material 

in the implant composite material 109 for anchoring, is required 
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to have high a strength. Because of this, the biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer to be used as a raw material preferably 

is the same as the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

used for the compact composite 1 oftheimplant composite material 

100 described above. The bioceramic particles to be 

incorporated into this compact composite 1 also are the same 

as the bioceramic particles contained in the compact composite 

1 of the implant composite material 100 described above, and 

an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

(0119] 

This compact composite 1 is produced, for example, by 

a method in which a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioceramic particles is injection-molded into an 

elliptic solid cylinder having a projecting piece lb on one 

edge face thereof and this projecting piece lb is subjected 

to drilling or by a method in which a molded object of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic 

particles is cut into an elliptic solid cylinder having a 

projecting piece lb on one edge face thereof and this projecting 

piece lb is subjected to drilling. In particular, the compact 

composite 1 obtained by the latter method in which a molded 

object inwhichpolymermolecules andcrystalshavebeenoriented 

is formed by compression molding or forging and this molded 

object is cut is exceedingly suitable. This is because this 

compact composite 1 is highly compact due to the compression 
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and has a further enhanced strength due to the 

three-dimensionally oriented polymer molecules and crystals.  

Also usable besides these is a compact composite obtained 

by cutting a molded object obtained by stretch forming.  

[0120] 

On the other hand, the layer of the porous composite 

2 is a porous object which has interconnected pores inside 

and comprises a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

Part of the bioceramic particles are exposed in the surfaces 

of this porous composite 2 and in inner surfaces of the 

interconnected pores. Although the porous composite 2 in this 

implant composite material (anchor member) 109 as an embodiment 

has been superposedonlyon the peripheral surface of the compact 

composite 1 in an elliptic solid cylinder form, the porous 

composite 2 may be superposed on and united with all surfaces 

of the compact composite 1 except the projecting piece lb, 

i.e., the peripheral surface and both edge faces of the compact 

composite 1.  

[0121] 

The thickness of the layer of the porous composite 2 

is not particularly limited as long as this composite 2 is 

thinner than the compact composite 1. However, when the 

inductive growth of bone tissues and the property of bonding 

with living bones are taken into account, the thickness thereof 
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is preferably about 0.5-15 mm. Furthermore, the thickness 

of the layer of the porous composite 2 need not be always even, 

and may differ from part to part as in, e.g., aporous-composite 

layer having recesses and protrusions.  

[0122] 

The layer of the porous composite 2 need not have a 

high strength such as that of the compact composite 1, but 

is required to be rapidly hydrolyzed and undergo bonding with 

and complete replacement by a living bone in an early stage.  

Because of this, the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

to be used as a rawmaterial for the porous composite 2 preferably 

is the same as the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

used for the porous composite2 ofthe implant composite material 

100 described above.  

[0123] 

It is desirable that the layer of the porous composite 

2shouldbeoneinwhichtheporositythereofis50-90%, preferably 

60-80%, interconnected pores account for 50% ormore, preferably 

70-90%, of all pores, and the interconnected pores have a pore 

diameter of 50-600 pm, preferably 100-400 pm, when physical 

strength, osteoblastpenetration, stabilization, etc. aretaken 

into account, as in the case of the porous composite 2 of the 

implant composite material 100 described above. The reasons 

forthisareasdescribedabovewithregardtotheporouscomposite 

2 of the implant composite material 100, and an explanation 
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thereon is hence omitted.  

[0124] 

The porosity of the porous composite 2 may be even 

throughout the whole composite. However, when the property 

of bonding with a living bone and conductive/inductive growth 

are taken into account, it is preferred that the porosity thereof 

should gradually change to have an inclination so that it 

increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part 

of the layer of the porous composite 2 as in the case of the 

porous composite 2 of the implant composite material 100.  

In the layer of the porous composite 2 having such a porosity 

inclination, it is desirable that the porosity thereof should 

gradually increase continuously from an inner-layer part to 

a surface-layer part in the range of 50-90%, preferably in 

the range of 60-80%, and that the pore diameter of the 

interconnected pores should gradually increase from the 

inner-layer part to the surface-layer part in the range of 

50-600 im. In the layer of the porous composite 2 having such 

properties, hydrolysis proceeds rapidly on its surface-layer 

side and osteoblast penetration and the inductive growth of 

bone tissues are enhanced. This porous composite 2 bonds with 

a living bone in an early stage. Consequently, the strength 

of fixing of the implant composite material (anchor member) 

109 to the upper or lower living bone of a knee joint or the 

like can be heightened in an early stage.  
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[0125] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into this 

porous composite 2 may be the same as the bioceramic particles 

contained in the compact composite 1 described above. However, 

bioceramic particles having a particle diameter of about 0.1-5 

pm are especially preferred because use of such bioceramic 

particles is free from the possibility of cutting the fibers 

to be formed, e.g., by spraying inproducing the porous composite 

2 by the method which will be described later, and because 

such bioceramic particles have satisfactory bioabsorbability.  

[0126] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite 2 may be even throughout the whole porous-composite 

layer 21d as in the case of the porous composite 2 of the implant 

composite material 100 described above, or may be uneven.  

In the former case, in which the content is even, it is preferred 

that the content of the bioceramic particles should be 60-80% 

by mass. The reasons for this are as described hereinabove 

with regard to the porous composite 2 of the implant composite 

material 100, and an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

A more preferred range of the content of the bioceramic 

particles is 60-70% by mass.  

[0127] 

On the other hand, in the latter case, in which the 

content is uneven, it is preferred that the content of the 
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bioceramic particles in the porous composite 2 should be higher 

than the bioceramic-particle content in the compact composite 

1 and graduallychangetohaveaninclinationsothatitincreases 

from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part of the layer 

of the porous composite 2 in the range of 30-80% by mass as 

in the case of the porous composite 2 of the implant composite 

material 100. Namely, it is preferred that the bioceramic 

particle/biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer proportion 

by mass in the porous composite 2 should be larger than that 

mass proportion in the compact composite 1 and gradually change 

to have an inclination so that it increases from the inner-layer 

part to the surface-layer part of the layer of the porous 

composite 2 in the range of from 30/70 to 80/20. In the layer 

of the porous composite 2 having such an inclination of 

bioceramic-particle content, bioactivity is high in the 

surface-layer side having a high content and the inductive 

growth of an osteoblast and bone tissues is enhanced especially 

in the surface-layer side. This porous composite 2 bonds with 

a living bone and is replaced thereby in an early stage.  

Consequently, the strength of fixing of the implant composite 

material (anchor member) 109 to the upper or lower living bone 

of a knee joint or the like can be heightened in an early stage.  

[01281 

In contrast, the content of the bioceramic particles 

in the compact composite 1 preferably is lower than the 
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bioceramic-particle content in the porous-composite layer 2 

and is in the range of 30-60% by mass as in the case of the 

compact composite 1 of the implant composite material 100 

described above. The reasons for this are as described above 

with regard to the compact composite 1 of the implant composite 

material 100.  

The content of the bioceramic particles in the compact 

composite 1 may be even throughout the whole compact composite 

1, provided that the content thereof is lower than in the porous 

composite 2 and in the range of 30-60% by mass as stated above.  

Or, the content of the bioceramic particles in the 

compact composite 1 may gradually change to have an inclination 

so that it gradually increases from an axial core part toward 

a peripheral part of the compact composite 1, provided that 

the content thereof is lower than in the porous composite 2 

and in the range of 30-60% by mass as stated above.  

In the compact composite 1 having such an inclination 

of bioceramic-particle content, the peripheral part having 

a high content undergoes the conductive growth of bone tissues 

while the axial core part having a low content retains a 

strength. Finally, thiscompactcomposite 1 iswhollyreplaced.  

[0129] 

Incidentally, in the case where the content of the 

bioceramic particles in each of the compact composite 1 and 

the porous composite 2 is to be inclined, it is preferred that 
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the content thereof should be gradually changed continuously 

to have an inclination so that it increases from the axial 

core part of the compact composite 1 to the surface-layer part 

of the porous composite 2 in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

[0130] 

The presence of the layer of the porous composite 2 

having such properties on the surfaces of the compact composite 

1 is useful also from the standpoint that it can be impregnated 

with bone growth factors and various drugs.. Namely, it is 

desirable that this porous-composite layer 21d should be 

impregnated with at least one of the biological bone growth 

factors described above, i.e., a BMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, and 

PRP, and/or an osteoblast derived from a living organism.  

By impregnating the porous-composite layer with any of these 

biological bone growth factors and/or the osteoblast, 

osteoblast multiplication and growth are greatly accelerated.  

As a result, bone tissues come to grow in the surface-layer 

part of the porous-composite layer 21d in an extremely short 

period (about 1 week). The porous-composite layer 21d thus 

bonds with a living bone and is wholly replaced by the living 

bone rapidly thereafter. Of those factors, BMPs and EP4 are 

especially effective in hard-bone growth. It is therefore 

preferred that the porous composite 2 of the implant composite 

material (anchor member) 109 to be implanted and fixed into 

a hole formed in a hard bone such as, e.g., the thighbone or 
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shinbone of a knee joint should be impregnated especially with 

any of BMPs and EP4s among those factors. On the other hand, 

PRP is a plasma having a highly elevated platelet concentration 

and addition thereof accelerates the growth of a newly 

regenerated bone. In some cases, another growth factor such 

as IL-1, TNF-, TNF-3, or IFN-y or a drug may be infiltrated.  

[0131] 

The surface of the layer of the porous composite 2 may 

be subjected to an oxidation treatment such as corona discharge, 

plasma treatment, or hydrogen peroxide treatment. Such an 

oxidation treatment has an advantage that bonding with a living 

bone and replacement thereby are further accelerated because 

the wettability of the surface of the layer of the porous 

composite 2 is improved to enable an osteoblast to more 

effectively penetrate into and grow in interconnected pores 

of this composite 2. The fixing strength of this implant 

composite material (anchor member) 109 improves in an earlier 

stage. The surface of the compact composite 1 may, of course, 

be subjected to such an oxidation treatment.  

[0132] 

The layer of the porous composite 2 may be produced 

by substantially the same method as for the porous composite 

2 of the implant composite material 100. First, abiodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer is dissolved in a volatile solvent 

and bioceramic particles are mixed with the solution to prepare 
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a suspension. This suspension is formed into fibers by 

spraying or another technique to produce a fibrous mass composed 

of fibers intertwined with one another. This fibrous mass 

is immersed in a volatile solvent such as methanol, ethanol, 

isopropanol, dichloroethane(methane), or chloroform to bring 

it into a swollen or semi-fused state. The fibrous mass in 

this state is pressed to obtain a porous fusion-bonded fibrous 

mass in an elliptic hollow cylinder form. The fibers in this 

fusion-bonded fibrous mass are shrunk and fused, and are thereby 

deprived substantially of their fibrous shape to form a matrix.  

Thus, the fibrous mass is changed into a porous-composite 

layer in an elliptic hollow cylinder form in which the spaces 

among the fibers have been changed into rounded interconnected 

pores. In this case, use may be made of a method in which 

two porous-composite layers in the form of a half of an elliptic 

hollow cylinder are formed and then united with each other.  

[0133] 

In the case where a porous-composite layer in which 

the porosity increases from an inner-layer part to a 

surface-layer part is to be produced by that process, use may 

be made of a method in which when the fibrous mass is immersed 

in the volatile solvent to bring it into a swollen or semi-fused 

state and is then pressed to obtain a porous fusion-bonded 

fibrous mass in the form of an elliptic hollow cylinder or 

of a half of an elliptic hollow cylinder, the amount of the 
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fibrous mass is regulated so as to decrease from the inner-layer 

part to the surface-layer part. On the other hand, in the 

case where a porous composite in which the content of bioceramic 

particles increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer 

part is to be produced, use may be made of a method which 

comprises preparing several suspensions differing in the amount 

of bioceramic particles incorporated, forming several fibrous 

masses differing in bioceramic-particle content, superposing 

these fibrous masses in order of increasing bioceramic-particle 

content, bringing this assemblage into a swollen or semi-fused 

stage, and pressing it.  

[0134] 

The implant composite material (anchor member) 109 

shown in Fig. 17 to Fig. 19 is one obtained in the following 

manner. The compact composite 1 in an elliptic solid cylinder 

form is fitted into a layer of the porous composite 2 in an 

elliptic hollow cylinder form. Alternatively, two layers of 

the porous composite 2 in the form of a half of an elliptic 

hollow cylinder are united with each other and superposed on 

the periphery of the compact composite 1 in an elliptic solid 

cylinder form. These members superposed are united by, e.g., 

thermal fusion bonding to obtain the target implant composite 

material. Techniques for uniting the compact composite 1 with 

the layer(s) of the porous composite 2 are not limited to 

thermal fusion bonding. For example, the two members may be 
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united by bonding with an adhesive, or a method may be used 

which comprises forming a dovetail groove in one of the contact 

surfaces of the compact composite 1 and the layer(s) of the 

porous composite 2, forming a dovetail on the other contact 

surface, and fitting the dovetail into the dovetail groove 

to unite the two composites.  

[0135] 

The artificial ligament 38 shown in Fig. 20 comprises 

an artificial ligamental member 37 formed from organic fibers 

as a rawmaterial andthe implant composite material 109 attached 

as an anchor member to each end of the ligamental member 37 

so as not to detach therefrom.  

[0136] 

More specifically, the artificial ligamental member 

37 may comprise a structure which is either a three-dimensional 

woven structure or knit structure comprising organic fibers 

arranged along three or more axes or a structure comprising 

a combination of the woven structure and the knit structure.  

Alternatively, it may comprise a braid or the like comprising 

organic fibers. This artificial ligamental member 37 has a 

tensile strength and flexibility which are equal to or higher 

than those of living-body ligaments, and shows a deformation 

behavior similar to that of living-body ligaments. The 

structure constituting the artificial ligamental member 37 

is the same as the structure described in Japanese Patent 
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Application No. 6-254515 (Japanese Patent No. 3243679) filed 

by the present applicant. When the geometry of the structure 

employed is expressed in terms of the number of dimensions 

and the number of directions of fiber arrangement is expressed 

in terms of the number of axes, then the structure is a 

three-dimensional structure with three or more axes as stated 

above.  

[0137] 

A three-axis three-dimensional structure is a structure 

made up of three-dimensionally arranged fibers extending in 

three axial directions, i.e., length, breadth, and vertical 

directions. Atypical shape of this structure is a thick strip 

shape such as that shown in Fig. 20. However, a hollow 

cylindrical shape is also possible. This kind of three-axis 

three-dimensional structures are classified, according to 

structure differences, into orthogonal structure, 

non-orthogonal structure, leno structure, cylindrical 

structure, etc. A three-dimensional structure with four or 

more axes has an advantage that the strength isotropy of the 

structure can be improved by arranging fibers in directions 

along 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, or 11 axes, etc. By selecting these, 

an artificial ligamental member 37 akin to ligaments of the 

living body can be produced.  

[0138] 

The artificial ligamental member 37 comprising the 
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structure described above preferably has an internal porosity 

in the range of 20-90%. In case where the internal porosity 

thereof is lower than 20%, this ligamental member 37 is too 

compact and is impaired in flexibility and deformability.  

This ligamental member is hence unsatisfactory as a substitute 

for a bio-derived ligament. On the other hand, in case where 

the internal porosity thereof exceeds 90%, this ligamental 

member 37 is reduced in shape retention and shows too high 

elongation. This ligamental member also is hence 

unsatisfactory as a substitute for a bio-derived ligament.  

[0139] 

The organic fibers to be used as a material for the 

artificial ligamental member 37 preferably are, for example, 

bioinert synthetic-resin fibers such as, e.g., fibers of 

polyethylene, polypropylene, and polytetrafluoroethylene, or 

coated fibers obtained by coating organic core fibers with 

any of these bioinert resins to impart bioinertness thereto.  

In particular, coated fibers having a diameterofabout 0.2-0.5 

mm obtained by coating core fibers of ultrahigh-molecular 

polyethylene with linear low-density polyethylene are optimal 

fibers from the standpoints of strength, hardness, elasticity, 

suitability for weaving/knitting, etc.  

[0140] 

The structure of organic fibers which constitute the 

artificial ligamental member 37 is disclosed in detail in 
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Japanese Patent Application No. 6-254515 (Japanese Patent No.  

3243679), which was cited above. Afurther explanation thereon 

is hence omitted.  

[0141] 

A braid or three-dimensional woven fabric formed from 

bioabsorbable poly(lactic acid) fibers is also usable as the 

artificial ligamental member 1 besides the organic-fiber 

structure or braid described above.  

[0142] 

The implant composite material 109 has been attached 

as an anchor member to each end of the ligamental member 37 

so as not to detach therefrom, by passing organic fibers of 

the ligamental member 37 through the many small holes lc formed 

in the projecting piece lb and hitching them on the projecting 

piece lb.  

[0143] 

Fig. 21 is a view illustrating an example in which the 

artificial ligament 38 described above is used.  

[0144] 

This use example illustrates the case where the 

artificial ligament 38 is implanted in the knee joint between 

a thighbone 39 and a shinbone 40 to conduct reconstruction 

in the following manner. First, holes 33 and 33 are formed 

respectively in the thighbone 39 and shinbone 40. The 

artificial ligament 38 is inserted into the knee joint through 
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these holes, and the implant composite materials (anchor 

members) 109 and 109 on both ends of the artificial ligamental 

member 37 are inserted respectively into the two holes 33 and 

33. An interference screw 35 is screwed into the space between 

the inner surface of the hole 33 in the thighbone 39 and one 

implant composite material 109 to press this implant composite 

material 109 against that side of the inner surface of the 

hole 33 which is opposite to the screw 35 to thereby fix the 

implant composite material 109. Furthermore, an interference 

screw 35 is screwed into the space between the inner surface 

of the hole 33 in the shinbone 40 and the other implant composite 

material 109 while keeping the artificial ligamental member 

37 moderately loose to press this implant composite material 

109 against that side of the inner surface of the hole 33 which 

is opposite to the screw 35 and thereby fix this implant composite 

material 109. Thus, the artificial ligamental 38 is implanted 

in and fixed to the knee joint.  

[0145] 

After the artificial ligament 38 is implanted in such 

manner, the layer of the porous composite 2 in each implant 

composite material (anchor member) 109 is rapidly hydrolyzed 

from the surface and inner parts thereof by a body fluid in 

contact with the surface thereof and by a body fluid which 

has penetrated into interconnected pores thereof. With this 

hydrolysis, bone tissues present in the hole 33 inductively 
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grow in inner parts of the layer of the porous composite 2 

due to the bone inductivity of the bioactive bioceramic 

particles and the layer of the porous composite 2 is replaced 

by the bone tissues in an early stage. The implant composite 

materials 109 thus bond with the bone tissues present in the 

holes 33 and 33 formed respectively in the thighbone 39 and 

shinbone 40. Consequently, the implant composite materials 

109 and 109 respectively on both ends of the artificial ligament 

38 have a greatly improved fixing strength as compared with 

the conventional case where both ends of a ligament are fixed 

with interference screws only. On the other hand, the compact 

composite 1 of each implant composite material 109 is hard 

and strong and hydrolyzes far more slowly than the layer of 

the porous composite 2. It retains a sufficient strength until 

the hydrolysis proceeds to a certain degree. Finally, the 

compact composite 1 is wholly hydrolyzed and disappears through 

replacement by a living bone conductively formed by the action 

of thebioactivebioceramicparticles. Consequently, the holes 

33 and 33 formed in the thighbone 39 and shinbone 40 of the 

knee joint are almost completely filled with the living bones.  

In addition, since the bioceramic particles contained in the 

layer of the porous composite 2 and compact composite 1 in 

each implant composite material 109 are bioabsorbable, the 

bioceramic particles neither remain/accumulate in the living 

bone which has replaced and regenerated nor come into soft 
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tissues or blood vessels.  

[0146] 

Furthermore, the artificial ligamental member 37 

comprising a structure of bioinert organic fibers has a strength 

and flexibility which are equal to or higher than those of 

living-body ligaments and shows a deformation behavior similar 

to that of living-bone ligaments. Because of this, even when 

a tensile force is repeatedly applied to the artificial 

ligamental member 37 due to bends of the knee joint, this 

artificial ligamental member 37 has almost no fear of rupturing.  

It gives no uncomfortable feeling during bending and 

stretching.  

[0147] 

Incidentally, when the interference screws 35 used are 

screws comprising the same biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioceramic particles as that constituting 

the compact composite 1, there is an advantage that these 

screws also are hydrolyzed and replaced by the living bones, 

whereby the holes 33 and 33 are completely filled with the 

living bones.  

[0148] 

Fig. 22 is a slant view of an implant composite material 

of the second type as still a further embodiment of the 

invention.  

[0149] 
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This implant composite material 110 is one which has 

a projecting piece lb projecting from the end face on the 

ligamental member 37 side and in which the projecting piece 

lb has many small projections id, in place of the small holes 

ic, on the upper and lower sides and left and right sides thereof.  

Organic fibers of an artificial ligamental member 37 are 

hitched on the small projections id, whereby the implant 

composite material 110 can be attached as an anchor member 

to each of both ends of the artificial ligamental member 37 

while preventing it from detaching. The small projections 

ld each may have an even thickness throughout as shown in the 

figure. It is, however, preferred that the ends of the small 

projections should be expanded or bent so as to prevent the 

hitched organic fibers from detaching. Theother constitutions 

of this implant composite material (anchor member) 110 are 

the same as those of the implant composite material (anchor 

member) 109 described above, which is shown in Fig. 17 to Fig.  

19, and an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0150] 

This implant composite material 110 also can be attached 

to an artificial ligamental member 37 so as not to detach 

therefrom, by hitching organic fibers of the ligamental member 

37 on the small projections ld. This implant composite 

material 110 can be thus used for implantation/reconstruction.  

It is a matter of course that this implant composite material 
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110 produces the same effects and advantages as those of the 

implant composite material 109 in the artificial ligament 38 

described above.  

[0151] 

Fig. 23 is a vertical sectional view of an implant 

composite material of the second type as still a further 

embodiment of the invention.  

[0152] 

This implant composite material (anchor member) 111 

comprises: a compact composite 1 which has annular projections 

le having a serrate sectional shape and formed on the peripheral 

surface thereof; and the porous composite 2 superposed on and 

united with the peripheral surface of the compact composite 

1 so that the porous composite 2 fills the recesses between 

the annular projections le. The other constitutions of this 

implant composite material 111 are the same as those of the 

implant composite material 109 in the artificial ligament 38 

described above, and an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0153] 

This implant composite material 111 has the following 

advantage besides the effects and advantages of the implant 

composite material 109 in the artificial ligament 38 described 

above. When this implant composite material 111 is press-fixed 

into each of holes 33 and 33 formed respectively in the thighbone 

39 and shinbone 40 of a knee joint with an interference screw 
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35 in the manner shown in Fig. 21, then the tips of the serrate 

annular projections le of the compact composite 1 of this implant 

composite material 111 slightly bite into the inner surface 

of each of the holes 33 and 33. Because of this, even when 

a tensile force caused by a bend of the knee joint is exerted 

on theartificialligamentand a force Finthedirectionindicated 

by the arrow in Fig. 23 is applied to the implant composite 

material 111 in which the porous composite 2 has not bonded 

with bone tissues present in each of the holes 33 and 33, then 

there is no fear that the implant composite material 111 may 

come out from each of the holes 33 and 33.  

[0154] 

Fig. 24 is a cross-sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[0155] 

This implant composite material (anchor member) 112 

comprises: a compact composite 1 in the form of an elliptic 

solid cylinder which has ridges if each having a triangular 

sectional shape and formed on the peripheral surface thereof; 

and the porous composite 2 superposed on and united with the 

peripheral surface of the compact composite 1 so that the porous 

composite 2 fills the recesses between these ridges lf. The 

other constitutions of this implant composite material 112 

are the same as those of the implant composite material 109 
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in the artificial ligament 38 described above, andanexplanation 

thereon is hence omitted.  

[0156] 

A structure obtained by attaching this implant composite 

material 112 as an anchor member to each of both ends of an 

artificial ligamental member also has the following advantage.  

The tips of the ridges lf slightly bite into the inner surface 

of each of holes formed in the upper and lower living bones 

of a knee joint. Consequently, this implant composite material 

112 can have an improved fixing strength until the porous 

composite 2 of the implant composite material 112 bonds with 

bone tissues present in the hole of each living bone.  

[0157] 

Fig. 25 is a cross-sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  

[0158] 

This implant composite material (anchor member) 113 

comprises: the compact composite 1 in the form of an elliptic 

solid cylinder described above; and a layer of the porous 

composite 2 superposed on and united with one side of the 

peripheral surface of the compact composite 1 in an elliptic 

solid cylinder form, i.e., that one side of the peripheral 

surface which is to be pressed against the inner surface of 

each of holes 33 respectively formed in the two living bones 
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of a knee joint. The other constitutions of this implant 

composite material 113 are the same as those of the implant 

composite material 109 in the artificial ligament 38, and an 

explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0159] 

When this implant composite material 113, in which a 

layer of the porous composite 2 has been superposed on and 

united with only one side of the peripheral surface the compact 

composite 1 as described above, is attached as an anchor member 

to each end of an artificial ligamental member 1, the following 

advantage is brought about. That layer of the porous composite 

2 which is pressed against the inner surface of a hole 33 is 

rapidly hydrolyzed, is replaced by bone tissues, and bonds 

with the innersurfaceofthehole 33. Consequently, the implant 

composite material 113 can be improved in bonding strength 

in an early stage. It is, however, noted that the opposite 

side of the peripheral surface of the compact composite 1, 

which is not covered with a porous-composite layer, is slow 

in both hydrolysis and the conductive growth of bone tissues 

and, hence, considerable time is required for the hole 33 to 

be mostly filled with a living bone.  

[0160] 

Fig. 26 is a cross-sectional view of an implant composite 

material of the second type as still a further embodiment of 

the invention.  
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(0161] 

This implant composite material (anchor member) 114 

isacompositematerialhavingathree-layerstructurecomprising 

a core layer comprising a compact composite 1 and a layer of 

a porous composite 2 superposed on and united with each of 

the upper and lower sides of the core layer. This implant 

composite material 114 as a whole is in the form of an elliptic 

solid cylinder. It has a projecting piece (not shown) having 

the small holes or projections for hitching organic fibers 

of an artificial ligamental member 37, the projecting piece 

being formed on one edge face of the core layer comprising 

a compact composite 1.  

[0162] 

When this implant composite material 114 is attached 

as an anchor member to each end of an artificial ligamental 

member 37, the following advantage is brought about. The layer 

of the porous composite 2 disposed on one side of the implant 

composite material 114 comes into close contact with the inner 

surface of the hole 33 formed in a living bone of a joint and 

is rapidly replaced by bone tissues while being hydrolyzed.  

The porous composite 2 on one side thus bonds rapidly with 

the inner surface of the hole and, hence, this implant composite 

material 114 can be improved in bonding strength in an early 

stage. On the other hand, the layer of the porous composite 

2 on the other side also is hydrolyzed in an early stage and 
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an osteoblast is induced in interconnected pores by the action 

ofthebioceramicparticlestogrowbonetissues. Consequently, 

the hole 33 can be mostly filled with a living bone in a shorter 

time period than in the case of the implant composite material 

113 shown in Fig. 25.  

[0163] 

Next, implant composite material modifications are 

explained which eliminate the same problems as the implant 

composite materials of the second type described above, which 

are used as anchor members for artificial ligaments, etc., 

and can have the same effects and advantages as those implant 

composite materials.  

[0164] 

The modifications of the implant composite materials 

of the second type include: (1) an implant composite material 

which is to be attached as an anchor member to an end part 

of a ligamental member or tendinous member so as not to detach 

therefrom, and is characterized in that it comprises a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and that the porosity thereof gradually changes to have an 

inclination so that it increases from an axial core part of 

the composite to a peripheral part thereof to be in contact 

with a bone in the range of 0-90%; and (2) an implant composite 

material which is to be attached as an anchor member to an 
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end part of a ligamental member or tendinous member so as not 

to detach therefrom, and is characterized in that it comprises 

a porous composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and that the porosity thereof gradually changes to have an 

inclination so that it increases from that end part of the 

composite to which a ligamental member or tendinous member 

is to be attached to an end part on the opposite side.  

[0165] 

The implant composite materials as such modifications 

each have the following advantages when used for the 

reconstruction/fixing of a ligament, for example, in the 

following manner. The implant composite material is attached 

as an anchor member to each end of a ligamental member so as 

not to detach therefrom. These implant composite materials 

are inserted into holes respectively formed in the upper and 

lower living bones (thighbone and shinbone) of a knee joint.  

An interference screw is then screwed into the space between 

each implant composite material and the inner surface of the 

hole. As a result, the high-porosity peripheral part or end 

part of the porous composite constituting each implant composite 

material is rapidly hydrolyzed from the surface and inner parts 

thereof by a body fluid in contact with the surface of the 

composite and by a body fluid which has penetrated into 

interconnected pores of the peripheral part or end part. With 
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this hydrolysis, bone tissues are inductively grown from the 

high-porosity peripheral part or end part to inner parts due 

to the bone inductivity of the bioactive bioceramic particles.  

This peripheral part or end part is thus replaced by a living 

bone in an early stage and the implant composite materials 

bond with the inner surfaces of the holes formed in the upper 

and lower living bones of the knee joint. As described above, 

the artificial ligament obtained by attaching the implant 

composite material as an anchor member to each end of a ligamental 

member has an advantage that the implant composite materials 

bond with living bones (inner surfaces of holes) in an early 

stage and, hence, both ends of the ligamental member come to 

have a greatly improved fixing strength as compared with the 

conventional physical fixing with interference screws only.  

[0166] 

Furthermore, in those implant composite materials, the 

low-porosity axial core part of the porous composite and that 

end part of the porous composite to which a ligamental member 

is attached are strong, hydrolyze far more slowly than the 

high-porosity peripheral part and end part on the opposite 

side, and hence retain a sufficient strength until the 

hydrolysis proceeds to a certain degree. Finally, however, 

the low-porosity parts are wholly hydrolyzed and disappear 

while being replaced by a living bone conductively formed by 

the action of the bioactivebioceramicparticles. As a result, 
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the holes formed in the living bones are filled with the living 

bones. In addition, since the bioceramic particles contained 

inthecompactcomposite andporous composite arebioabsorbable, 

they neither remain/accumulate in the living bones which have 

replaced and regenerated nor come into soft tissues or blood 

vessels.  

[0167] 

In the implant composite material as the former 

modification (1), it is preferred that the content of the 

bioceramic particles should gradually change to have an 

inclination so that it increases from the axial core part of 

the porous composite to the peripheral part to be in contact 

with a bone in the range of 30-80% by mass. In the implant 

composite material as the latter modification (2), it is 

preferred that the content of the bioceramic particles should 

gradually change to have an inclination so that it increases 

from that end part of the porous composite to which a ligamental 

member or tendinous member is to be attached to the end part 

on the opposite side in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

[0168] 

Those implant composite material modifications in which 

the content of the bioceramic particles inclines have the 

following advantage. Since the peripheral part or 

opposite-side end part has a high bioceramic-particle content 

and hence has higher bioactivity, the inductive growth of an 
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osteoblast and bone tissues in the peripheral part or 

opposite-side end part is especially enhanced. Consequently, 

replacement by and bonding with a living bone are further 

accelerated.  

[0169] 

Furthermore, in those implant composite material 

modifications also, it is desirable that the porous composite 

should have been impregnated with at least one of the biological 

bone growth factors described above and/or an osteoblast derived 

from a living organism. Such implant composite materials have 

an advantage that osteoblast multiplication/growth is greatly 

accelerated and, hence, bone tissues grow vigorously to enable 

bonding with and replacement by a living bone to proceed more 

rapidly. It is also preferred that many small holes or small 

projections for the attachment of a ligamental member or 

tendinous member be formed in or on an end part. This implant 

composite material has an advantage that a ligamental member 

or tendinous member can be attached thereto while preventing 

detachment without fail by passing organic fibers of the 

ligamental or tendinous member through the small holes and 

then hitching them or by hitching the organic fibers on the 

small projections.  

[0170] 

Examples of such modifications of the implant composite 

material of the second type will be explained below by reference 
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to drawings.  

[0171] 

Fig. 27 is a vertical sectional view illustrating one 

example of modifications of implant composite materials of 

the second type, and Fig. 28 is a cross-sectional view of this 

implant composite material.  

[0172] 

This anchor member 115 is a member in the form of an 

elliptic solid cylinder which comprises a porous composite 

2 of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles. It is to 

be attached to each end of the artificial ligamental member 

37 described above so as not to detach therefrom. The 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer and bioceramic 

particles to be used as materials for the porous composite 

2 may be the same as those for the porous composite 2 of the 

implant composite material 109 or the like described above.  

[0173] 

The porous composite 2 constituting the anchor member 

115 is one in which the porosity thereof gradually changes 

to have an inclination so that it increase from an axial core 

part 2h of the composite 2 to a peripheral part 2i thereof 

in the range of 0-90%, preferably in the range of 15-80%.  

In this porous composite 2, it is preferred that interconnected 

pores account for 50% or more, especially 70-90%, of all pores 
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and that the pore diameter of the interconnected pores should 

have been regulated so as to be in the range of 50-600 pm, 

preferably in the range of 100-400 pm, and increase toward 

the high-porosity peripheral part 2i.  

[0174] 

Such changes in porosity and pore diameter have the 

following advantages. That peripheral part 2i of the porous 

composite 2 which has a large pore diameter and a high porosity 

(hereinafter referred to as high-porosity peripheral part) 

is rapidly hydrolyzed because a body fluid easily penetrates 

thereinto. In addition, an osteoblast is apt to penetrate 

thereintoandthis, coupledwiththehighcontentofthebioactive 

bioceramic particles as will be described later, enables bone 

tissues to inductively grow in an early stage. The peripheral 

part 2i thus bonds with a living bone and is replaced thereby 

in an early stage. Consequently, when the implant composite 

material 115 comprising this porous composite 2 is inserted 

into the hole 33 formed in each of the upper and lower living 

bones of a knee joint and is fixed with an interference screw, 

then the high-porosity peripheral part 2i of this implant 

composite material 115 bonds with the living bone in the inner 

surface of the hole 33 in an early stage. As a result, this 

implant composite material 115 comes to have a higher fixing 

strength than in the case of fixing with an interference screw 

only. Porosities exceeding 90% and pore diameters larger than 
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600 pm are undesirable for the high-porosity peripheral part 

2i because this high-porosity peripheral part 2i has a reduced 

physical strength and is brittle. In case where the 

interconnected pores account for less than 50% of all pores 

and have a pore diameter smaller than 50 pm, this peripheral 

part 2i is undesirable because the penetration of a body fluid 

and an osteoblast thereinto is difficult and hydrolysis and 

the inductive growth of bone tissues are slow, resulting in 

a prolonged time period required for replacement by and bonding 

with a living bone.  

[0175] 

On the other hand, that axial core part 2h of the porous 

composite 2 which has a low porosity (hereinafter referred 

to as low-porosity axial core part) is strong and the strength 

of this low-porosity axial core part 2h improves as the porosity 

decreases. Consequently, the low-porosity axial core part 

2h need not always have a porosity of 0% when the anchor member 

for artificial ligaments is not requiredto have a high strength, 

although the porosity thereof should be 0% as shown above when 

a high strength is required. Because of this, it is desirable 

that the lower limit of the porosity of the low-porosity axial 

core part 2h should be preferably 15% to thereby impart a 

strength suitable for anchor members for ligaments and reduce 

the timeperiod required forhydrolysis and completereplacement 

by a living bone. A projecting piece 2j has been formed so 
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as to be united with and project from one edge face of this 

low-porosity axial core part 2h having a strength. The 

projecting piece 2j have small holes 2k. When organic fibers 

of an artificial ligamental member 37 are passed through these 

small holes 2k and hitched on, then this implant composite 

material 115 can be attached to the end part of the ligamental 

member 37 so as not to detach therefrom. It is a matter of 

course that the organic fibers in an end part of an artificial 

ligamental member 37 may be embedded in and fixed to the strong 

low-porosity axial core part 2hof the implant composite material 

115 in such a manner than the organic fibers do not come out.  

[0176] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite 2 constituting the implant composite material 115 

may be even throughout the whole composite 2. It is, however, 

preferred that the content thereof should gradually change 

to have an inclination so that it increases from the low-porosity 

axial core part 2h to the high-porosity peripheral part 2i 

in the range of 30-80% by mass. Namely, it is preferred that 

the bioceramic particle/biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer proportion by mass should gradually change continuously 

so that it increases from the low-porosity axial core part 

2h to the high-porosity peripheral part 2i in the range of 

from30/70 to 80/20. Suchaninclinationofbioceramic-particle 

content has an advantage that the high-porosity peripheral 
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part 2i has high bioactivity and the inductive growth of an 

osteoblast and bone tissues therein is especially enhanced, 

whereby replacementbyandbondingwith a livingbone are further 

accelerated. In case where the content of the bioceramic 

particles in the high-porosity peripheral part 2i exceeds 80% 

by mass, this arouses a trouble that the high-porosity 

peripheral part 2i has a reduced physical strength. In case 

where the content thereof in the low-porosity axial core part 

2h is lower than 30% by mass, this arouses a trouble that the 

inductive growth of bone tissues in the low-porosity axial 

core part 2h by the action of the bioceramic particles becomes 

slow and, hence, complete replacement by a living bone takes 

too much time. A more preferred upper limit of the content 

of the bioceramic particles is 70% by mass.  

[0177] 

It is preferred that the porous composite 2 constituting 

the implant composite material 115 should be impregnated with 

any of the biological bone growth factors described above and/or 

an osteoblast derived from a living organism. By this 

impregnation, osteoblast multiplication and growth are greatly 

accelerated. As a result, bone tissues come to grow in the 

high-porosity peripheral part 2i of the porous composite 2 

in an extremely short time period (about 1 week) to accelerate 

bonding with the inner surface of the hole 33. Furthermore, 

the time period required for the hole 33 to be mostly filled 
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with a living bone through the complete replacement of the 

porous composite 2 can be reduced. The surface of this porous 

composite 2 may be subjected to an oxidation treatment such 

as corona discharge, plasma treatment, or hydrogen peroxide 

treatment to thereby improve the wettability of the surface 

of the porous composite 2 and further accelerate the penetration 

and growth of an osteoblast.  

[0178] 

The implant composite material 115 comprising the porous 

composite 2 may be produced, for example, by the following 

process. First, a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

is dissolved in a volatile solvent and bioceramic particles 

are mixed therewith to prepare a suspension. This suspension 

is formed into fibers by spraying or another technique to 

produce a fibrous mass composed of fibers intertwined with 

one another. This fibrous mass is packed into an elliptic 

hollow cylinder so that the fiber amount decreases from the 

center to the periphery. The fibrous mass packed is further 

immersed in a volatile solvent to bring it into a swollen or 

semi-fused state. The fibrous mass in this state is pressed 

in the axial direction for the elliptic cylinder to obtain 

a porous fusion-bonded fibrous mass in the form of an elliptic 

solid cylinder. The fibers in this fusion-bonded fibrous mass 

are shrunk and fused, and are thereby deprived substantially 

of their fibrous shape to form a matrix. Thus, the fibrous 
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mass is changed in form into a porous composite in which the 

spaces among the fibers have been changed into rounded 

interconnected pores. One end of this porous composite in 

the form of an elliptic solid cylinder is cut to forma projecting 

piece and small holes. Thus, the implant composite material 

115 is produced. In the case where the porous composite 2 

in which the content of bioceramic particles increases from 

the low-porosity axial core part 2h to the high-porosity 

peripheral part 2i is to be produced, the following method 

may be used. Several suspensions differing in the amount of 

bioceramic particles incorporated are prepared, and several 

fibrous masses differing in bioceramic-particle content are 

formed therefrom. These fibrous masses are packed into an 

elliptic hollow cylinder in such a manner that the fibrous 

mass having a lowest content is disposed in the center and 

the other fibrous masses are disposed toward the periphery 

in order of increasing content. The fibrous masses thus packed 

are brought into a swollen or semi-fused state with a volatile 

solvent and then pressed.  

[0179] 

Fig. 29 is a vertical sectional view illustrating 

another example of the modifications of implant composite 

materials of the second type.  

[0180] 

This implant composite material 116 also is a member 
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in the form of an elliptic solid cylinder which comprise a 

porous composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioceramic particles. However, in this porous 

composite 2, the porosity thereof gradually changes to have 

an inclination so that it increases from one end part of the 

composite 2, i.e., an end part 2m where a ligamental member 

37 is to be attached, to an end part 2n on the opposite side 

in the range of 0-90%, preferably in the range of 15-80%.  

Furthermore, the content of the bioceramic particles also 

gradually changes to have an inclination so that it increases 

from the end part 2m to the end part 2n on the opposite side 

in the range of 30-80% by mass. Aprojecting piece 2j projects 

from the end part the porosity of which is low or 0% and which 

is strong, and many small holes 2k have been formed in this 

projectingpiece2j. Organic fibers ofanartificial ligamental 

member 37 are inserted into these small holes 2k, whereby the 

implant composite material 116 is attached as an anchor member 

to the end part of the ligamental member 37 so as not to detach 

therefrom. The other constitutions of this implant composite 

material 116 are the same as those of the anchor member 115, 

and an explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0181] 

This implant composite material 116 may be used in the 

following manner. The implant composite material 116 is 

attached as an anchor member to each end of a ligamental member 
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1. These composite materials 116 are inserted into the holes 

33 respectively formed in the upper and lower living bones 

of a knee joint and are then fixed with interference screws.  

As a result, the upper side and peripheral surface of the 

opposite-side end part 2n, which has a high porosity, and the 

peripheral surface of the part which is located underneath 

the high-porosity opposite-side end part 2n and has a relatively 

high porosity are rapidly hydrolyzed and bond with the inner 

surface of each hole 33 while being replaced by a living bone 

in an early stage. Consequently, the fixing strength of each 

implant composite material 116 improves in an early stage.  

On the other hand, the end part 2m, the porosity of which is 

low or 0%, is slow in hydrolysis and retains its strength over 

a certain time period. However, this end part 2m is wholly 

replaced by a living bone and disappears shortly and each hole 

33 is mostly filled with the living bone which has replaced.  

[0182] 

Although the implant composite materials (anchor 

members) 115 and 116 described above each are in the form of 

an elliptic solid cylinder, the shapes thereof are not limited 

to elliptic solid cylinders. The implant composite materials 

may have any shape as long as they can be easily inserted into 

holes 33 respectively formed in the upper and lower living 

bones of a knee joint and can be stably fixed with interference 

screws.  
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[0183] 

The implant composite materials (anchor members) 109, 

110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, and 116 described above each 

can be used after having been attached to an end part of a 

bio-derived ligamental member or tendinous member, an 

artificial tendinous member, or the like so as not to detach 

therefrom.  

[0184] 

Next, the implant composite material of the third type, 

which is for use as an interference screw for tendon or ligament 

fixing, will be explained by reference to drawings.  

[0185] 

Fig. 30 illustrates an implant composite material of 

the third type as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plane view thereof, respectively.  

[0186] 

This implant compositematerial ll7 fortendonorligament 

fixingcomprises: aninterferencescrewl0 (hereinafterreferred 

to simply as screw) which comprises a compact composite of 

a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and has a 

through-hole 10c for Kirschner wire insertion formed along 

a center line CL therefor; and a packing 20 which comprises 

a porous composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 
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containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and with which the through-hole 10c is filled, the packing 

20 having been impregnated with any of the biological bone 

growth factors described above.  

[0187] 

The screw 10 of this implant composite material 117 

has a screw head 10a in a nearly roughly hemispherical form.  

The diameter of the screw head 10a is almost the same as the 

outer diameter of the screw thread 10b. The top of the screw 

threadl0bhasbeencutsoastohaveaflatsurface. Inparticular, 

the top of the screw thread 10b in an area near to the screw 

tip has been considerably cut so as to result in a reduced 

outer diameter. This screw shape enables the screw to be 

smoothly screwed deeply into a hole formed in a bone of a joint 

while the flat surface of the screw thread top is being pressed 

against both of the inner surface of the hole and that end-part 

transplant bone flap of a transplant tendon or the like which 

is inserted into the hole.  

[0188] 

This screw 10 has a through-hole 10c for Kirschner wire 

insertion formed along the center line CL therefor. This 

through-hole 10c is made up of a complete-circle hole part 

10e for inserting only a Kirschner wire therethrough and a 

large elongated-circle hole part 10d which is located on the 

hole part 10e and into which the tip of a rotating tool also 
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can be fitted. The hole part lOd for fitting the tip of a 

rotating tool thereinto is not limited to an elongated-circle 

hole part, and may be a hole part of any shape, such as, e.g., 

an elliptic, quadrilateral, or hexagonal shape, in which the 

tip of a rotating tool does not idle and the rotating force 

can be transmitted to the screw 10.  

[0189] 

Small holes (not shown) connected to the through-hole 

10c (10d and 10e) may be formed in this screw 10 as long as 

the screw 10 can retain a strength required of screws for tendon 

or ligament fixing. Formation of such small holes has the 

following advantages. A body fluid and an osteoblast are apt 

to penetrate through the small holes into the packing 20 packed 

in the through-hole, and the biological bone growth factor 

contained is apt to be released with the degradation and 

assimilation of the packing 20. Consequently, the growth of 

a living bone and bone adhesion can be further accelerated.  

[0190] 

The screw 10 of this implant composite material 117 

comprises a compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles as described above, and is required to 

have a high strength which is equal to or higher than the upper 

and lower living bones (hard bones) of a joint. Because of 

this, a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer suitable for 
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use as a raw material therefor is a crystalline polymer such 

as poly(L-lactic acid) or poly(glycolic acid). Especially 

preferred is poly(L-lactic acid) having a viscosity-average 

molecular weight of 150,000 or higher, desirably about 

200,000-600,000.  

[0191] 

As the bioceramic particles to be incorporated into 

the compact composite constituting the screw 10, it is preferred 

to use the same bioceramic particles as those contained in 

the compact composite 1 of the implant composite material 100 

described above.  

[0192] 

In the compact composite constituting the screw 10, 

the content of the bioceramic particles is preferably in the 

range of 30-60% by mass. In case where the content thereof 

exceeds 60% by mass, there is a possibility that the compact 

composite becomes brittle, leading to a strength deficiency 

in the screw 10. Contents thereof lower than 30% by mass result 

in a trouble that the conductive bone formation by the action 

of the bioceramic particles becomes insufficient and the 

complete replacement of this screw 10 by bone tissues requires 

much time. The content of the bioceramic particles may be 

even throughout the whole compact composite constituting the 

screw 10 in the range of 30-60% by mass, or may change to have 

an inclination so that it gradually increases from a central 
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part toward the periphery of the compact composite in the range 

of 30-60% by mass. The screw 10 comprising the compact 

composite having such an inclination of bioceramic-particle 

content as in the latter case has an advantage that bone tissues 

conductively grow in an early stage in the peripheral parts 

having a high bioceramic-particle content (peripheral part 

of the screw head 10a and peripheral part of the screw shaft) 

and these peripheral parts bond in an early stage with the 

inner surface of each of holes respectively formed in the upper 

and lower living bones of a joint and with the transplant bone 

flap on each end of a transplant tendon inserted in the holes.  

The screw 10 hence does not suffer loosening, etc.  

[0193] 

The screw 10 of the implant composite material 117 

may be produced by molding a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioceramic particles to produce a 

compact-composite molded object in the form of a solid cylinder 

and cutting this molded object into a screw shape such as that 

shown in Fig. 30. In this case, when compression molding or 

forging is used to produce a compact-composite molded object 

and this molded object is cut, the following advantage is brought 

about. This compact composite is highly compact due to the 

compression and polymer molecules and crystals therein have 

been three-dimensionally oriented. Consequently, a screw 10 

havinga higher strength can be obtained. Furthermore, a screw 
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10 may be produced by conducting stretch forming to obtain 

a molded object in which polymer molecules have been uniaxially 

oriented and cutting this molded object.  

[0194] 

On the other hand, the packing 20 of the implant composite 

material 117 has been formed so as to have a columnar shape 

corresponding and conforming to the through-hole 10c of the 

screw 10. Namely, this packing 20 comprises a columnar part 

20b having a complete-circle section and a length which 

correspond and conform to those of the complete-circle hole 

part 10e for inserting only a Kirschner wire therethrough and 

a columnar part 20a having an elongated-circle section and 

a length which correspond and conform to those of the large 

elongated-circle hole part 10d which is located on the hole 

part 10e and into which a rotating too also can be fitted, 

the columnar parts 20b and 20a being vertically united.  

[0195] 

This packing 20, which comprises a porous composite 

of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles as stated 

above, has interconnected pores inside. Part of thebioceramic 

particles are exposed in inner surfaces of the interconnected 

pores and in the surfaces of the porous composite.  

[0196] 

The porous composite constituting this packing 20 need 
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not have a high strength such as that of the screw 10 comprising 

the compact composite, and a strength and flexibility which 

prevent the packing 20 from breaking upon insertion into the 

through-hole 10cofthescrew10sufficefortheporouscomposite.  

This porous composite is required to be rapidly degraded and 

be wholly replaced by a living bone in an early stage. Because 

of this, the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer to be 

used as a raw material for the porous composite preferably 

is the same as the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

in the porous composite 2 of the implant composite material 

100 described above.  

[0197] 

It is desirable that the porous composite constituting 

the packing 20 should be one in which the porosity thereof 

is 60-90%, preferably 65-85%, interconnected pores account 

for 50% or more, preferably 70-90%, of all pores, and the 

interconnected pores have a pore diameter of 50-600 pm, 

preferably 100-400 pm, when a necessary physical strength, 

suitability for impregnation with a biological bone growth 

factor, osteoblast penetration and stabilization, etc. are 

taken into account. In case where the porous composite has 

a porosity exceeding 90% and a pore diameter larger than 600 

pm, this porous composite has a reduced physical strength to 

make the packing 20 brittle. On the other hand, when the 

porosity thereof is lower than 60%, the proportion of pores 
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is lower than 50% based on all pores, and the pore diameter 

is smaller than 50 pm, then it is difficult to rapidly inject 

and infiltrate an appropriate amount of a biological bone growth 

factor and the penetration of a body fluid or osteoblast also 

becomes difficult. In this case, the hydrolysis of the porous 

composite and the inductive growth of bone tissues therein 

become slow and, hence, the time period required for the 

through-hole ic of the screw 10 to be filled through complete 

replacement by a living bone is prolonged. However, it has 

been found that bone inductivity is exhibited when fine 

interconnected pores on submicron order of 1-0.1 pm coexist 

with interconnected pores having that preferred pore diameter.  

[0198] 

The porosity of the porous composite constituting the 

packing 20 may be even throughout the whole composite in the 

range of 60-90%, or may continuously increase toward the 

peripheral surface and toward the upper and lower ends in the 

range of 60-90%. The pore diameter of the interconnected pores 

may be even throughout the whole composite in the range of 

50-600 pm, or may gradually increase toward the peripheral 

surface and toward the upper and lower ends in the range of 

50-600 pm. The packing 20 comprising the porous composite 

having such inclinations of porosity and pore diameter has 

the following advantages. An appropriateamountof a biological 

bone growth factor can be rapidly injected and infiltrated 
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through the upper and lower ends and peripheral surface having 

a high porosity and a large pore diameter. Hydrolysis hence 

proceeds rapidly from the upper and lower ends and peripheral 

surface, and osteoblast penetration and the inductive growth 

of bone tissues are enhanced. Consequently, replacement by 

a living bone is further accelerated.  

[0199] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into the 

porous composite constituting the packing 20 may be the same 

as the bioceramic particles contained in the compact composite 

constituting the screw l0describedabove. However, bioceramic 

particles having a particle diameter of about 0.1-5 pm are 

especially preferred because use of such bioceramic particles 

is free from the possibility of cutting the fibers to be formed, 

e.g., by spraying in producing the porous composite by the 

method which will be described later, and because such 

bioceramic particles have satisfactory bioabsorbability.  

[0200] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite constituting the packing 20 is preferably 60-80% 

by mass. The content thereof may be even throughout the whole 

porous composite in that range or may have an inclination so 

that it increases toward the peripheral surface and the upper 

and lower ends in that range. Contents thereof exceeding 80% 

by mass result in a trouble that such a high bioceramic-particle 
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content coupled with the high porosity of the porous composite 

leads to a decrease in the physical strength of the packing 

20 comprising the porous composite. Contents thereof lower 

than 60% by mass cause the following trouble. This porous 

composite has reduced bioactivity and, hence, the inductive 

growth of bone tissues becomes slow. As a result, the time 

period required for complete replacement by a living bone is 

prolonged. A more preferred range of the content of the 

bioceramic particles is 60-70% by mass. In the porous 

composite having such an inclination of content, bioactivity 

is high in the surface layer having a high content and the 

inductive growth of an osteoblast and bone tissues therein 

is especially enhanced. Consequently, replacement by a living 

bone is further accelerated.  

[0201] 

The biological bone growth factor to be infiltrated 

into the packing 20 comprising the porous composite may be, 

for example, anyof theBMP, TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, andPRPdescribed 

above. These factors may be infiltrated alone or as a mixture 

of two or more thereof. It is also preferred that any of those 

biological bone growth factors should be infiltrated into the 

packing 20 in combination with an osteoblast derived from a 

living organism. Any of those biological bone growth factors 

or a mixture thereof with an osteoblast derived from a living 

organism may be infiltrated into the core material 20 as an 
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injection or dripping preparation in a solution or suspension 

state.  

[0202] 

The infiltration of any of those biological bone growth 

factors and/or the osteoblast into the core material 20 has 

the following advantages. Prior to or simultaneously with 

the hydrolysis of the core material 20, the biological bone 

growth factor, etc. exude to considerably accelerate osteoblast 

multiplication/growth. Because of this, bone adhesion (e.g., 

adhesion between the transplant bone flap on one end of a 

transplant tendon and the inner surface of a hole formed in 

the upper or lower bone of a joint) is completed in about several 

weeks, and bone tissues come to grow in surface-layer parts 

of the porous composite constituting the packing 20. The 

porous composite is wholly replaced by a living bone rapidly 

thereafter and the through-hole 10c of the screw 10 is filled 

with the living bone. As stated above, BMPs and EP4, among 

the biological bone growth factors shown above, are especially 

effective in hard-bone growth. PRP is a plasma having a highly 

elevated platelet concentration, and addition thereof 

accelerates the growth of a newly regenerated bone. In some 

cases, another growth factor such as IL-1, TNF-a, TNF-0, or 

IFN-y may be mixed.  

[0203] 

The surface of the packing 20 comprising the porous 
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composite may be subjected to an oxidation treatment such as 

corona discharge, plasma treatment, or hydrogen peroxide 

treatment. Such an oxidation treatment has the following 

advantage. The wettability of the surface of the packing 20 

is improved and an osteoblast more effectively penetrates into 

interconnected pores through the minute gap between the packing 

20 and the through-hole 10c and grows therein. Because of 

this, complete replacement by a living bone is further 

accelerated and the through-hole 10c of the screw 10 is filled 

with the living bone in an early stage. The surface of the 

screw 10 comprising the compact composite may, of course, be 

subjected to such an oxidation treatment.  

[0204] 

The packing 20 comprising the porous composite can be 

produced, for example, by the following process. First, a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer is dissolved in a 

volatile solvent and bioceramic particles are mixed with the 

solution to prepare a suspension. This suspension is formed 

into fibers by spraying or another technique to produce a 

fibrous mass composed of fibers intertwined with one another.  

This fibrous mass is immersed in a volatile solvent such as 

methanol, ethanol, isopropanol, dichloroethane(methane), or 

chloroform to bring it into a swollen or semi-fused state.  

The fibrous mass in this state is pressed to obtain a porous 

fusion-bonded fibrous mass in a columnar form corresponding 
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and conforming to the through-hole 10c of the screw 10. The 

fibers in this fusion-bonded fibrous mass are shrunk and fused, 

and are thereby deprived substantially of their fibrous shape 

to form a matrix. Thus, the fibrous mass is changed in form 

into a porous composite in which the spaces among the fibers 

have been changed into rounded interconnected pores to thereby 

produce the packing 20.  

[0205] 

The implant composite material 117 for tendon or ligament 

fixing which is in the form of the interference screw described 

above may be used in the following manner. The interference 

screw is screwed into the space between the inner surface of 

each of holes respectively formed in the upper and lower bones 

of a joint and the transplant bone flap on each end of, e.g., 

a transplant tendon inserted into the holes to thereby press 

the transplant bone flap against the inner surface of the hole 

and fix it. In this application, the screw 10 itself, which 

comprises the compact composite comprising a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic particles, 

has a sufficient mechanical strength, although it is a hollow 

object having a through-hole formed therein, and slowly 

undergoes hydrolysis by a body fluid. Because of this, the 

screw 10 retains its strength over a period of at least 3 months, 

which is necessary for the adhesion of the transplant bone 

flap on each end of the transplant tendon to the inner surface 
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of the hole, and the transplant bone flap on each end of the 

transplant tendon can be pressed against and fixed to the inner 

surface of the hole without fail. On the other hand, the packing 

20 which comprises the porous composite of a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic particles and 

which has been inserted in the through-hole 10c of the screw 

10 enables a body fluid and an osteoblast to penetrate into 

inner parts of the porous composite through interconnected 

pores, and is degraded and assimilated earlier than the screw 

comprising the compact composite while exhibiting bone 

conductivity or bone inductivity based on the bioactivity of 

the bioceramic particles. Prior to or simultaneously with 

this degradation/assimilation, the biological bone growth 

factor supported, such as aBMP, is gradually released. Because 

of this, bone adhesion is completed in about several weeks, 

which period is considerably shorter than three months 

necessary for ordinary bone adhesion, although that period 

differs depending on the part and the bone growth factor.  

Thus, the transplant bone flaps on both ends of the transplant 

tendon are fixed to the inner surfaces of the holes (i.e., 

to the living bones) in such an early stage and the inductive 

growth of a living bone in the packing 20 is efficiently 

accelerated. Thereafter, each screw 10 and the packing 20 

further undergo degradation and assimilation and are finally 

replaced completely by a living bone formed by bone conduction 
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or bone induction, whereby the joint is restored to the original 

state in which the through-hole 10c of the screw 10 does not 

remain vacant. Furthermore, since the biological bone growth 

factor contained in the packing 20 comprising the porous 

composite has not undergone the heat history attributable to 

screw production, it has no fear of having undergone thermal 

alteration. In addition, since the bioceramic particles 

contained in the screw 10 and in the packing 20 are 

bioabsorbable, they neither remain/accumulate in the living 

bones which have replaced nor come into/remain in soft tissues 

or blood vessels. Moreover, since the surface-layer part of 

each screw 10 bonds in an early stage with the transplant bone 

flap on an end of the transplant tendon and with the inner 

surface of the hole in an early stage due to bone tissues 

conductivelygrownwithhydrolysis, thescrew l0canbeprevented 

from becoming loose.  

[0206] 

The implant composite material 117 for tendon or ligament 

fixing described above may be provided as a set of constituent 

members therefor.  

One example of such sets for tendon or ligament fixing 

is characterized by comprising a combination of (1) an 

interference screw which comprises a compact composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and has a 
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through-hole for inserting a Kirschner wire thereinto, (2) 

a packing which comprises a porous composite of a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and 

bioactive bioceramic particles and which is to be packed into 

the through-hole, and (3) a biological bone growth factor to 

be infiltrated into the packing.  

Another example is characterized by comprising a 

combination of (1) an interference screw which comprises a 

compact composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and has a through-hole for inserting a Kirschner wire thereinto 

and (2) a packing which comprises a porous composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and which 

contains a biological bone growth factor infiltrated therein 

and is to be packed into the through-hole.  

Still another example is characterized by comprising 

a combination of (1) an interference screw which comprises 

a compact composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic 

particles and has a through-hole for inserting a Kirschner 

wire thereinto and (2) a packing which comprises a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and which is to be packed into the through-hole.  
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[0207] 

In each of those sets for tendon or ligament fixing, 

the content of the bioceramic particles in the compact composite 

constituting the interference screw is preferably 30-60% by 

mass, while the content of the bioceramic particles in the 

porous composite constituting the packing is preferably 60-80% 

by mass. In the porous composite constituting the packing, 

the porosity thereof is preferably 60-90%, interconnected 

pores account for preferably 50% or more of all pores, and 

the interconnected pores have a pore diameter of preferably 

50-600 pm. It is also preferred to infiltrate at least one 

of the biological bone growth factors described above into 

the packing. The reasons for these are as explained above 

with regard to the implant composite material 117 for tendon 

or ligament fixing.  

[0208] 

Fig. 31 illustrates one example of such sets for tendon 

or ligament fixing: (a) is a front view of an interference 

screw in the set; (b) is a front view of a packing in the set; 

and (c) is a front view of a container in the set, the container 

containing a biological bone growth factor. Fig. 32 is a view 

illustrating an example in which this set for tendon or ligament 

fixing is used.  

[0209] 

This set for tendon or ligament fixing comprises a 
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combination of a screw 10 having a through-hole 10c for Kirschner 

wire insertion formed alonga center line CL therefor, apacking 

20 to be packed into the through-hole 10c, and a biological 

bone growth factor enclosed in a container 41 such as an ampule.  

This combination may be packed into, e.g., a bag or case.  

This screw 10 is the same as the screw 10 in Fig. 30 described 

above, and the core material 20 also is the same as the core 

material 20 in Fig. 30 described above. Consequently, like 

parts are indicated by like numerals or signs in Fig. 31, and 

explanations thereon are omitted. Furthermore, the biological 

bone growth factor also is the same as the biological bone 

growth factor infiltrated into the core material 20 in Fig.  

30 described above. It is enclosed in the container 41 as 

an injection or dripping preparation in a solution or dispersion 

state. An explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0210] 

In the case where this set for tendon or ligament fixing 

is used for the transplantation/reconstruction of a tendon 

of, e.g., a knee joint, holes 33 and 33 are respectively formed 

in the thighbone 39 and the shinbone 40, and a transplant tendon 

42 taken out so as to have transplant bone flaps 42a and 42a 

respectively on both ends is passed through the holes 33 and 

33 as shown in Fig. 32. A Kirschner wire (not shown) and the 

tip of a rotating tool (not shown) are inserted into the 

through-hole 10c of a screw 10, and this screw 10 is screwed, 
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while being rotated, in a proper direction into aproper position 

in the space between the inner surface of one hole 33 and the 

transplant bone flap 42a to thereby press this transplant bone 

flap 42a against the opposite-side inner surface of this hole 

33 and fix it. Subsequently, the rotating tool and the 

Kirschner wire are drawn out and a packing 20 is packed into 

the through-hole 10c of the screw 10. Thereafter, a container 

41 is openedandthebiologicalbone growth factor is infiltrated 

into the packing 20. Alternatively, a container 41 is opened 

and the biological bone growth factor is infiltrated into the 

packing 20, before the packing 20 is packed. Likewise, a screw 

10 is screwed into the space between the inner surface of the 

other hole 33 and the transplant bone flap 42a to press and 

fix this transplant bone flap 42a. Thereafter, a packing 20 

is packed into the through-hole 10c and a biological bone 

growth factor is infiltrated into the packing 20. Thus, the 

operation of tendon transplantation/fixing is completed.  

Incidentally, the transplantation/fixing of a ligament is 

conducted by almost the same procedure as described above.  

[0211] 

After the transplant tendon is thus fixed, each screw 

10 retains a sufficient strength over a period of at least 

3 months, which is usually necessary for the adhesion of the 

transplant bone flap 42a to the inner surface of the hole 33, 

to fix the osteosynthesis part without fail. On the other 
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hand, the packing 20 releases the biological bone growth factor 

while being rapidly hydrolyzed. Consequently, the adhesion 

of the transplant bone flap 42a to the inner surface of the 

hole 33 is completed in about several weeks, although this 

period varies depending on the part and the bone growth factor.  

In addition, the packing 20 is replaced by a living bone due 

to the bioactivity of the bioceramic particles and the 

through-hole 10c is hence filled with the living bone in a 

relatively early stage. Finally, the screw 10 also is wholly 

replaced by a living bone and disappears, whereby the bone 

is restored to the original state in which the through-hole 

10c does not remain vacant.  

[0212] 

Fig. 33 illustrates another example of the sets for 

tendon or ligament fixing: (a) is a vertical front view of 

a screw in the set and (b) is a vertical sectional view of 

a packing in the set.  

[0213] 

This set for tendon or ligament fixing differs from 

the set for tendon or ligament fixing shown in Fig. 31 in that 

the through-hole 10c of the screw 10 is a straight hole having 

an elongated-circle cross section throughout the whole screw 

length, that the packing 20 accordingly has a columnar shape 

having an elongated-circle sectional shape, and that a 

biological bone growth factor enclosed in a container or the 
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like is not employed as a component of the combination and 

only the screw 10 and the packing 20 are employed in combination 

and packed in a bag, case, etc. This screw 10 having a straight 

hole with an elongated-circle cross section as the through-hole 

10c has an advantage that cutting for forming the through-hole 

10c is easy. However, there is a possibility that when a 

Kirschner wire is inserted and the screw 10 is screwed, the 

center of rotation might deflect slightly. For eliminating 

this possibility, it is preferred to form a tapered part 10f 

in a lower end part of the through-hole 10c as shown by the 

broken lines so that the lower end opening of the through-hole 

10c is a complete circle having almost the same diameter as 

the Kirschner wire, and to form the packing 20 so as to have 

a shape corresponding and conforming to this through-hole 10c.  

[0214] 

The compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes this screw 10, 

bioceramic particles contained therein, content thereof, and 

the like are the same as those in the screw in Fig. 30 described 

above, and explanations thereon are hence omitted. Furthermore, 

the porous composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer which constitutes the packing 20, porosity thereof, 

proportion of interconnected pores, pore diameter of the 

interconnected pores, bioceramic particles contained therein, 

content thereof, and the like also are the same as those in 
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the packing in Fig. 30 described above, and explanations thereon 

are hence omitted.  

[0215] 

This set for tendon or ligament fixing may be used in 

the following manner as for the fixing set shown in Fig. 31 

described above. The screw 10 is screwed into the space between 

the inner surface of each of holes respectively formed in the 

upper and lower bones of a joint and a transplant bone flap 

of a transplant tendon (or transplant ligament) inserted into 

the hole to fix the bone flap. The Kirschner wire is drawn 

out. Thereafter, the packing 20 is packed into the through-hole 

10c of the screw 1 and a biological bone growth factor separately 

prepared is infiltrated into the packing 20. Alternatively, 

a biological bone growth factor is infiltrated into the packing 

20 before this packing 20 is packed into the through-hole 10c 

of the screw 10. By thus fixing a transparent tendon (or 

transplant ligament), the same effects and advantages as in 

the case of the tendon- or ligament-fixing set in Fig. 31 

described above are obtained.  

[0216] 

Still another example of the sets for tendon or ligament 

fixing, i.e., aset for tendon or ligament fixingwhich comprises 

a combination of the interference screw and the packing 

impregnated with a biological bone growth factor, may be used 

in the same manner as for the fixing set in Fig. 31 described 
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above although not shown in a drawing. The screw is screwed 

into the space between the inner surface of each of holes 

respectively formed in the upper and lower bones of a joint 

and a transplant bone flap of a transplant tendon (or transplant 

ligament) inserted into the hole to fix the bone flap. The 

Kirschner wire is drawn out. Thereafter, the packing 

impregnated with a biological bone growth factor is packed 

into the through-hole of the screw. By thus fixing a 

transparent tendon (or transplant ligament), the same effects 

and advantages as in the case of the tendon- or ligament-fixing 

set in Fig. 31 described above are obtained.  

[0217] 

When the implant composite material 117 of the third 

type of the invention, which is for tendon or ligament fixing, 

or any of the sets for tendon or ligament fixing is used for 

the reconstruction/fixing of a tendon or ligament in the manner 

described above, the following remarkable advantages are 

obtained. The biological bone growth factor released from 

the packing 20 greatly reduces the time period required for 

bone adhesion between the inner surface of each of holes 

respectively formed in the upper and lower bones of a joint 

andthat transplantbone flap of a transplanttendon or transplant 

ligament which has been inserted into this hole. Consequently, 

the patient, doctor, and hospital make a large profit. In 

addition, due to the bone conductivity or bone inductivity 
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of the bioactive bioceramic particles contained in the screw 

10 and packing 20, a living bone replaces and regenerates and 

the bone is restored so as not to have a residual hollow part.  

[0218] 

If circumstances require, use may be made of a technique 

in which a packing is formed from a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing no bioceramic particles and 

a biologicalbonegrowth factorisinfiltratedintothispacking.  

It is not denied that such packing containing no bioceramic 

particles is slightly inferior to 

bioceramic-particle-containing packings in living-bone 

conductivity or inductivity after impregnation with a 

biological bone growth factor. However, the biological bone 

growth factor supported on the packing is released and, hence, 

the adhesion of the transplant bone flap on each end of a 

transplant tendon or transplant ligament is completed in about 

several weeks. Consequently, the time period required for 

the patient to leave his bed is significantly shortened, and 

all of the patient, doctor, and hospital make a large profit.  

Thus, one of the main objects of the invention can be 

sufficiently accomplished.  

[0219] 

The implant composite material of the fourth type of 

the invention, which is for osteosynthesis, will be explained 

next by reference to drawings.  
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[0220] 

Fig. 34 illustrates an implant composite material for 

osteosynthesis as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plan view thereof, respectively.  

[0221] 

This implant composite material 118 for osteosynthesis 

comprises: a bone-uniting material main body which has been 

formed into a screw 11 and has a cylindrical deep hole llb 

extending along the center line therefor from the upper end 

surface of the screw head lla to a part near to the screw tip; 

and a filler 21 in a solid cylinder form which has a diameter 

and length conforming to the diameter and depth of the hole 

llb and with which the hole llb is filled, the filler 21 having 

been impregnated with any of the biological bone growth factors 

shown above.  

[0222] 

The diameter of the hole llb of the screw 11 is not 

particularly limited. However, it is preferred to regulate 

the diameter thereof so as to be about 1/3 to 2/3 the diameter 

of the shaft part (diameter as measured at valley parts between 

tops of the screw thread llc) of the screw 11. In case where 

the diameter of this hole llb is larger than 2/3 the diameter 

of the screw shaft part, this screw 11 has a reduced strength, 

resulting in the possibility that this screw 11 might break 
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when screwed into a fractured part. In case where the diameter 

thereof is smaller than 1/3, the filler 21 to be packed is 

too thin and the proportion of this filler 21 is reduced, whereby 

the effectsofinductivelyformingalivingboneandaccelerating 

bone adhesion become insufficient. Both cases are hence 

undesirable.  

[0223] 

The head lla of the screw 11 of this implant composite 

material 118 has a square plane shape in which the four corners 

have been rounded. This screw 11 can hence be screwed into 

a fractured part by applying a rotating tool having a tip in 

a hollow prism shape thereto so that the screw head l1a is 

fitted into the hollow-prism tip and rotating the tip.  

Consequently, this screw 11 is less apt to suffer breakage 

of the screw head lla when screwed, as compared with ones in 

which the screw head has a plus groove for plus driver insertion, 

and hence can be tightly screwed until the lower surface of 

the screw head lla is tightly pressed against the bone.  

[0224] 

The shape of the screw head la is not limited to the 

square plane shape, and the screw can have a head of any of 

various shapes such as, e.g., a head having a hexagonal or 

octagonal plane shape, a head having a plus groove for plus 

driver insertion, ahead having a minus groove for minus driver 

insertion, or a head having a square, hexagonal, or octagonal 
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hole for square wrench, hexagon wrench, or octagon wrench 

insertion. This wrench insertion hole may be used as a hole 

llb to be filled with a filler 21, and a filler 21 impregnated 

with a biological bone growth factor is packed thereinto.  

[0225] 

Small holes (not shown) connected to the hole l1b to 

be filled with a filler 21 may be formed in the shaft part 

of the screw 11 of this implant composite material 118 as long 

as the screw 11 can retain a strength required of bone-uniting 

material main bodies. Formation of such small holes has the 

following advantages. A body fluid and an osteoblast are apt 

to penetrate through the small holes into the filler 21, and 

the biological bone growth factor becomes apt to exude with 

the degradationandassimilationofthe filler21. Consequently, 

the growth of a living bone and bone adhesion can be further 

accelerated.  

[0226] 

In the screw 1 of this implant composite material 118, 

the screw shaft part has a screw thread llc extending throughout 

the whole length thereof. However, the screw 11 may be one 

in which a screw thread 11c has been partly formed in an area 

ranging from a middle part of the screw shaft part to the tip 

thereof. Furthermore, although this screw 11 has a hole llc 

extending from the upper end surface of the screw head 11a 

to a part near to the screw tip, the screw 11 may have a 
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constitution in which a through-hole extending from the upper 

end surface of the screw head 11a to the screw tip is formed 

and a filler 21 is packed into this through-hole over the whole 

length thereof.  

[0227] 

The bone-uniting material main body which has been formed 

into the screw 11 of this implant composite material 118 is 

one comprising a compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles, and is required to have a high strength 

which is equal to or higher than living bones (hard bones).  

Because of this, a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

suitable for use as a raw material therefor is a crystalline 

polymer such as poly(L-lactic acid) or poly(glycolic acid).  

Especially preferred is poly(L-lactic acid) having a 

viscosity-average molecular weight of 150,000 or higher, 

desirably about 200,000-600,000.  

[0228] 

As the bioceramic particles to be incorporated into 

the compact composite constituting this screw 11 (bone-uniting 

material main body), it is preferred to use the same bioceramic 

particles as those contained in the compact composite 2 of 

the implant composite material 100 described above.  

[0229] 

In the compact composite constituting the screw 11 
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(bone-unitingmaterialmainbody), the contentofthebioceramic 

particles is preferably in the range of 30-60% by mass. In 

case where the content thereof exceeds 60% by mass, there is 

a possibility that the compact composite becomes brittle, 

leading to a strength deficiency in the screw 11. Contents 

thereof lower than 30% by mass result in a trouble that the 

conductive bone formation by the action of the bioceramic 

particles becomes insufficient and the complete replacement 

of the screw 11 bya living bone requires much time. The content 

of the bioceramic particles may be even throughout the whole 

compact composite constituting the screw 11 in the range of 

30-60% by mass, or may change to have an inclination so that 

it gradually increases from the center line toward the periphery 

of the compact composite in the range of 30-60% by mass. The 

screw 11 comprising the compact composite having such an 

inclination of bioceramic-particle content as in the latter 

case has an advantage that bone tissues conductively grow in 

an early stage in the peripheral parts having a high 

bioceramic-particle content (peripheral part of the screw head 

la and peripheral part of the screw shaft) and these peripheral 

parts bond in a short time period with a living bone. The 

screw 1 can hence be prevented from suffering loosening, etc.  

[0230] 

The screw 11 (bone-uniting material main body) may be 

produced by molding a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 
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containing bioceramic particles to produce a compact-composite 

molded object in the form of a solid cylinder and cutting this 

molded object into a screw shape such as that shown in Fig.  

34. In this case, when compression molding or forging is used 

to produce a compact-composite molded object and this molded 

object is cut, the following advantage is brought about. This 

compact composite is highly compact due to the compression 

and polymer molecules and crystals therein have been obliquely 

oriented from the periphery toward the center line for the 

screw 11. Consequently, a screw 11 having a higher strength 

and higher hardness can be obtained. Incidentally, a screw 

11 may be produced by conducting stretch forming to obtain 

a molded object in which polymer molecules have been uniaxially 

oriented and cutting this molded object.  

[0231] 

On the other hand, the filler 21 packed in the hole 

11b which has been formed in the screw 11 (bone-uniting 

material main body) and at least one end of which is open is 

one comprising a porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles. The filler 21 has interconnected pores 

inside. Part of the bioceramic particles are exposed in inner 

surfaces of the interconnected pores and in the surfaces of 

the porous composite. This filler 21 has been impregnated 

with an appropriate amount of a biological bone growth factor.  
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[0232] 

The porous composite constituting this filler 21 need 

not have a high strength such as that of the screw 11 (bone

uniting material main body) comprising the compact composite, 

and a strength, such as that of cancellous bones, which prevents 

the filler 21 from breaking or being damaged upon insertion 

into the hole lb of the screw 1 suffices for the porous composite.  

This porous composite is required to be rapidly degraded and 

be wholly replaced by a living bone in an early stage. Because 

of this, the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer to be 

used as a raw material for the porous composite preferably 

is the same as the biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

in the porous composite 2 of the implant composite material 

100 described above.  

[0233] 

It is desirable that the porous composite constituting 

the filler 21 should be one in which the porosity thereof is 

60-90%, preferably 65-85%, interconnected pores account for 

50% or more, preferably 70-90%, of all pores, and the 

interconnected pores have a pore diameter of 50-600 pm, 

preferably 100-400 pm, when the strength suitable for the filler 

21, osteoblast penetration and stabilization, suitability for 

impregnation with a biological bone growth factor, etc. are 

taken into account. The reasons for these are as explained 

above with regard to the packing 20 comprising a porous 
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composite in the implant composite material 117.  

[02341 

The porosity of the porous composite constituting the 

filler 21 may be even throughout the whole composite in the 

range of 60-90%, or may continuously increase toward the 

peripheral surface and toward the upper and lower ends in the 

range of 60-90%. The pore diameter of the interconnected pores 

may be even throughout the whole composite in the range of 

50-600 pm, or may gradually increase toward the peripheral 

surface and toward the upper and lower ends in the range of 

50-600 im. The filler 21 comprising the porous composite 

having such inclinations of porosity and pore diameter has 

the following advantages. An appropriate amount of a 

biological bone growth factor can be rapidly infiltrated through 

the upper and lower ends and peripheral surface having a high 

porosity and a large pore diameter. Hydrolysis hence proceeds 

rapidly from the upper and lower ends and peripheral surface, 

and osteoblast penetration and the inductive growth of bone 

tissues are enhanced. Consequently, replacement by a living 

bone is further accelerated.  

[0235] 

The bioceramic particles to be incorporated into the 

porous composite constituting the filler 21 may be the same 

as the bioceramic particles contained in the compact composite 

constituting the screw 11 described above. However, bioceramic 
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particles having a particle diameter of about 0.1-5 pm are 

especially preferred because use of such bioceramic particles 

is free from the possibility of cutting the fibers to be formed, 

e.g., by spraying in producing the porous composite by the 

method which will be described later, and because such 

bioceramic particles have satisfactory bioabsorbability.  

[0236] 

The content of the bioceramic particles in the porous 

composite constituting the filler 21 is preferably 60-80% by 

mass. The content thereof may be even throughout the whole 

porous composite in that range or may continuously increase 

toward the peripheral surface and the upper and lower ends 

in that range. In case where the content thereof exceeds 80% 

by mass, such a high bioceramic-particle content coupled with 

the high porosity of the porous composite results in a decrease 

in the physical strength of the filler 21 comprising the porous 

composite. Contents thereof lower than 60% by mass arouse 

the following trouble. This porous composite has reduced 

bioactivity and, hence, the inductive growth of bone tissues 

becomes slow. As a result, the time period required for the 

hole 11b of the screw 11 to be filled by complete replacement 

by a living bone is prolonged. A more preferred range of the 

content of the bioceramic particles is 60-70% by mass. In 

the filler 21 comprising the porous composite having such an 

inclination of content, bioactivityishighinthesurface-layer 
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parts having a high content and the inductive growth of an 

osteoblast and bone tissues therein is especially enhanced.  

Consequently, replacement by a living bone is further 

accelerated.  

[0237] 

The surface of the filler 21 comprising the porous 

composite may be subjected to an oxidation treatment such as 

corona discharge, plasma treatment, or hydrogen peroxide 

treatment. Such an oxidation treatment has the following 

advantage. The wettability of the surface of the filler 21 

is improved and an osteoblast more effectively penetrates into 

interconnected pores in the filler 21 through the minute gap 

between the filler 21 and the hole lb of the screw 11 and grows 

therein. Because of this, complete replacement by a living 

bone is further accelerated and the filler-filled hole llb 

of the screw 11 is filled with the living bone in an early 

stage. The surface of the screw 11 comprising the compact 

composite may, of course, be subjected to such an oxidation 

treatment.  

[0238] 

The filler 21 comprising the porous composite can be 

produced, for example, by the following process. First, a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer is dissolved in a 

volatile solvent and bioceramic particles are mixed with the 

solution to prepare a suspension. This suspension is formed 
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into fibers by spraying or another technique to produce a fibrous 

mass composed of fibers intertwined with one another. This 

fibrous mass is immersed in a volatile solvent such as methanol, 

ethanol, isopropanol, dichloroethane(methane), or chloroform 

to bring it into a swollen or semi-fused state. The fibrous 

mass in this state is pressed to obtain a porous fusion-bonded 

fibrous mass in a solid cylinder form corresponding and 

conforming to the hole llb of the screw 11. The fibers in 

this fusion-bonded fibrous mass are shrunk and fused, and are 

thereby deprived substantially of their fibrous shape to form 

a matrix. Thus, the fibrous mass is changed in form into a 

porous composite in which the spaces among the fibers have 

been changed into rounded interconnected pores to thereby 

produce the filler 21.  

[0239] 

The biological bone growth factor to be infiltrated 

into the porous composite constituting the filler 21 may be 

any of the BMP, TGF-B, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP described above.  

These biological bone growth factors may be enclosed alone 

or as a mixture of two or more thereof in a container 3. It 

is also preferred that an osteoblast derived from a living 

organism should be added to any of those biological bone growth 

factors. Any of those biological bone growth factors or a 

mixture thereof with an osteoblast derived from a living 

organism may be infiltrated into the filler 21 as an injection 
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or dripping preparation in a solution or suspension state.  

[0240] 

The infiltration of any of those biological bone growth 

factors and/or the osteoblast into the filler 21 has the 

following advantages. Prior to or simultaneously with the 

hydrolysis of the filler 21, the biological bone growth factor, 

etc. exude to considerably accelerate osteoblast 

multiplication/growth. Because of this, bone adhesion is 

completed in about several weeks although this period depends 

on the part and the growth factor, and bone tissues come to 

grow insurface-layerpartsoftheporous composite constituting 

the filler 21. The porous composite is wholly replaced by 

a living bone rapidly thereafter and the hole llb of the screw 

11 is filled with the living bone. Of the biological bone 

growth factors shown above, BMPsandEP4 are especiallyeffective 

in hard-bone growth. PRP is a plasma having a highly elevated 

platelet concentration, and addition thereof accelerates the 

growth of a newly regenerated bone. In some cases, another 

growth factor such as IL-1, TNF-a, TNF-P, or IFN-ymaybemixed.  

[0241] 

The implant composite material 118 having the 

constitution described above is intended to be used for 

uniting/fixing by screwing the screw 11 (bone-uniting material 

main body) into the bone of a fractured part. When a fractured 

part is united/fixed in this manner, the following advantages 
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are brought about. The screw 11, which comprises the compact 

composite comprising a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioceramic particles, has a sufficient 

mechanical strength, although it is a hollow object having 

a hole llb which is open at one end, and slowly undergoes 

hydrolysis by a body fluid. Because of this, the screw 11 

retains its strength over a period of at least 3 months, which 

is necessary for ordinary bone adhesion, and can fix the 

osteosynthesis part without fail. On the other hand, the 

filler 21 which comprises the porous composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioceramic 

particles and which has been inserted in the hole llb of the 

screw 11 enables a body fluid and an osteoblast to penetrate 

into inner parts of the porous composite through interconnected 

pores threof, and is degraded and assimilated earlier than 

the screw 11 comprising the compact composite while exhibiting 

its bone conductivity and bone inductivity based on the 

bioactivity of the bioceramic particles. Prior to or 

simultaneously with this degradation/assimilation, the 

biological bone growth factor, e.g., a BMP, supported by the 

filler21isgraduallyreleased. Becauseofthis, theconductive 

formation of a living bone is efficiently accelerated and bone 

adhesion is completed in about several weeks, which period 

is considerably shorter than three months necessary for ordinary 

bone adhesion, although that period varies depending on the 
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part and the biological bone growth factor. Thereafter, the 

screw 11 and the filler 21 further undergo degradation and 

assimilation and are finally replaced completely by a living 

bone formed by bone conduction or bone induction, whereby the 

bone is restored to the original state in which the hole llb 

of the screw 11 does not remain vacant. Furthermore, since 

the biological bone growth factor contained in the filler 21 

comprising the porous composite has not undergone the heat 

history attributable to screw 11 production, it has not fear 

of having undergone thermal alteration and functions to 

accelerate bone growth. In addition, since the bioceramic 

particles contained in the filler 21 and in the screw 11 are 

bioabsorbable, they neither remain/accumulate in the living 

bones which have replaced nor come into/remain in soft tissues 

or blood vessels.  

[0242] 

Fig. 35 illustrates an implant composite material for 

osteosynthesis as still a further embodiment of the invention: 

(a), (b), and (c) are a front view, vertical sectional view, 

and plan view thereof, respectively.  

(0243] 

This implant composite material 119 for osteosynthesis 

comprises a bone-uniting material main body which comprises 

a compact composite and has been formed into a pin 12. This 

pin 12 has a hole 12a which is open at each end and extends 
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along the center line for the pin 12 from a one-end surface 

(upper end surface) to the other-end surface (lower end surface) 

of the pin 12. A filler 22 in a solid cylinder form having 

a diameter and length conforming to the diameter and length 

of the hole 12a and impregnated with a biological bone growth 

factor has been packed in the hole 12a.  

[0244] 

This pin 12 (bone-uniting material main body) comprises 

the same compact composite as the screw 11 described above, 

i.e., a compact composite of abiodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic 

particles. The peripheral surface thereof has an alternation 

of a tapered surface 12b becoming gradually narrower toward 

an end (becoming gradually narrower downward) and a flange 

part 12c. This shape prevents the pin 12 which has been driven 

into a hole formed in the bone of a fractured part from coming 

out because the peripheral edges of the flange parts 12c bite 

into the living bone. The diameter of the through-hole 12a 

of this pin 12 is preferably regulated to about 1/3 to 2/3 

the diameter of the pin 12 (diameter of the thinnest parts 

at the lower ends of the tapered surfaces). In case where 

the hole diameter is larger than that, this pin 12 has a reduced 

strength, resulting in a possibility that this pin 12 might 

break or be damaged when driven into a fractured part. In 

case where the hole diameter is smaller than that, the filler 
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22 is too thin and the proportion of the filler 22 is reduced, 

whereby the effect of inductively forming a living bone becomes 

insufficient.  

[0245] 

The shape of the pin 12 is not limited to that in this 

embodiment, and can be any desired shape. For example, the 

pin 12 may be a pin of a mere hollow cylinder or hollow prism 

shape having a through-hole 12a extending along the center 

line or a pin of the hollow prism shape which has an alternation 

of an oblique surface and a flanged part on each of the four 

lateral sides for preventing the pin from coming out.  

Furthermore, the hole 12a is not limited to a through-hole 

which is open at each end. It may, of course, be adeepbottomed 

hole extending from a one-end surface (upper end surface) to 

a part close to the other-end surface (lower end surface) of 

the pin 12. Such a bottomed hole has an advantage that the 

lower end (tip) of the pin 12 has a high strength and is hence 

less apt to break when the pin 12 is driven.  

[0246] 

On the other hand, the filler 22 is one comprising a 

porous composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing a bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

In this embodiment, the filler 22 is in the form of a solid 

cylinder having a diameter and length conforming to the diameter 

and length of the through-hole 12a of the pin 12, and has been 
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impregnated with any of the bone growth factors described 

above. When this hole 12a is thin and long, then a filler 

22 which is thin and long so as to conform to the hole is difficult 

to insert and pack into the hole. It is therefore preferred 

that two or more short fillers 22 having a solid cylinder form 

with a diameter conforming to the diameter of this hole 12a 

should be prepared and successively inserted into the hole 

12a of the pin 12 to thereby pack the fillers 2 so as to fill 

the hole 12a over the whole length thereof.  

[0247] 

In thisimplantcompositematerial ll9forosteosynthesis 

also, small holes (not shown) connected to the hole 12a to 

be filled with the filler 22 may be formed in the pin 12 as 

long as a necessary strength can be maintained. Formation 

of such small holes has the following advantages. The small 

holes enable a body fluid and an osteoblast to easily come 

into contact with andpenetrate into the filler22 and facilitate 

the exudation of the biological bone growth factor.  

Consequently, the growth of a living bone and bone adhesion 

are further accelerated.  

[0248] 

The compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes the pin 12, bioceramic 

particles contained therein, content of the particles, and 

the like are the same as those in the screw 11 in Fig. 34 
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described above, and explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

Furthermore, the porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes the filler 22, porosity 

thereof, proportion of interconnected pores, pore diameter 

of the interconnected pores, bioceramic particles contained 

therein, content thereof, and the like also are the same as 

those in the filler 21 in Fig. 34 described above, and 

explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

[0249] 

When this implant composite material 119 for 

osteosynthesis is used for bone uniting/fixing by driving the 

pin 12 (bone-uniting material main body) into a hole formed 

in the bone of a fractured part, the following advantages are 

brought about as in the case of the screw-form implant composite 

material 118 for osteosynthesis described above. The pin 12 

retains a sufficient strength over a period of at least 3 months, 

which is necessary for bone adhesion, and fixes the 

osteosynthesispartwithout fail. On the other hand, the filler 

22 releases the biological bone growth factor while being 

rapidly hydrolyzed. Because of this, bone adhesion in the 

united/fixed part is completed in about several weeks although 

this period varies depending on the part and the bone growth 

factor. In addition, due to the bioactivity of the bioceramic 

particles, the filler 22 is replaced by a living bone and the 

hole 12a of the pin 12 is hence filled with the living bone 
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in a relatively early stage. Finally, the pin 12 also is wholly 

replacedbythelivingboneanddisappears, wherebythefractured 

bone is restored to the original state in which the hole 12a 

does not remain vacant.  

[0250] 

Other embodiments of the implant composite material 

for osteosynthesis of the invention include one comprising: 

a bone-uniting material main body which comprises a compact 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles 

and has been formed into the screw 11 or pin 12 described above; 

and a filler (filler not impregnating with a biological bone 

growth factor) comprising the porous composite described above, 

which comprises a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, 

the filler having been inserted into the hole 11b or 12a of 

the bone-uniting material main body, the hole 11b or 12a being 

open at at least one end.  

[0251] 

This implant composite material for osteosynthesis may 

be used in the following manner. The bone-uniting material 

main body is screwed or driven into the bone of a fractured 

part to thereby unite/fix the bone. Prior to or after this 

uniting/fixing, any of the biological bone growth factors 

separately prepared is injected and infiltrated into the filler.  
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As a result, the same advantages and effects as in the case 

of the implant composite materials 118 and 119 for 

osteosynthesis are obtained. In this case, when the 

bone-uniting material main body in the form of a screw 11 or 

pin 12 has the small holes connected to the hole l1b or 12a, 

this constitution has an advantage that the infiltration of 

the biological bone growth factor is facilitated.  

[0252] 

The implant composite materials for osteosynthesis of 

the invention described above may be provided as a set of 

constituent members therefor.  

A first osteosynthesis set among such sets is 

characterizedbycomprising a combinationof (1)a filler-filled 

bone-uniting material main body obtained by forming a 

bone-uniting material main body comprising a compact composite 

of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, forming in 

the main body a hole which is open at at least one end, and 

filling the hole with a filler comprising a porous composite 

of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and (2) a 

biological bone growth factor to be infiltrated into the filler.  

A second osteosynthesis set is characterized by 

comprising a combination of (1) bone-uniting material main 

body which comprises a compact composite of a biodegradable 
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and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and 

bioactive bioceramic particles and has a hole formed therein 

which is open at at least one end, (2) a filler which is to 

be packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main body 

and comprises a porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles, and (3) a biological bone growth factor 

to be infiltrated into the filler.  

A third osteosynthesis set is characterized by 

comprising a combination of (1) bone-uniting material main 

body which comprises a compact composite of a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and 

bioactive bioceramic particles and has a hole formed therein 

which is open at at least one end and (2) a filler which is 

to be packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main 

body, comprises a porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles, and contains a biological bone growth 

factor.  

A fourth osteosynthesis set is characterized by 

comprising a combination of (1) bone-uniting material main 

body which comprises a compact composite of a biodegradable 

and bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and 

bioactive bioceramic particles and has a hole formed therein 

which is open at at least one end and (2) a filler which is 
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to be packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main 

body and comprises a porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive 

bioceramic particles.  

[0253] 

Typical examples of the bone-uniting material main 

bodies in those osteosynthesis sets are: a screw having a hole 

formed therein which is to be filled with the filler and extends 

along the center line from the upper end surface of the screw 

head toward the screw tip; and a pinhaving a hole formed therein 

which is to be filled with the filler and extends along the 

center line from one-end surface toward the other-end surface.  

[02541 

The first osteosynthesis set is used in the following 

manner. When the filler-filled bone-uniting material main 

body is, e.g., a filler-filled screw, this mainbody is screwed 

into the bone of a fractured part to unite/fix the bone. When 

the filler-filled bone-uniting material main body is, e.g., 

a filler-filled pin, this main body is driven into the bone 

of a fractured part to unite/fix the bone. Thereafter, the 

biological bone growth factor, e.g., a BMP, is 

injected/infiltrated into the filler. By using the set in 

this manner, the same effects and advantages as in the case 

of the implant composite materials 118 and 119 are obtained.  

[0255] 
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The second osteosynthesis set is used in the following 

manner. The bone of a fractured part is united/fixed with 

the bone-uniting material main body. Thereafter, the filler 

is packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main body, 

the hole being open at at least one end, and the biological 

bone growth factor, e.g., a BMP, is then injected/infiltrated 

into this filler. Alternatively, after the bone of a fractured 

part has been united/fixed with the bone-uniting material main 

body, the biological bone growth factor is infiltrated into 

the filler and this filler is packed into the hole of the 

bone-uniting material main body. By using the set in this 

manner, the same effects and advantages as in the case of the 

implant composite materials 118 and 119 are obtained.  

[0256] 

The third osteosynthesis set is used in the following 

manner. The bone of a fractured part is united/fixed with 

the bone-uniting material main body. Thereafter, the filler 

impregnated with a biological bone growth factor, e.g., a BMP, 

is packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main body, 

the hole being open at at least one end. By using the set 

in this manner, the same effects and advantages as in the case 

of the implant composite materials 118 and 119 are obtained.  

[0257] 

The fourth osteosynthesis set is used in the following 

manner. The bone of a fractured part is united/fixed with 
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the bone-uniting material main body. Thereafter, the filler 

is packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material main body, 

the hole being open at at least one end, and a biological bone 

growth factor separately prepared, e.g., a BMP, is then 

injected/infiltrated into this filler. Alternatively, after 

the bone of a fractured part has been united/fixed with the 

bone-uniting material main body, a biological bone growth 

factor separately prepared is infiltrated into the filler and 

this filler is packed into the hole of the bone-uniting material 

main body. By using the set in this manner, the same effects 

and advantages as in the case of the implant composite materials 

118 and 119 are obtained.  

[0258] 

In each of those osteosynthesis sets, the content of 

the bioceramic particles in the compact composite constituting 

the bone-uniting material main body is preferably 30-60% by 

mass, and the content of the bioceramicparticles in the porous 

composite constituting the filler is preferably 60-80% by mass.  

The osteosynthesis set having such contents exhibits 

satisfactory bone conductivity while retaining the intact 

strength required of the bone-uniting material main body, and 

can be replaced by a living bone. The filler also exhibits 

satisfactory bone inductivity and can be replaced by a living 

bone in an early stage. It is also preferred that the porous 

composite constituting the filler should be one in which the 
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porosity thereof is 60-90%, at least 50% of all pores are 

accounted for by interconnected pores, and the interconnected 

pores have a pore diameter of 50-600 pm. The osteosynthesis 

set having such porosity and pore diameter has the following 

advantages. An appropriate amount of a biological bone growth 

factor can be easily injected/infiltrated into the filler to 

facilitate the penetration of a body fluid and an osteoblast.  

Consequently, hydrolysis of the filler proceeds and bone 

tissues inductively grow in an early stage, whereby the filler 

is wholly replaced by a living bone and disappears in a short 

time period. As the biological bone growth factor, use may 

be made of any one of or a mixture of two or more of the BMP, 

TGF-P, EP4, b-FGF, and PRP shown above.  

[0259] 

Fig. 36 illustrates one example of those bone-uniting 

materialsets: (a)isaverticalsectionalviewofafiller-filled 

bone-uniting material main body in this set and (b) is a front 

view of a container in this set, the container containing a 

biological bone growth factor.  

[0260] 

This bone-uniting material set comprises a combination 

of: a filler-filled bone-uniting material main body comprising 

a screw 11 having a hole llb formed therein which extends along 

the center line for the screw 11 and is open at at least one 

end and a filler 21 packed in the hole 11b; and a biological 
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bone growth factor enclosed in a container 41 such as an ampule.  

This combination may be packed into, e.g., a bag or case.  

The screw 11 (bone-uniting material main body) is the same 

as the screw 11 in the implant composite material 118 in Fig.  

34 described above, and the filler 21 also is the same as the 

filler 21 in the implant composite material 118 in Fig. 34 

described above. Explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

Furthermore, the biological bone growth factor also is the 

same as the biological bone growth factor infiltrated into 

the filler 21 in the implant composite material 118 in Fig.  

34 described above, and is enclosed in the container 41 as 

an injection or dripping preparation in a solution or dispersion 

state. An explanation thereon is hence omitted.  

[0261] 

This bone-uniting material set may be used in the 

following manner. The screw 11 filled with the filler 21 

(filler-filled bone-uniting material main body) is screwed 

into the bone of a fractured part to unite/fix the bone. Prior 

to or before this uniting/fixing, the container 41 is opened 

and the biological bone growth factor is injected and 

infiltrated into the filler 21. This set, when used in this 

manner, brings about the following advantages. The screw 11 

retains a sufficient strength over a period of 3 months, which 

is necessary for bone adhesion, to fix the osteosynthesis part 

without fail. On the other hand, the filler 21 releases the 
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biological bone growth factor while being rapidly hydrolyzed.  

Consequently, bone adhesion in the osteosynthesis part is 

completed in about several weeks, although this period varies 

depending on the part and the bone growth factor. In addition, 

the filler 21 is replaced by a living bone due to the bioactivity 

of the bioceramic particles and the hole 11b of the screw is 

hence filled with the living bone in a relatively early stage.  

Finally, the screw 11 also is wholly replaced by a living 

bone and disappears, whereby the fractured bone is restored 

to the original state in which the hole llb does not remain 

vacant.  

[0262] 

Fig. 37 illustrates another example of the bone-uniting 

material sets: (a) is a front view of a bone-uniting material 

main body in this set, (b) is a front view of a filler in the 

set, and (c) is a front view of a container in the set, the 

container containing a biological bone growth factor. Fig.  

38 is a vertical sectional view of the bone-uniting material 

main body in this bone-uniting material set.  

[0263] 

This bone-unitingmaterial set comprises: a bone-uniting 

material main body which has been formed into a screw 11 and 

has a hole 11b extending along the center line for the screw 

11; a filler 21 to be packed into the hole llb; and a biological 

bone growth factor enclosed in a container 41 such as an ampule.  
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This combination may be packed into, e.g., a bag or case.  

This screw 11 (bone-uniting material main body) comprises a 

compact composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

As shown in Fig. 38, the screw 11 has a hole lld for Kirschner 

wire 43 insertion which penetrates the screw 11 so as to extend 

along the center line for the screw 11 fromthe upper end surface 

of the screw head lla to the screw tip. This Kirschner wire 

insertion hole lld is used also as the hole llb to be filled 

with the filler 21. Like the screw 11 in Fig. 34 described 

above, this screw 11 has been formed so that the screw head 

lla has a square plane shape in which the four corners have 

been rounded. However, a screw thread llc has not been formed 

throughout the whole length of the screw shaft as in the screw 

11 described above but formed partly in an area ranging from 

a middle part of the screw shaft to the tip thereof.  

[0264] 

On the other hand, the filler 21 comprises a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, 

and is in a solid cylinder form having a diameter and length 

corresponding and conforming to the through-hole llb (Kirschner 

wire insertion hole l1d) formed along the center line for the 

screw 11. However, when the hole llb to be filled with this 

filler is thin and long, it is preferred that short cylindrical 
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fillers having a length of about 1/2, 1/3, or 1/4 the length 

of this hole lb should be formed and two, three, or four such 

short fillers be included in a set together with the screw 

11. Such short fillers have an advantage that even when the 

hole llbof thescrewli islong, theoperationoffillerinsertion 

is easy because such fillers can be successively inserted into 

the hole llb.  

[0265] 

The compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes the screw 11 

(bone-uniting material main body), bioceramic particles 

contained therein, content thereof, and the like are the same 

as those in the screw 11 of the implant composite material 

118 in Fig. 34 described above. Explanations thereon are hence 

omitted. The porous composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes the filler 21, porosity 

thereof, proportion of interconnected pores, pore diameter 

of the interconnected pores, bioceramic particles contained, 

content thereof, and the like also are the same as those in 

the filler 21 in the implant composite material 118 in Fig.  

34 described above, and explanations thereon are hence omitted.  

Furthermore, the biological bone growth factor enclosed in 

the container 41 also is the same as the biological bone growth 

factor enclosed in the container 41 in the bone-uniting set 

in Fig. 36 described above, and an explanation thereon is hence 
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omitted.  

[0266] 

This bone-uniting material set may be used for 

uniting/fixing the bone of a fractured part in the following 

manner. First, a Kirschner wire 43 is inserted into the hole 

llb (Kirschner wire insertion hole lld) extending along the 

center line for the screw 11 (bone-uniting material main body).  

This Kirschner wire 43 is used as a guide to precisely screw 

the screw 11 in a given direction into the target position 

in the fractured part to unite/fix the bone. The Kirschner 

wire is then drawn out. Thereafter, the filler 21 is packed 

into the hole llb of the screw 11. The container 41 is opened 

and the biological bone growth factor is injected and 

infiltrated into the filler 21. Alternatively, the container 

41 is opened and the biological bone growth factor is 

infiltrated into the filler 21, before this filler 21 

impregnated with the bone growth factor is packed into the 

hole llb of the screw 11. As a result, the same effects and 

advantages as in the case of the bone-uniting material set 

in Fig. 36 described above are obtained.  

[0267] 

Although the bone-uniting material sets described above 

each include a biological bone growth factor enclosed in a 

container 41 as a constituent material combined, bone-uniting 

material sets need not always include a biological bone growth 
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factor as a constituent material to be combined. Fig. 39 

illustrates still another example of such bone-uniting 

material sets: (a) is a front view of a bone-uniting material 

main body in this set and (b) is a front view of a filler in 

the set. Fig. 40 (a) is a vertical sectional view of the 

bone-uniting material main body in this bone-uniting material 

set and (b) is a plan view thereof.  

[0268] 

This bone-uniting material set comprises a combination 

of: a bone-uniting material main body formed into a large screw 

13 which is for greater-trochanter fracture osteosynthesis 

and has a hole 13b extending along the center line for this 

large screw 13; and a filler 23 to be packed into the hole 

13b. This combination may be packed into, e.g., a bag or case.  

This large screw 13 (bone-unitingmaterial main body) comprises 

a compact composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable 

polymer containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic 

particles. As shown in Fig. 40, a large hole 13e having a 

female thread in the inner surface thereof and a holel3d for 

Kirschner wire insertion thereinto have been successively 

formed so as to penetrate the large screw 13 along the center 

line therefor from the upper end surface of the screw head 

13a to the screw tip. The large hole 13e and the Kirschner 

wire insertion hole 13d are used also as the hole 13b to be 

filled with the filler 23. The head 13a of this large screw 
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13 is in the form of a solid hexagonal prism as shown in Fig.  

40 (a) and (b). In that part in the screw shaft which is near 

to the tip, a male thread 13c has been formed in which the 

male thread top is flat and the valley is a rounded groove.  

As shown in Fig. 39 (a), the peripheral surface of the screw 

shaft has a small external groove 13f extending in parallel 

with the center line.  

[0269] 

On the other hand, the filler 23 comprises a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles.  

As shown in Fig. 39 (b), the filler 23 is one obtained by 

integrally and coaxially forming a large-diameter 

solid-cylinder part 23a having a diameter and length 

corresponding and conforming to the large hole 13e of the large 

screw and a small-diameter solid-cylinder part 23b having a 

diameterandlengthcorrespondingandconformingtotheKirschner 

wire insertion hole 13d.  

[0270] 

The compact composite of a biodegradable and 

bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes the large screw 13 

(bone-uniting material main body) for greater-trochanter 

fracture osteosynthesis, bioceramic particles contained 

therein, content thereof, and the like are the same as those 

in the screw 11 in Fig. 34 described above. Explanations 
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thereon are hence omitted. Furthermore, the porous composite 

of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer which constitutes 

the filler 23, porosity thereof, proportion of interconnected 

pores, pore diameter of the interconnected pores, bioceramic 

particles contained, content thereof, and the like also are 

the same as those in the filler 21 in the bone-uniting material 

in Fig. 34 described above, and explanations thereon are hence 

omitted.  

[0271] 

This bone-uniting material set may be used for 

uniting/fixing a fractured part of a femur head or the like 

in the following manner. First, a Kirschner wire is inserted 

into the Kirschner wire insertion hole 13d of the large screw 

13 (bone-uniting material main body) through the large hole 

13e. This Kirschner wire is used as a guide to precisely screw 

the large screw 13 in a given direction into the target position 

in the fractured part to unite/fix the bone. The Kirschner 

wire is then drawn out. Thereafter, the filler 23 is packed 

into the large hole 13e and Kirschner wire insertion hole 13d 

of the large screw 13 which are used as a hole 13b to be filled, 

and a biological bone growth factor separately prepared is 

injected and infiltrated into this filler 23. Alternatively, 

a biological bone growth factor separately prepared is 

infiltrated into the filler 23, before this filler 23 

impregnated with the biological bone growth factor is inserted 
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into the large hole 13e and the Kirschner wire insertion hole 

13d. As a result, the same effects and advantages as in the 

case of the bone-uniting material sets in Fig. 36 and Fig.  

37 described above are obtained.  

[0272] 

Other examples of the bone-uniting material sets which 

do not include a biological bone growth factor as a constituent 

material to be combined include a bone-uniting material set 

comprising a combination of: a screw (bone-uniting material 

main body) which comprises a compact composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and has a 

bored hole for filler insertion which extends along the center 

line for the screw from the upper end surface of the screw 

head toward the screw tip; and a filler which is to be inserted 

into the hole and which comprises a porous composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and contains 

a biological bone growth factor infiltrated therein. This 

combination may be packed into, e.g., a bag or case.  

[0273] 

This bone-uniting material set may be used in the 

following manner. The screw (bone-uniting material main body) 

is used to unite/fix the bone of a fractured part. Thereafter, 

the filler impregnated with a biological bone growth factor 
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is packed into the hole of the screw. As a result, the same 

effects and advantages as in the case of the bone-uniting 

material sets in Fig. 36, Fig. 37, and Fig. 39 described above 

are obtained.  

[0274] 

The bone-uniting material sets described above each 

are one in which the bone-uniting material main body is a screw 

and this screw has a bored hole to be filled with a filler, 

the hole extending along the center line for the screw from 

the upper end surface of the screw head toward the screw tip.  

However, it is amatterof course that the bone-unitingmaterial 

main body of such a bone-uniting material set may be a pin 

for osteosynthesis in which a hole to be filled with a filler 

has been formed so as to extend along the center line from 

a one-end surface toward the other-end surface of the pin.  

[0275] 

Furthermore, those bone-uniting material sets and the 

implant composite materials for osteosynthesis described 

hereinabove each are one in which the filler comprises a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles. However, 

use may be made of a constitution in which a filler is formed 

from a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing no 

bioceramic particles and a biological bone growth factor is 

infiltrated into this filler. It is not denied that such filler 
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containing no bioceramic particles is slightly inferior to 

bioceramic-particle-containing fillers in living-bone 

conductivity or inductivity after impregnation with a 

biological bone growth factor. However, the biological bone 

growth factor supported on the filler exudes and, hence, bone 

adhesion in the osteosynthesis part is completed in about 

several weeks. Consequently, the time period required for 

the patient to leave his bed is significantly shortened, and 

all of the patient, doctor, and hospital make a large profit.  

Thus, one of the main objects of the invention can be 

sufficiently accomplished.  

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

[0276] 

The implant composite material of the invention can 

be advantageously used as a temporary prosthetic/scaffold 

material in the treatment or reconstruction of a necrotized 

part of an articular bone head or in the reinforcement of a 

ligament part adherent to a joint, or as an anchor member to 

be attached to an end part of a ligamental member or tendinous 

member, or as an interference screw for tendon or ligament 

fixing, or as a bone-uniting material for fractured parts.  

The porous composite is replaced by bone tissues in an early 

stage to attain bonding with and fixing to a living bone, while 

the compact composite retains a necessary strength over a 
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necessary time period. Finally, the compact composite is 

wholly replaced by the living bone and disappears. This implant 

composite material can sufficiently meet desires in this 

medical field.  
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CLAIMS 

1. A bioabsorbable and bioactive implant composite 

material, which comprises a compact composite of a 

biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer containing 

bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles and a porous 

composite of a biodegradable and bioabsorbable polymer 

containing bioabsorbable and bioactive bioceramic particles, 

wherein the porous composite is united with the compact 

composite.  

2. The implant composite material according to claim 

1, wherein the porous composite has been superposed on and 

united with one side or all surfaces of the compact composite.  

3. The implant composite material according to claim 

1 for use as an end anchor of a ligamental member or tendinous 

member, wherein it is animplant compositematerial tobe attached 

as an anchor member to an end part of a ligamental member or 

tendinous member so as not to detach therefrom, and wherein 

the porous composite has been superposed on and united with 

part or all of the surfaces of the compact composite.  

4. The implant composite material according to claim 

1 for osteosynthesis, which comprises a bone-uniting material 
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main body comprising the compact composite and having a hole 

bored to have at least one open end; and a filler packed in 

the hole, the filler comprising the porous composite.  

5. The implant composite material according to claim 

4, wherein the uniting material main body is a screw having 

a bored hole to be filled with the filler, wherein the hole 

extends along the center line of this screw from the upper 

end surface of the screw head toward the screw tip.  

6. The implant composite material according to claim 

4, wherein the bone-uniting material main body is a pin having 

a bored hole to be filled with the filler, wherein the hole 

extends along the center line of this pin from one end toward 

the other end of the pin.  

7. The implant composite material according to claim 

1 for tendonor ligament fixing, whichcomprises an interference 

screw comprising the compact composite and having a through

hole for inserting a Kirschner wire thereinto; and a packing 

comprising the porous composite wherein the packing is filled 

in the through-hole, wherein the packing contains a biological 

bone growth factor.  
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8. The implant composite material according to claim 

2 or 3, wherein the porous composite contains a biological 

bone growth factor and/or an osteoblast derived from a living 

organism.  

9. The implant composite material according to claim 

4, wherein the filler comprising the porous composite contains 

a biological bone growth factor.  

10. The implant composite material according to claim 

2, wherein the porosity of the porous composite gradually 

changes to have an inclination so that the porosity increases 

from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part of the porous 

composite in the range of 50-90%.  

11. The implant composite material according to claim 

3, wherein the porous composite has a porosity of 50-90%, at 

least 50% of all pores are accounted for by interconnected 

pores, and the porosity of the porous composite gradually 

changes to have an inclination so that the porosity increases 

from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer part of the porous 

composite.  

12. The implant composite material according to claim 

4 or 7, wherein the porous composite has a porosity of 60-90%, 
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at least 50% of all pores are accounted for by interconnected 

pores, and the interconnected pores have a pore diameter of 

50-600 pm.  

13. The implant composite material according to claim 

2 or 3, wherein the content of the bioceramic particles in 

the porous composite gradually changes to have an inclination 

so that it increases from an inner-layer part to a surface-layer 

part of the porous composite in the range of 30-80% by mass.  

14. The implant composite material according to claim 

4 or 7, wherein the content of the bioceramic particles in 

the compact composite is 30-60% by mass and the content of 

the bioceramic particles in the porous composite is 60-80% 

by mass.  

15. The implant composite material according to any 

one of claim 7 to 9, wherein the biological bone growth factor 

is at least one member selected from a BMP (Bone Morphogenic 

Protein), TGF-P (Transforming Growth Factor P), EP4 (Prostanoid 

Receptor), b-FGF (basic Fibroblast Growth Factor), and PRP 

(platelet-rich plasma).  
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